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THE SPEAKER (Mr Clarko) took the Chair at 11.00 am, and read prayers.

PETITION - PHYSIOTHERAPISTS BILL, AMENDMENT
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [11.0 1 am]: I present
the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of
the Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned, request that the Physiotherapists Bill 1994 be amended to:
(1) Exempt qualified masseurs from the requirement to register under the

proposed Bill.
(2) Define qualified masseurs as persons who have attained the Associate

Diploma in Health Sciences (Massage) or equivalent qualification
recognised by the State Employment and Skills Authority

(3) Permit qualified masseurs to apply massage or heat to the human body in
his/her practice of the profession of massage

(4) Permit qualified masseurs to provide therapeutic massage to the public,
and ensure the health and safety of members of the public is safeguarded.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 466 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 188.]

PETITION - ROYAL COMMISSION INTO WANNEROO INC
ESTABLISHMENT

MRS HENDERSON (Thomnlie) [11.03 am]: I present a petition in the following
terms -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of
the Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned call on the Parliament to establish a Royal Commission into
the scandal that has become known as "Wanneroo Inc".
We further request that this Royal Commission be carried out in a public manner
with terms of reference structured to ensure those responsible for corrupt a-nd/or
improper practices are identified and dealt with, while ensuring that those who
were not involved in such practices - and in fact carried out their responsibilities
diligently and with propriety - are likewise identified and publicly exonerated.
We believe that the people should have trust and faith in their local authority and
an independent inquiry will assist in this. Only after the completion of such an
inquiry will the City of Wanneroo be able to proceed with its proper
administration free of the "Wanneroo Inc" spectre.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 68 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
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The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 189.]

PETITION -BREAST ASSESSMENT CENTRE, SIR CHARLES GAIRDNER
HOSPITAL

DR WATSON (Kenwick) [11.05 am]: I present the following petition -
To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of
the Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We the undersigned are strongly opposed to the government's plans to close the
Breast Assessment Centre at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, as stated in, The West
Australian, on October 4th 1995, page 5.
We understand that the four centres that made up the whole service (Sir Charles
Gairdner Hospital, Royal Perth Hospital, Mount Hospital and St. Anne's
Hospital) was considered to be overservicing the demand.
We do not understand how the government can rationalise the closure of jL the
existing Breast Assessment Centres without compromising this essential
screening service to the women of Western Australia. The Breast Assessment
Centre at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital is the only centre that met all the
standards and criteria stipulated by the National Accreditation Authority.
This centre of excellence n=~ be maintained to preserve the wealth of clinical
knowledge and expertise. The government must recognise that the service at Sir
Charles Gairdner Hospital conducts research into breast screening procedures and
breast cancer which continually improves the outcome for women with breast
cancer.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 216 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
This petition supplements the hundreds of signatures that were not on the appropriate
forms that I sent directly to the Minister for Health.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 190.]

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT.- MINISTER FOR HOUSING
Homeswest, Equal Employment Opportunity Recognition Awards

MR PRINCE (Albany - Nlinister for Housing) [11.06 anm]: It is my pleasure to inform
members of the achievement of Homeswest in winning two categories of the equal
employment opportunity recognition awards for the Western Australian public sector.
The awards were received in the categories of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people and people with disabilities.
In addition, Homneswest was highly commended in another category, namely, progress
towards the integration of equal employment opportunity. As an employer of people
with disabilities, Homeswest was proud to start with the employment of two people in
1991. With the development of a formal commitment, this number has grown to 15 in
1995 and Homeswest hopes to take on another person with a disability by the end of this
year. There are very good reasons for the employment of people with disabilities. Not
only is the work good for the people employed, but also it is of great benefit to the
organisation as a whole and the way Homeswest relates to its many and varied
customers. Homeswest caters to a significant number of people with disabilities and I
believe the staff of any large organisation should reflect the make-up of its client base.
The disabilities of people employed by Homeswest are varied and include people with
cerebral palsy, deafness, visual impairment, intellectual impairment and autism.
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In the area of Aboriginal employment, Homeswest introduced a formal Aboriginal
employment program in 1992 to improve the quality of service to Aboriginal people,
particularly in customer service areas. The program includes country employees and
tends to focus on youth. Over time the program has expanded to develop Aboriginal staff
in non-customer contact areas where Aboriginal people have been historically
under-represented. We are now finding that some of these people do so well that they are
being snapped up by other departments through the promotions system, or by the private
sector.
In 1994 Homeswest introduced a target to increase the level of Aboriginal staff to 10 per
cent by 1997. So far the level has reached 5.8 per cent, with employees spread across
levels 1 to 9. Again, it is essential that Homeswest staff reflect their client base.
Homeswest has also taken positive steps towards the integration of equal employment
opportunity. It has developed equal employment opportunity programs for target groups,
developed policies to integrate equal opportunity employment into work practices and
included this in management plans over many years. These awards show that
Homeswest is committed to its customers in all their many forms, now and in the future.
It is important that the Public Service let the community know that it is not a white,
middle-class bureaucracy, as it is so often stereotyped, and that it strives to reflect the
community as a whole and not just the mainstream. Homeswest is in many areas leading
the way and it has been doing so for some time. In 1993 it was a state winner in the
Prime Minister's employer of the year award for its employment of people with
disabilities and won a community access award from the Association for the Blind. It
also won the same two categories in the inaugural 1993 equal employment opportunity
recognition awards. I congratulate Homeswest on its achievements.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND EXPENDITURE REVIEW COMMITTEE
Leave Granted to Sit When House is Sitting on 30 November

On motion by Mr C.J. Barnett (Leader of the House), resolved -

That the House grant leave for the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review
Committee to sit when the House is sitting on 30 November.

SELECT COMMITTEE ON HEAVY TRANSPORT
Leave Granted to Sit When House is Sitting on 29 and 30 Nov'ember

On motion by Mr C.J. Barnett (Leader of the House), resolved -
That the House grant leave for the Select Committee on Heavy Transport to sit
when the House is sitting on 29 and 30 November.

SUPREME COURT AMENDMENT BILL
Introduction and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Mrs Edwardes (Attorney General), and read a first time.

CORONERS BILL
Committee

Resumed from 28 November. The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Dr Hames) in the
Chair, Mrs Edwardes (Attorney General) in charge of the Bill.
Progress was reported after clause 8 had been agreed to.
Clauses 9 to 13 put and passed.
Clause 14: Appointment of coroner's investigators -
Dr WATSON: I move -
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Page 9, line 23 - To insert after "investigator" the following -

excepting where the subject of a corner's investigation is the death of a
person held in care

Page 9, after line 23 - To insert the following -

(3) Where the subject of a coroner's investigation is the death of a
person held in care, the State Coroner may request the Commissioner of
Police to direct certain members of the Police Force of the State to be
coroner's investigators for that investigation.

These two amendments are related through the recommendations of the Royal
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. In the second reading debate I pointed
out to the House that the royal commission had made 40 recommendations relating to
coroners, pointing either to necessary amendments to coroners' legislation around
Australia or to procedures that should be incorporated into forensic investigations.
Recommendations 33 to 35 inclusive are related to these amendments. Recommendation
33 says in part that all officers involved in the investigation of a death in police custody
should be selected from an internal affairs unit or a police command area other than that
in which the death occurred and in every respect should be as independent as possible
from police officers concerned with matters under investigation. I am sure it does not
take much imagination to recognise that there could be a gross conflict of interest in
investigations by the police of deaths that occurred in police custody and also of course
in prison custody. The recommendation continues -

Police officers who were on duty during the time of last detention of a person who
died in custody should take no part in an investigation into that death save as
witnesses or, where necessary, for the purpose of preserving the scene of death.

I shall be elaborating on how scenes of death should be preserved and accessible to all
people, including members of the deceased person's family. Recommendation 34 is that
police investigations be conducted by officers who are highly qualified as investigators,
for instance, by experience in the Criminal Investigation Branch, and such officers should
be responsible to one identified senior officer. The Opposition has some doubts that
investigators from the Criminal Investigation Branch might not at some stage have a
conflict of interest in carrying out forensic investigations.
Recommendation 35 is fairly detailed in that it addresses police standing orders or
instructions which should provide specific directions as to the conduct of investigations
into the circumstances of a death in custody. We must distinguish between those deaths
in custody and those deaths in care, where the conflict of interest is much more apparent
and there is more potential for it if people die in prison or in police custody. However, as
I pointed out to the House yesterday, we are also considering people who might die on
operating tables, those cared for under certain provisions of the Child Welfare Act and
people in sobering up shelters or psychiatric hospitals.
Recommendation 35 of the commission elaborates on the kinds of directions which
should be addressed by police services in each State. It is a very important
recommendation and states that investigations should be approached on the basis that the
death could be a homicide and suicide should never be presumed. Secondly, it states that
all investigations should extend beyond an inquiry into whether death occurred as a result
of criminal behaviour and should include inquiry into the lawfulness of the custody and
the general care, treatment and supervision of the deceased prior to death.
I have proposed amendments in another part of the Bill to that effect and I am pleased
that the Attorney has agreed to incorporate that in the Bill. Thirdly, the recommendation
states that investigations into deaths in police watchhouses or lockups should include a
full inquiry into the circumstances leading to incarceration, including the circumstances
of arrest or apprehension and the deceased's activities beforehand. Again, hardly a week
passes when Western Australia, and the Western Australia Police Force in particular, do
not attract bad Press about the way in which they have been dealing with Aboriginal
people, and with Aboriginal youth in particular.
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Fourthly, the recommendation states that in the course of inquiry into the general care,
treatment and supervision of the deceased prior to death, particular attention should be
given to whether custodial officers observed all relevant policies and instructions relating
to care, treatment and supervision of the deceased. The scene of death should be
subjected to a thorough examination, including the seizure of exhibits for forensic
science investigation and examination, and the scene of death should be recorded by
means of high quality colour photography.
The amendments go to the heart of the way in which coroners' investigators are
appointed. We believe that when a person is held in custody - and I would be prepared to
amend my amendment to address the custody issue - every member of the Police Force
of the State may be contemporaneously a coroner's investigator, but not where the
subject of the investigation is the death of a person held in custody or who was escaping
from custody. The new subclause would provide that where the subject of the coroner's
investigation is the death of a person held in custody or escaping from custody, the State
Coroner may request the Commissioner of Police to direct certain members of the Police
Force to be coroner's investigators for that investigation.
This is a very contentious and difficult area, but one in which the coroner can make a
difference. I refer members to a newsletter which arrived on our desks yesterday. It is
published by the Australian Institute of Criminology as part of a series on deaths in
custody and it contains updates on the way in which States are implementing the royal
commission's recommendations. The director of the institute, Professor Graycar, states
that coroners have much to contribute to the prevention of deaths in custody and that the
coronial process gives a direct insight into the causes of a particular death.
Figures published in an accompanying newsletter give the number of Aboriginal deaths
in custody in Australia. They show that, in Western Australia in 1994, there was one
Aboriginal death in police custody and two in prison custody. However, it is important
to note that there were two non-Aboriginal deaths in police custody and four non-
Aboriginal deaths in prison custody at the same time. There were nine deaths in police or
prison custody in 1994. The coroner has a significant function in investigating those
kinds of deaths. We do not need to stretch our imaginations too far to acknowledge that,
in some cases, the police would have great difficulty in acting as investigators in an
objective and unbiased way. I am not casting aspersions on individual members of the
Police Service. I believe they do a great job in tremendously difficult circumstances.
However, probably nothing could be more difficult than being a police officer seconded
to investigate the death of a person held in police custody. In those circumstances, to
retain objectivity and non-bias is asking too much. The House should accept my
amendments.
Mr RIEBELING: I support the amendments tabled by the member for Kenwick. Clause
14 causes me great concern. The Attorney had an opportunity to achieve major change in
the way in which deaths in custody are handled. I spoke to her officers about my
concerns at a briefing and I believe the amendments probably do not go as far as I would
like. The best way to investigate a death in custody is by an investigator who is
completely separate from the service which held that person in custody. I see no good
reason why there should not be an investigative armi of the coroner which is separate
from the police and correctional services institution. I support the amendments as they
go some way towards rectifying the situation. As I understand the amendments, the
coroner would select the police officers rather than the Commissioner of Police. In that
regard, the State Coroner would have some independence in relation to the selection of
those officers.
I am very concerned that, when deaths in custody occur, we make the investigation as
exhaustive as possible. With the greatest respect for the Police Force, when there is a
death in custody the public demands an absolutely independent view of how that death
occurred. Clause 14 does not give me any confidence that the process will be accepted as
open by members of the public. When we have finished debate on this clause, I will
explain at greater length why I believe that. I look forward to hearing the Attorney's
comments then. The amendments alter the situation slightly and allow the coroner to
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have a degree of independence, especially in the selection of police officers. That is a
positive step and it goes some way to correct the problems currently contained in clause
14.
Mrs EDWARDES: The Government does not support the amendments. That is not
through a lack of consideration of recommendations of the Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. To ensure that the proper process exists the State Coroner
is able to engage specialist investigators. The coroner will be empowered to give
guidelines to the police. Rather than the coroner directing the Commissioner of Police,
the two will work together to ensure that standing orders and guidelines are compatible.
Mr& Riebeling: What if they are not compatible? What will override them? My
understanding of clause 14 is that police standing orders will override them.
Mrs EDWARDES: I have every confidence in the Commissioner of Police and the
coroner coming up with compatible guidelines in a practical sense. If the coroner has any
concern, he can come back to me. It could be that a breach of guidelines by the police is
made a disciplinary offence by the Commissioner of Police. Those issues are still being
worked through. In accordance with the procedures of this Chamber members will have
an opportunity to look at those. Although the Government does not support the
amendments, it wants to ensure that a practical system is in place to meet the concerns
that have been raised by the royal commission.
Dr WATSON: I am disappointed that the Government has not taken this opportunity to
implement three of the recommendations of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal
Deaths in Custody. Governments around Australia, but particularly the Western
Australian Government, have been the focus of much criticism from advocates of
Aboriginal rights and people who work in the Aboriginal justice system for not
implementing the recommendations of the royal commission. Three recommendations
could have been taken care of had these proposals been accepted. When we talk about
Aboriginal deaths in police custody in particular, but also in prison custody, we must
consider the remote areas of the State in which some of those deaths might occur. It was
only yesterday afternoon and evening that we debated legislation that has been
responsible in no small way for the high imprisonment rate of Aboriginal people around
the State. It seems as though the key to improving conditions for Aboriginal people is
the underlying issues identified so eloquently by Commissioner Dodson and the other
commissioners who conducted the royal commission. That aside, once people are in
custody in police lockups or regional prisons and the major prisons in the metropolitan
area the physical environment as well as the social interactive conditions in those prisons
should be such that people's care and welfare is a concern of the prison and police
authorities. Once an offence has been committed it is like shutting the door after the
horse has gone by saying that the police officer will be subject to disciplinary procedures
under the terms of the standing orders or this legislation.
I understand that there is government concern about the costs of implementing these
recommendations. Comments given to me by the Attorney General's staff state that
recommendations 32 to 34 of the royal commission refer to police officers investigating
the death of a person in custody, and that the requirement of coroner's investigators, not
police officers, investigating deaths in custody would cost a minimal additional amount
estimated at $200 000 per annum. It is stated also that if these people investigated all
deaths in care, the cost would be considerably more. I have said that I am prepared to
alter my amendment to include the investigation of deaths in custody. However,
$200 000 seems a small amount to pay for justice. If ever justice has to be seen to be
done, it is in this area of not only Aboriginal deaths, but also non-Aboriginal deaths that
might occur in police or prison custody. I am disappointed that the Attorney General is
not showing any inclination to support these amendments. Division 3 is an important
section of this Bill. It is particularly important considering the paper that was circulated
yesterday to all members in both Chambers of this Parliament about updates regarding
deaths in custody which relate specifically to the coroner's recommendations and the
prevention of deaths in custody.
Amendments put and negatived.
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Dr WATSON: I move -

Page 10, line 4 - To delete the word "reasonable".
Surely all directions of the coroner are reasonable. One hopes that she or he would not
be in a position where they were not able to give reasonable directions. It seems to be a
tautology. Some explanation of the notes provided by the Attorney General is warranted.
This provision relates to the coroner's investigators who, I remind members, could be
police officers investigating a death in police custody. I would hate to think that the
investigator could challenge the coroner because that investigator believed the direction
of the coroner was not reasonable.
Mr RIEBELING: It surprises me that the word "reasonable" is in this clause. It implies
that a coroner's directions might not be reasonable. Clearly, a coroner makes a direction
because he thinks that it will further his investigations in depth. Who will decide whether
a coroner's direction is reasonable? I presume that it will be the investigator or the
investigator's immediate superior. We place our faith in the State Coroner and in
regional coroners and trust that they will investigate in a reasonable manner. Subclause
(3) states that a coroner's investigator must carry out all reasonable directions. That
implies the possibility of unreasonable directions. If a regional coroner goes off the
planet, so to speak, and makes crazy requests, the State Coroner could remove that
person in any event. The insertion of the word "reasonable" is an insult to coroners. The
Bill should state "to carry out all directions of a coroner'. The word "reasonable"
muddies the waters for no apparent reason.
Mrs EDWARDES: If the direction were consistent with the police standing orders, it
would be deemed to be a reasonable direction, and the police would carry it out. The
coroner and the Commnissioner of Police must be able to work together. The member for
Ashburton asks whether there could be an unreasonable direction by the coroner in any
event. It could be an injudicious direction. We are providing for a coroner's investigator
to assist the coroner and to carry out all reasonable directions. If a direction is
unreasonable, the matter must be taken further.
Dr WATSON: That is exactly my point. A police officer could challenge a coroner's
direction simply because that police officer was -

Mrs Edwardes: He is responsible to the Commissioner of Police. The commissioner
works with the State Coroner in the development of the guidelines and how they will
work to the betterment of both their roles. They have new roles in relation to
investigations in depth.
Dr WATSON: We appreciate that.
Mrs Edwardes: The member will not find a police officer challenging a coroner's
direction without the Commissioner of Police knowing fairly quickly that it was an
unreasonable direction.
Dr WATSON: The Attorney sows even more doubts now. Initially, we thought that it
was tautologous that any direction of the coroner would be reasonable. By linking that to
the question whether the Commissioner of Police or the coroner is more reasonable -
Mrs Edwardes: That is a very good question.
Dr WATSON: We are talking about a more objective direction than that. Subclause (4)
states -

Subsection (3) does not require or authorize a member of the Police Force to carry
out a direction of the coroner if that direction is inconsistent with a direction of
the Commissioner of Police.

What if somebody had been murdered and the murder was made to look like a suicide,
and the police assumed that it was a suicide? Leaving aside anything to do with the royal
commission's recommendations about not assuming that deaths that look like suicides
are suicides and that they should be investigated, what if somebody is found dead in a
condition that looks like suicide and the police want to investigate as if it were suicide?
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Mrs Edwardes: It is a reportable death to the coroner.
Dr WATSON: It is a reportable death to the coroner, but the homicide might not be
investigated, or the forensic investigation that is needed to plot the deceased's activities,
to plot the networks in which the deceased moved, and to plot the activities of a person
who might have murdered the deceased could be undermined if there is wrangling
between the Commissioner of Police and the coroner. Someone needs authority. The
Commnissioner of Police midght say, "I have seen 303 cases like this; this is suicide."
Mrs Edwardes: The authority is in the coroner. The coroner can hold an inquest and call
witnesses under oath.
Dr WATSON: Is there a section in the annual report by the Commissioner of Police
about interaction with the coroner's department?
Mrs Edwardes: I can find out. We can pursue that matter with the coroner and the
Commissioner of Police as they develop their guidelines.
Dr WATSON: The review will be carred out as soon as practicable after every fifth
anniversary.
Mrs Edwardes: There is one 12 months away. It was referred to in the second reading
speech.
Dr WATSON: I am not at all happy with this matter.
Mr RIEBELING: It is amazing how much confidence the Attorney General has in the
police standing orders and how little confidence she appears to have in the coroner. The
Coroners Bill should endeavour at least to make the coroner the paramount person in the
investigation of a death, especially a death in custody. The Attorney states that if a
direction were contrary to standing orders, the police officer involved would not have to
comply. If a coroner thinks that his direction will assist the investigation into the death
of a person, especially in custody, that direction should be complied with, despite the fact
that it might disagree with police standing orders.
The Attorney stated that the Commissioner of Police would be asked to adjudicate on
whether it was against standing orders. Under the police standing orders, the
commissioner's authority is often delegated down the line to superintendents, inspectors
and the like who would speak with the authority of the commissioner on certain issues.
Is that not the Attorney's understanding?
Mrs Edwardes: I was concentrating on what the member said earlier.
Mr RIEBELING: Is it the Attorney's understanding that the ability to say whether a
direction is unreasonable will be delegated to superintendents and inspectors in regions?
Mrs Edwardes: Those things will be worked out between the State Coroner and the
Commissioner of Police. At the end of the day, the person who takes the responsibility is
the State Coroner or the commissioner.
Mr RIEBELING: The Attorney is asking this House to pass a piece of legislation that, on
the face of it, gives a senior police officer the ability to direct an investigator that a
request is unreasonable. My understanding of the standing orders is that they allow,
because of the structure of ranks in the Police Force, for a senior officer to give directions
to a junior officer. Perhaps the Attorney's intention is that any direction in reference to
reasonableness at the State Coroner's request will be dealt with only by the
Commissioner of Police.
Mrs Edwardes: It is not the intention of the legislation to subvert the authority of the
Commissioner of Police.
Mr RIEBELING: Thbe intention of this clause is to subvert the authority of the State
Coroner.
Mrs Edwardes: No, it is not. The coroner has all his powers in this legislation and they
are sufficient to allow him to carry out his role.
Mr RIEBELING: Except if the commissioner or his agent considers that a direction to a
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coroner's investigator, not a police officer, is unreasonable. That is a judgment that a
police officer may well be wrong, and the judgement may well be wrong. What does the
coroner then do?
Mrs Edwardes: I do not think it will be a subjective decision.
Mr RIEBELING: The Attorney says that, but the legislation does not say it.
Mrs Edwardes: Basically, there are two organisations - the State Coroner's Office and
the police. The police have their role and that is to investigate. The State Coroner has
the role of investigating the cause of death.
Mr RIEBELING: But he has no people with whom to do it.
Mrs Edwardes: The State Coroner can appoint special investigators if he so wishes as
well as having the police -

Mr RIEBELING: If there is a death in custody, that is exactly the point I am trying to
make. There should not be police involvement in the investigation of those
circumstances.
Mrs Edwardes: Why not?
Mr RIEBELING: Because there is a potential conflict of interest.
Mrs Edwardes: The member is talking about deaths in custody in a lockup, not deaths in
custody generally.
Mr RIEBELING: Yes.
Mrs Edwardes: There can be deaths in custody in prisons.
Mr RIEBELING: Of course there can. Deaths in police custody are my main concern.
In my area we have suffered greatly from a particular death in custody; that is, the case of
John Pat, who passed away in police custody. The consequences of not having a system
that is open to and accepted by the public as being fair are absolutely disastrous. I
thought that the Attorney would take this opportunity to ensure that the openness of this
system and the confidence of the public would be restored by this legislation.
We are still discussing the amendment in relation to "reasonableness". When we get to
the general consideration of this clause I will endeavour to convince the Attorney that
this clause, which deals with the police as investigators, should be removed. The
authority should vest with the State Coroner and not with the police investigating a
possible death caused by or covered up by the police. That is the fear. I am not saying
that it will ever happen and I hope that it does not. As I said, I have great confidence in
the Police Force, but when these things occur we must ensure that the system the
Attorney puts in place provides an open and accountable investigative system in which
the public and the police have confidence. Not making the State Coroner the paramount
person in this legislation, which is designed to provide all his powers, removes from him
the ability to investigate how he wishes to investigate - and that power should not be
removed.
Dr EDWARDS: I wish to follow up on a point made by the member for Kenwick about
the ability of the State Coroner to direct the police. I want to raise a situation in which I
was involved where a woman was murdered, but the murder was made to look like
suicide. The woman had been sexually assaulted and the man who had sexually
assaulted her and who was charged with the offence organised two people to knock on
her door and say that their car had broken down in order to get into her house and then
murder her by cutting her wrists and drowning her in a bath. All the people dealing with
the woman were extremely surprised and devastated that she had suicided. In fact, it
caused a lot of professional ructions because people were accused of not caring for her
properly.
The State Coroner investigated, but most of us felt that there was a missing link.
Obviously, had the circumstances been looked at more closely, someone may have seen
these people coming to the door. The whole thing was extremely tragic, because the
woman's children came home from school and found their mother dead. In the end, the
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murder was discovered only because one of the people who committed the crime spoke
about it in prison - they were imprisoned for a drug-related matter - and eventually that
person confessed. I have come across a number of such cases, most particularly when I
worked in the sexual assault unit. While the Attorney might think that that is an
extremely uncommon event - I hope that it is - in the end I was gratified to find out that
what had happened was consistent with what my intuition had led me to believe. We
have to be open to these possibilities. I hope that this amendment provides the flexibility
to allow that to happen.
Mrs EDWARDES: I acknowledge the concerns that have been raised. However, the
matter that the member for Maylands has raised does not address the question of the
reasonableness or otherwise of the State Coroner's being the investigator. The member
cited the example of someone passing off a murder as a suicide and eventually being
found out, but that has nothing to do with any involvement of or conflict between the role
of the police investigating the case and the role of the State Coroner. That is what we are
discussing.
The member for Ashburton mentioned the John Pat case. In that case charges were laid
against police officers following an inquest by the coroner and they were later found
guilty at the trial.
Mr Riebeling: No, they were found not guilty.
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes. The inquest uncovered information and charges were laid. The
process of justice was pursued.
Several members interjected.
Mrs EDWARDES: But the coroner held an inquest. The rights and powers are there.
Mr Riebeling: We are talking about investigations.
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes, absolutely. I am saying that the coroner has the power in the
Bill. Therefore, if he is concerned about any matters he can obviously hold an inquest
and people are compelled to appear before that inquest.
Amendment put and negatived.
Mr BRIDGE: In addressing the general nature of this legislation members must consider
that the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters
clearly indicated that many of the existing procedural arrangements have enormous
shortcomings. The Attorney General's defence during this debate has been the historical
set of rules which are in place. However, the royal commission found that through that
process many procedures were not in the best interest of achieving the intended outcome
and that the perception of the public could not be satisfactorily accommodated. In
considering the amendments moved by the Opposition it is absolutely imperative that the
Attorney bear that in mind. Rightly or wrongly the royal commission, which was held at
enormous cost and which considered a huge amount of information, found there were
enormous discrepancies in procedural arrangements and said that the Government must
make a commitment to deal with them because of public perception.
I have made these comments in defence of the arguments which have been put by
opposition members. If only the Attorney General would recognise the findings of the
royal commission this Bill would end up as a good piece of legislation. I agree with the
member for Ashburton that this is a timely opportunity for members to enact good
legislation.
Dr Watson: Three recommendations should be implemented.
Mr BRIDGE: I am not sure whether there are three or 23 recommendations, but the most
significant outcome the Attorney can achieve on behalf of all members is to guide this
legislation through the Parliament in such a way that the Opposition will. support it
because of the corrective measures which would be enshrined it it. I appeal to the
Attorney to do that. After all, it is a responsibility which has been given to all members
in the findings of the royal commission.
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Mr RIEBELING: The Attorney General is aware of my concern with subclause (4). The
opportunity to put right a situation which most people in the community believe should
be put right has been missed. I reiterate that the problem which will be created by this
subclause is that police officers will be able to investigate deaths in police custody. For
the information of members it reads -

Subsection (3) does not require or authorize a member of the Police Force to carry
out a direction of a coroner if that direction is inconsistent with a direction of the
Commissioner of Police.

It would be absolutely different if the clause referred to an independent investigative arm
of the State Coroner which would investigate deaths in custody - either in police custody
or in the prison system. The Attorney General has chosen not to do that. Therefore, this
legislation, regardless of how well intended, will not meet the community's demands.
The community demands that if a person passes away in police or prison custody the
death should be investigated far more thoroughly than a death which occurs outside
custody. If a person has his liberty taken from him the State has a responsibility to make
sure that he is not killed by the people operating that system or inmates in the system. It
is vital that the Attorney put in place a system over which a coroner has absolute control
and does not have to check with the police to ascertain whether his instructions are okay
before he issues them or before he can direct an investigator who refuses to carry out an
investigation because he or his superior thinks it is unacceptable.
The Attorney General runs the risk of ending up with a Bill which the general public will
not accept even before it passes through this place. The Attorney General should have
another look at this clause because it does not meet the community's aspirations. It may
well suit the Commissioner of Police and members of the Police Force in certain
circumstances. I do not think it does and I am absolutely sure that it does not meet the
expectations of the general community.
Mrs EDWARDES: The concerns of members opposite are already covered in the
legislation. A coroner can appoint a special investigator. He does not need to use the
police to carry out an investigation. Clause 21 deals with the jurisdiction of a coroner to
hold an inquest into a death. Subclause (1)(b) and (c) state that the coroner who has
jurisdiction to investigate a death must hold an inquest if the death appears to be a
Western Australian death and it appears that it was caused, or contributed to, by any
action of a member of the Police Force or while the deceased was a person held in care.
Therefore, the concerns of members opposite are covered.
Mr Riebeling: No they are not.
Mrs EDWARDES: The Commissioner of Police and a coroner must cooperate with each
other. It is not the intention of this legislation to subvert the authority of the
Commissioner of Police to direct his police operations. A coroner's role and powers are
outlined in the Bill and they are more than sufficient for him to overcome the concerns
that members opposite have raised.
I advise the member for Kimberley that the Royal Commission into Commercial
Activities of Government and Other Matters was an important part of this State's legal
history and it will continue to remain so. The recommendations in the royal
commission's report which affect the Coroners Bill have been either taken up in the
primary legislation or acknowledged in my second reading speech. We will continue to
work through those issues with the Aboriginal Justice Advisory Council.
Mr RIEBELING: I appreciate that a coroner has the ability to call an investigation into
deaths in custody. I also appreciate that he has the power to appoint investigators from
outside the Police Force. The Bill does not say that when there is concern over a death in
custody the coroner shall appoint people from outside the Police Force.
Mrs Edwardes: To whom do you think a coroner will look when he is appointing an
investigator?
Mr RIEBELING: I do not have any names with me.
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Mrs Edwardes: It will be ex-police officers.
Mr RIEBELING: Does the Attorney think they are the only people to whom a coroner
will have access? Surely private investigators who are not ex-police officers are
available.
Mrs Edwardes: A large number are ex-police officers.
Mr RIEBELING: That is right. A coroner will determine whom he will appoint in those
circumstances. It would not take a coroner very long to find out who, in the private
investigative area, he could trust to carry out those sorts of investigations. The Attorney
may thinkl that the powers provided to a coroner by this clause cover the concerns of the
public, but they do not.
Clause put and passed.
New clause -

Dr WATSON: I move -
Page 10, after line 8 - To insert after clause 14 the following new clause to stand
as clause 15 -

Appointment of Assistant to Coroner
15. The State Coroner shall appoint a barrister or solicitor to assist a
coroner's investigation of a death of a person held in care as soon as
possible and in any event within 48 hours after the commencement of the
investigation.

This amendment is also a direct reflection of a recommendation of the Royal
Commnission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. Recommendation 26 states that, as soon
as practicable, and not later than 48 hours after receiving advice of a death in custody, the
State Coroner should appoint a solicitor or barrister to assist the coroner who will
conduct the inquiry into the death. The submissions of the Aboriginal Legal Service
made to me and, I understand, to the Attorney General, indicate the service is most
concerned about the way in which the spirit of that recommendation has not been
addressed. The ALS told me that the requirement of appointing a solicitor or barrister to
assist the coroner not later than 48 hours after the death in custody is not carried out.
In an example of an Aboriginal death in custody given to me in the submission, the
Aboriginal Legal Service was advised of the appointment of an independent barrister to
assist the coroner five months after the death. An independent barrister must be
appointed as soon as possible to ensure that a proper investigation of the death is carried
out and important evidence is not lost. It gets back to the issues we addressed in clause
14. Clearly that is why the royal commission suggested a 48 hour time frame, and in our
view a delay of five months in appointing counsel is totally unacceptable. Therefore, a
time frame should be included in the legislation. This kind of appointment is very much
related to the procedures I am desperate to debate this morning as they relate to clause 19
and the way in which next of kin are dealt with; their rights are protected and that
information and explanations are provided to them the moment they come in touch with
the coroner.
It would be churlish in the extreme not to accept this amendment. It is a very tight
recommendation and a very tight amendment. It is about justice being done and being
seen to be done following, in particular, the death of an Aborigine in custody, but of any
death in custody, because there is always that question that the people who loved that
person are left with; that is, what happened. If the police are investigating a death in
police custody and the Commissioner of Police assumes more authority over that police
officer's work than can the coroner, of course the loved ones will see that justice is not
being done and we would support them by saying this is an unjust way of approaching an
investigation of a death in custody.
I again urge the Attorney to not give the kind of discretion that she is prepared to give to
both the coroner and the police in investigating these very sensitive areas of sudden
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deaths, and support this amendment which gives her yet another opportunity that she
seems to be missing for implementing a recommendation of the Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody.
Mrs EDWARDES: Clause 44(2) provides for the appointment of counsel to assist the
coroner and with a death in custody it is usual that such an appointment is made, but not
necessarily within 48 hours. Say, for instance, a patient in care at one of the nursing
homes or hospitals, or a mental hospital dies of naturral causes - old age, for example.
Because it is a death of a person in care, an inquest must be held. However, there is no
need to appoint someone to assist the coroner at that stage. It is the role of the coroner to
oversee the investigation of the death during those initial stages. Following the reporting,
the role of the counsel assisting the coroner is essentially concerned with the preparation
of the case. Therefore, it is not unreasonable for five months to pass. The coroner has
the principal role of overseeing the investigation at the early stages. In some cases, he
would appoint the person at a much earlier stage. It would be wrong to include a time
fr-ame in the Bill when, in the circumstances I have given the Committee, it would be
unreasonable to appoint a counsel at such a stage.
Mr BRIDGE: That is where we have again drifted away from the spirit of the report of
the royal commission. Legislators must get a few things right after the royal
commission's findings. We have been given the opportunity here today of getting a few
things right. The amendment is not a bad proposition, because it is not capable of
causing too many major problems for those who are responsible for executing the plan.
They will accommodate how to respond to the time fr-ame. First, we now have an
opportunity of creating obligations relating to time frames for reporting deaths in custody
which the coroner should be able to accommodate. Secondly, the amendment provides a
greater capacity to reduce the high degree of trauma, despair and disruption that follows a
death and the long period of investigation. I thought that those factors would be of
paramount importance. Our sole purpose here is not necessarily to make the process
more acceptable to those who administer legislation, but to make it comply with the
community's requirements. That is really the bottom line and that is what we are not
doing in this country.
The great problems we encounter today in our society arise because our legislative
programs and the administration of our social networks are not designed with due regard
for their impact on members of the community and how these matters will apply to them.
The suggestion in the amendment is a good one. If I were the Attorney General, I would
have no difficulty accepting it, because in my view it adopts a realistic and humane
approach. If the amendment were included, it would reduce the opportunity for people to
complain about the matter.
If it were not for the enormity of the impact of this issue on people in the community,
there would have been no royal commission. The Government should adopt a different
approach to these measures and try to design the framework of its legislation so that this
matter is taken into account. The Attorneyican talk about measures within measures that
already exist but that will not satisfy people, because they are relying heavily on these
recommendations being acknowledged by the Government. The Attorney and I do not
have to worry about other people; we can take the lead, determine the rules and state that
the rules enacted in this Parliament are consistent with the recommendations of the royal
commission and also take into account people's views on the matter. The amendment
could provide people with some satisfaction about the process. I ask the Attorney to
consider the amendment in that context, and not on the basis of referring it to the justices
commission. We, as members of Parliament, are the people to take this action today.
Mrs EDWARDES: Clause 44(2) provides for the appointment of counsel to assist the
coroner in considering the recommendation of the royal commission and its
implementation in the broader context of all the matters that come before the coroner. It
is important that it be left to the coroner to decide when a legal person shall be involved
and the appropriate time fr-ame. In most cases it would not be necessary for counsel to be
appointed within 48 hours.
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New clause put and negatived.
Clause 15 put and passed.
New division -

Mrs EDWARDES: I move -

Page 10, after line 11 - to insert the following Division -

Division 4 - Counseling
Counselling
16. (1) The State Coroner is to ensure that a counselling service is
attached to the court.

(2) Any person comning into contact with the coronial system may seek
the assistance of the counselling service of the court and, as far as
practicable, that service is to be made available to them.

Dr WATSON: I am pleased to accept the spirit of this amendment to the body of the
legislation because it takes up an amendment I had proposed for bereavement services. It
does not go as far as I would like in providing special consideration for those people who
live outside the metropolitan area. Any service of this nature must include a rural
outreach service and must also be available to those people whose first language is not
English and to those who are not literate. In welcoming the Attorney's amendment, I
indicate that much of the heartache that has resulted in the need for counselling services
could be and should be avoided. One of the ways of avoiding that need is by establishing
up-front procedures when people first come into contact with the coroner's office and the
State Mortuary.
I bring to the notice of the Committee some of the existing gaps in the coronial
counselling service. I have received mostly brickbats about the current service but, to be
open and honest, I must admit that there have been some bouquets. It is most important
that the people who run these types of services be specially trained to deal with people
whose grief is obvious and firesh, as well as those who have been grieving for up to 20
years and whose grief has not been resolved because at the time of their contact with the
service the death of their loved one was not handled well or appropriately. Recently I
met a woman whose baby had died of sudden infant death syndrome. She told me that
because of some media interest and broadcasts about the need for more sensitive
counselling procedures in the coroner's office, people had been telephoning a radio
station and the coroner's office speaking about grief that had lasted between 2 and 20
years. She had only discovered, four months after her baby died, that a counselling
service was available. At the time of the baby's death she had received a brochure, but
there was no follow up and she did not receive the information she needed about her
baby's brain being examined and retained. She had been trying to make contact with a
range of people to obtain some information. However, when she rang the counsellor four
months after the baby's death, to make inquiries about the next step she could take and to
ascertain where her baby's brain was, the counsellor said her baby's brain had arrived on
his desk that day. That sent shivers down my spine about the quality of counselling that
might be provided. A number of complaints have been brought to my notice about what
can be described only as extreme insensitivity in the way in which individuals and
families have been dealt with. A number of people have challenged the claims that the
counsellor has made publicly through the newspapers and on radio.
In my opening remarks at the Committee stage I brought to the attention of the
Committee an article that had been published that day in the magazine That's Life. This
is a story about the way in which Angela and Guido Padula had been treated after the
death of their daughter Tanya. It said that a lot of grief could have been avoided if the
coroner's office had let them know what was happening. They were told that theirs was
an isolated case. It is not. We have built the legislation and the amendments on the
experience of too many people who have had these negative experiences with the
coroner's office and, sadly, now with the counselling service. One of the comments
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made by the coroner's office counsellor was that the reason the Padulas were not given
brochures was because they did not come into contact with the police officers attached to
the coroner's office; they did not use the mortuary undertaker, who gives out brochures,
and they did not take a brochure from the mortuary after identifying Tanya's body.
Counsellors should not have to defend the system. Counsellors are there to offer one of
the most intimate services that a professional can provide to a person in need. Thbis sort
of insensitivity devastates people who are grieving. It makes me very angry that people
must have this sort of experience, because in the end the State pays for that in public
health costs. It takes a long time for people to recover from the experience of sudden
death in any case, but from that kind of added insensitivity one can expect only that the
grief will worsen and people will be stuck in the stage of anger, as too many people are.
We know that in grieving, human beings go through five stages to come to terms with a
death, but too many of the people whom I and the Attorney have met who have lobbied
for change in this legislation are stuck in the anger stage. They cannot move on in their
grief. Whether it be two months, four years or 20 years, it is too long.
Without doubt the counsellors can provide a very important service for people who are
bereaved, but people must be specialists in dealing with deaths of this nature. I submit to
the Attorney that the procedures that we will be setting up in this Chamber today, I hope
under clause 19, should avoid the need for much of the service that the Attorney proposes
to offer. On one hand, I welcome the counselling service. It must be staffed by
professional people. It must have a rural outreach component. It must provide
explanation, information and care to people whose first language is not English. There
must be special provisions for those people whether Aboriginal, Italian, deaf people or
whoever, but sensitivity, I am sure the Attorney will agree, must underline the modus
operandi. On the other hand, if we set up an appropriate system at the time of first
contact, much of the need for this kind of care could be avoided.
Mrs EDWARDES: The last comment by the member for Kenwick is the reason that the
counselling service was established. It has been in operation only since January this year.
A second counsellor has just been appointed. The counselling service is learning all the
time. Thbe Padula case was tragic. The proposed changes arose from that learning
experience, and without doubt there will be other changes as that experience continues.
Dr Watson: Before the Padula case, the Attorney was assuring me and members of the
media that things had changed. It is not only the Padula case but also the Lee case, and
this week another famnily is very dissatisfied with the outcomes from the coroner's office.
That is the case of a woman whose mother was burnt to death.
Mrs EDWARDES: That is the person wanting to challenge the findings of the coroner
arising from an inquest. It is not the coroner's role to do that. If that woman wishes to
raise the matter with me in my office, I will take up her concerns.
As I said, the counselling service was established in January. The counsellors have not
had years of experience other than in previous occupations. They are learning all the
time. We are all learning, as we have done from the Padula case. As to the young baby's
death, I will return to the coroner's office and the counselling service and raise that issue.
This is very important. The counselling service is not set in stone. It will change to meet
the various needs of the community. It is a sensitive area and we will need to grow to
deal with matters.
As to the outreach component, the counselling service has been operating a telephone
service 24 hours a day. In the past two weeks the counsellors have dealt with a family in
Albany. The service does not meet all the needs throughout Western Australia but it is a
start. We will continue to monitor how the counselling service is working, to ensure that
it is effective in its dealings with bereaved families at an early stage.
New division put and passed.
Clause 16: Obligation to report death -

Mrs EDWARDES: I move -
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Page 11, lines 4 and 5 - To delete "as soon as possible" and substitute
"immediately".
Page 11, line 8 - To delete "$500" and substitute "$1 000".
Page 11, line 11 - To delete "as soon as possible" and substitute "immediately".
Page 11, line 13 - To delete "as soon as possible" and substitute "immediately".
Page 11, line 17 - To delete "$500" and substitute "$1 000".
Page 11, line 24 - To delete "as soon as possible" and substitute "immediately".
Page 11, line 26 - To delete "$500" and substitute "$1 000".

Dr WATSON: I originally proposed these amendments. The change of wording from
",as soon as possible" to "immediately" implements a recommendation of the Royal
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. I congratulate the Attorney for
accepting the amendments in that regard and the change in penalty. We accept the
Attorney's amendments.
Amendments put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 17: Information to the coroner -
Mrs EDWARDES: I move -

Page 12, line 5 - To delete "$500" and substitute "$1 000".
Page 12, after line 8 - To insert "Penalty: $1 000."

Amendments put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 18 put and passed.
Clause 19: Information to be provided to next of kin -
Dr WATSON: I understand that debate on this legislation will cease at 1.00 pmn, so I will
speak to the clause rather than to the amendments on the Notice Paper. This is one of the
most important clauses of the Bill, because it is the key to the prevention of prolonged
grief and harm to families. My amendments seek to establish a procedure and protocol
that must be followed when people are contacted by the police and told that a family
member has met with sudden death and that that death will be investigated by the
coroner. The amendments address gaps in the protocols that will be established by this
Bill. I will outline the procedure that the Opposition maintains should be followed.
We believe that the coroner, after assuming jurisdiction to investigate a death, must
notify the deceased person's next of kin, first, that the body is under the control of the
coroner. That is important. I do not have the luxury of time to debate ownership of the
body and control of it by the coroner, but this clause addresses the rights of people who
have been bereaved and suitable protocols for the body. Secondly, the next of kin must
be notified that they have a right to view both the body and the place of death. It is
important that all bereaved people, whether the death was on a road, or in a prison cell or
hospital theatre, have the right to view the place of death, if that is their desire, and they
should certainly have the right to view the body. They should also have the right to touch
the body, if that is their desire; and that is dealt with in other amendments that we will
not have time to debate. Thirdly, the family should be informed that a post mortemn
examination is likely to be performed on the body to establish the cause of death, and
written and informed consent to that post mortem examination should be sought.
Yesterday, the Government voted against the Opposition's amendment to give people the
right to give written and informed consent. It is not good enough to say to family
members later that to establish the cause of death, the coroner had to remove parts of the
dead person's body and keep them.
During the second reading debate, I gave the example that persons had brought to me of a
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young man who had died instantly of a broken neck when a mechanical disruption to hiscar had caused it to run off the road and into a tree. The parents said that that mechanical
failure on his vehicle and his speed at the time on a country road had caused his death
because the car had slewed off the road and struck a big inanimate object The people
who were driving the car behind that young man were able to give a clear description of
what had happened. The parents of that young man will never come to terms with the
fact that his body parts were removed and examined without their knowledge, let alone
their consent. Therefore, written and informed consent to the post mortem examination
is very important. At that stage they should also know that they have a right to request an
independent doctor to be present at the post mortemn examination and that request will be
met wherever possible. If people die under suspicious circumstances, it is most
important that a doctor of the relative's choice, one they know, or one who has been
recommended to that person be present at an autopsy. This was another recommendation
of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. This is important to many
people for a wide range of reasons.
At the time the explanation and information are being offered to people giving the
informed consent, they should be told there is a right to object to post mortemexaminations and that certain protocols under the legislation exist to see that objection
through to the Supreme Court. We have proposed an amendment to that protocol for
objection. Two days is simply not long enough for people to gather their wits, engage alawyer, and get to the Supreme Court to object to the post mortem. examination. It is
much more reasonable for people to be given seven days in which to object to post
mortemn examinations. Those who experience absolute stunned bewilderment when told
of a sudden death that must be investigated by a coroner cannot make the decisions that
they would otherwise be able to, unless they are given the information, and the ability
and time to discuss it with those nearest and dearest to them.
The next thing that people must be told in this procedure is that tissue may be taken -
tissue means not just little pieces of skin or small pieces of organs or a whole organ but
different parts of the body - and may be retained to establish the cause of death. For
instance, I can see the point of view of pathologists who have said to me that the
circumstances surrounding an accident are all very well, and then question why the car
veered off the road, given that the 58 year old man driving the car seemed to be in perfect
health. Although the pathologists may acknowledge the possibility of mechanical failure,
they question whether the driver may have had chest pains, suffered from heart disease,or had a aneurism in his brain that burst at that time. If these explanations are provided
before gaining the informed consent, people will be reasonable and there will be very
little scope for objection.
The next thing people need to be told is that a counselling service is available from thecoroner's office. It is also important to deal specifically and sensitively with Aborigines,
homosexuals and those from religions other than the mainstream Christian religions who
live in a pluralist community. All religions and cultural beliefs must be respected,
particularly at the time of bereavement.
I am concerned that we will not debate the clause and the amendments on senior next ofkin because it is very important to address considerations of seniority in the case of
Aboriginal people; in particular, those from the coroner's office must know the name of
the most appropriate people with whom to communicate in seeking the informed consent.
How will homosexual people who have been in a long lasting relationship be dealt with?
I understand the Government was not prepared to accept the amendments we proposed to
ensure those people were dealt with as courteously and properly as spouses would be.
Importantly I am seeking to add another subclause to this clause. It is about providinginformation to whoever is deemed to be senior next of kin, to say that there is a statutory
responsibility to provide a brochure of information to the next of kin when the body isidentified. This amendment provides that where a body, subject to the coroner's
investigation, is identified by a person who is the senior next of kin, the officer in charge
of the place where the body is identified must provide that next of kin with a brochure inclear language outlining the rights and obligations of all parties in relation to
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invesigation, including the -information required under the previous clause. This is a
critically important part of the Bill. Unless the Attorney General accepts these
recommendations as they have been drafted, a necessary clear protocol will not be
established to give a very clear indication not just of rights and obligations, but also of
information, explanation and consent, and to prevent the harm that comes from ongoing
grief and from the illnesses that can result from that. Grief can be seen as a public health
problem. People have been diagnosed with a whole range of illnesses, including cancers,
because the stress of grief experiences are not resolved.

I am very disappointed that this seems to be the end of the debate on this very important
legislation - legislation that has attracted interest from all corners of our community, not
just those who should be congratulated for their activism and participation in ensuring
that these sorts of changes are made and that other people do not have to carry the
burdens they have had to canry because of a whole range of insensitivities.

Mrs EDWARDES: Clause 19 is a very important clause in terms of the information
which will be provided to the next of kin at the time of death. It has been spelt out.
Some of the amendments dealing with what the member wanted to achieve have been
accepted and included. For instance, the right to view has been included in an
amendment to clause 29(2). The independent doctor provision has been included in new
section 35. We have dealt before with the provision of information.

Dr Watson: The independent doctor is way out of place.

Mvrs EDWARDES: I do not believe that is the case. That advice was given to me by
people who are more qualified at drafting legislation than I am. We have picked up the
necessity for information to be provided, not just to Aboriginal persons but also .to those
of ethnic origin, in a form that is easily understood. We have not picked up on the issue
of viewing the place, for no other reason than we do not have control, although we
believe it is desirable. That is the case in private property and the like. However, as I
say, we do believe it is desirable.

Progress

Progress reported and leave given to sit again, on motion by Mrs Edwardes (Attorney
General).

Sitting suspended from 1.00 to 2.00 pmn

[Questions without notice taken.]

EDUCATION AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

Resumed from 2 November.

MRS HALLAHAN (Armadale) [2.35 pm]: I indicate to the Parliamentary Secretary
who is handling this Bill that although the Opposition has some concerns, it will not be
formally opposing it. The Bill sets out to regularise some arrangements for the
administration of technical and non-government education which is controlled by the
Education Act.
The SPEAKER: Order! There is far too much background noise and I ask members to
cease their conversations.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The Bill incorporates a number of provisions which will allow for
community use of school facilities. It also provides for decision making groups in
government schools to adopt a student dress code. In his second reading speech the
Parliamentary Secretary said that the Bill provided for the extension of the Government's
low interest loan scheme for the provision of capital works for kindergarten education of
four year old children enrolled at non-government schools. In principle the Opposition
supports those arrangements.
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When the Opposition was in government it gave consideration to school decision making
groups and it believes there should be a closer relationship between communities and
school communities. The Opposition differs markedly from the Government on the
question of devolution to the point which destroys equity in the state government school
system. It remains a very grave concern to the Opposition and, I am sure, the rest of the
community. The Opposition considers that the Government's attitude towards
devolution is destructive of the sound state-based school education system which this
State has enjoyed for many years. The Opposition views this in the same way as it views
the destruction of the hospital service; that is, it will be detrimental to most Western
Australians in the short, medium and long term.
Proposed section 21D of the Bill states that a school decision making group shall be
established in respect of each school and it details the composition of that group. The
Parliamentary Secretary's second reading speech does not accurately reflect what is in
this Bill. This Bill states that the school decision making groups will be allowed to
address the subject of dress standards. That is true, but it is only part of the truth. This
Bill requires that decision makting groups shall be established and that they will have the
ability to adopt a student dress code.
I have indicated to the Parliamentary Secretary those clauses of the Bill which the
Opposition will debate in Committee. I have received a copy of the amendment which
the Opposition requested relating to the dress code. The Bill clearly indicates - this is
contrary to the Parliamentary Secretary's second reading speech - that the functions of
the school decision making group include participation in planning and a review of
school development, as well as to formulate and approve a dress code for students when
they attend or represent their school. We know that in every walk of life most people do
the sensible thing. The Opposition believes that most principals provide good and sound
leadership to their school community and act in the best interests of that community.
However, the Opposition appreciates that most laws that are passed relate to a minority
of the community and in this instance that applies to principals as well.
On occasions some principals are found wanting in their judgment on behalf of the wider
school community which they serve. There may be the odd occasion when a principal
works to select the school decision making group which becomes an extension of his or
her - most likely his - power and influence in the school community. In that case a
school community could have imposed upon it a dress code which is not satisfactory or
acceptable to the majority of parents of students at the school. We indicated during the
briefings and I indicated personally to the Parliamentary Secretary that the Opposition
required an amendment which made it mandatory within the Act to have consultation
with the wider school community about a dress code. That would be a requiremnent
before a dress code could be approved by the school decision making group.
Before this debate commenced an amendment was handed to me. In the brief moment
that I have had to look at it while on my feet, it appears to overcome anomalous
situations that could arise. We hope that the amendment would prevent that from
happening. At least it would give a parent body of any school community the
opportunity to refer to the Act and ensure that consultation with the school community
occurred before a dress code was approved and compliance required by students. I have
indicated our concerns to the Parliamentary Secretary. The question of a dress code in
general, of course, is a contentious issue. Parents have contacted me and said that in the
adolescent years young people are testing parental authority as well as school and other
community authority, and the last thing they want to argue about in the home is the form
of dress the students must adopt for school. The parents were not impressed with this
legislation. I hasten to add that it is not a requirement that a dress code be adopted. I
understand it is left to the discretion of the decision making group at each school.
The SPEAKER: Order! Many members are standing around in the Chamber. Most of
them know the standing orders intimately. One standing order is that members are not to
stand around. I draw that to members' attention. I would also like the level of
conversation to fall considerably. I am having trouble hearing the member.
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Mrs HALLAHAN: Thank you, Mr Speaker. A dress code will be a difficult issue for
many schools to resolve in a way that is satisfactory to most parents. In primary schools
it will be easier. A case can be made that where a sensible dress code is adopted it could
be less expensive for parents to provide a uniform - the terminology used when I went to
school. It could be an economically sensible arrangement, because it could be less
expensive for parents if a dress code were recognised. Students are part of the school
community, and a case could be made that a sense of pride is generated by the wearing of
the same clothing, colours and symbols that represent the school community. However, I
do not think a school uniform on its own will provide a heightened sense of morale. It is
necessary for a school to be well led and for students to be inspired by the learning
experience. Students must have a sense of pride in being associated with the
establishment and their student friends. That will not happen if the leadership is not
sound. The wearing of school uniforms will not overcome poor leadership or
problematic school management. I hope there is not an expectation that a school uniform
will overcome other more serious and fundamental problems which sometimes occur.
I understand that much consultation has occurred with the principals' associations on the
question of school facilities. I have been told that the Government's first draft caused
concern and dissatisfaction for a number of people. That has resulted in a number of
proposed measures being withdrawn by the Government. Principals I know will take a
very close interest in the regulations proposed to underpin the community use of school
facilities. I support, as I am sure do most members of the community, the greater use of
the remarkable facilities that are now available in many of our schools. I can say that,
having been part of 10 years of a Labor Government which invested heavily in schools
and markedly upgraded libraries, performing arts centres and science areas - many of the
areas which provided benchmarks for other States. With the additional community
spending that has been invested in our education system there is an even greater case for
looking at ways in which the community can benefit from that expenditure on its behalf.
In general, we support the creation of satisfactory arrangements which will make that
possible. We will be interested to see the regulations which will underpin this activity.
The Bill talks about the improvement of school lands. In an informal discussion with the
Parliamentary Secretary I was told that these measures only continue what is in place at
present, and what was the case under our Labor Government when arrangements were
entered into with local government. Arrangements were also entered into with private
schools for the joint use of specialist areas. In one or two instances we blazed the way.
Mr Tubby: I was only half right. I will address the other half when I respond.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I want the Parliamentary Secretary to be explicit in his response -

Mrs Roberts: And accurate.
Mrs HALLAHAN: That is right, because we want to hear what clause 17 means.
Proposed section 6AA reads -

CEO may enter into agreements on Minister's behalf for improvement of school
lands

It is interesting that no delegation is allowed except to the chief executive officer.
However, neither the CEO nor the Minister can delegate that power of delegation. It
means there will be some significant arrangements within the community. I would like
to know whether that will be with the private sector, and what projects are envisaged.
Depending upon the response that we receive to those questions, we may need to
reconsider our position of not opposing the Bill, so it is a significant matter to us.

New section 6B states that the Minister may grant a licence to a person for the use of real
or personal property vested in the Minister. What is meant by the words "personal
property"? I am outlining these matters during the second reading debate because two
hours has been allocated for debate on this Bill this afternoon, and that will limit the time
that we will have in Committee. This Bill is very important, and I do not want to see it
guillotined without proper and thorough debate, so I am taking this opportunity to flag at
least some of our concerns.
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How will disputes about bands be resolved? It has been put to me that disputes couldinvolve a lot of legal expense and huge demands on the time of principals. Mostarrangements operate satisfactorily, but when we are dealing with legislation, we arerequired to think of the examples that cause headaches and the expense that can resultwhen people cannot find a solution to disputes. We are entering into a new era, and Ihope that adequate consideration has been given to these matters. People from theprincipals' associations have said that there has been quite a lot of consultation, and theybelieve a number of matters about which they raised concerns will now not beprogressed. However, they do not know for certain that that will be the case, and neitherwill the Opposition until we see the regulations. The regulations will be very important,
and the Opposition accepts that, to some extent, these concerns may not be able to beaddressed today because they will be dealt with in the regulations.
I have not been able to locate in the Bill a definition of the word "fund". What is a fund;how will it be managed; what moneys will go into the fund; and which schools will beable to draw on any revenue that they raise? I understand from the briefing that theGovernment intends to introduce legislation that will provide an incentive for all or mostgovernment departments and instrumentalities to increase their revenue raising.However, in order to do that, schools must be able to retain some of the revenue whichthey make from letting out their premises. How will that work? What difficulties mayarise, and how will those difficulties be overcome? What will be the benefits? I want toknow that realistic consideration has been given to both the benefits and the difficulties
that are associated with the impact of such an incentive policy upon schools. A definitionof the word "fund" will increase the Opposition's understanding of the way in which thecommunity use of schools will be managed.
Years ago I was a student in technical and further education night classes at the local highschool and I have also been a part of community groups which have used schoolbuildings for no charge. That will change under this legislation. Will the onlyorganisations which will be allowed under this Bill to use school facilities be not forprofit? I envisage that this Bill will open up the possibility that profit-making
organisations will also be allowed to use school buildings. It is important that that matter
be clarified and on public record.
The Bill refers to a low interest loan scheme. That scheme has been very significant tothe non-government sector, and it was improved under the 10 years of LaborGovernment. I am intrigued by the use of the word "care-centres". Does that signify thatchild care will also be taken over by the Education Department? It is regrettable thatvery young children will come under the ambit of the enormous bureaucracy which is thestate education system. I support that system fully, but it is not appropriate that youngchildren have their care determined by the regimes that are required by the educationsystem. When we had the briefing on this matter, the response to that question wasunsatisfactory and perhaps incomplete. The term "care-centres" should be explainedfully, because it would be remarkable if under the Education vote, low interest loans weremade available to the non-government education sector, but it seems to me also to thenon-government child care sector. That matter must be clarified. Will an eligible carecentre be one that complies with the cooperative arrangements between theCommonwealth and the State in regard to child care centres? What will determinewhether a care centre will benefit from a low interest loan under this legislation? TheOpposition believes the non-government sector should benefit from a low interest loanscheme, and the Labor Government's progress in that regard allowed for the upgrading ofa large number of non-government schools. The greatest benefit flowed, quite rightly, tothose schools in the poorer areas, because we had a scaled rating for schools to accessfunds from that government low interest loan scheme.
As the time for debate is limited, I do not want to shorten the contributions of mycolleagues with a lot of practical experience in education, as it is their professionaldiscipline. I will cormment briefly on the necessity for the first few clauses and pages ofthis amending Bill. I will give one example that goes right throughout the first part of theBill - that is, extraordinary consequential amendments to what seems to be every possible
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Act. For example, the Library Board of Western Australia Act is amended by deleting
"department of the Public Service principally assisting the Minister charged with the
administration of the Education Act 1928 and administering that Act" and substituting in
its place "Education Department as defined in the Education Act 1928." Why has it been
deemed appropriate that such extraordinary energy and time be spent on the formulation
of amendments and all the research that was necessary to achieve that? The first part of
this Bill is taken up with that precise amendment to universities' Acts and other
organisations where a representative is required from the Education Department. I have
no idea why the Acts cannot be left as they now stand. Given that the Government wants
to guillotine legislation through this place, I would like an explanation of why it would
bring in anything that was in any way unnecessary.
The two areas that I have not referred to in any significant way are the changed structures
of the Education Department and the way in which it relates to the Department of
Training. I understand that a vocational education and training Bill will be brought
before the House next year, and that the content of this Bill as it relates to that area is
interim only. This Bill sets up formally and legally the Western Australian Office of
Non-government Education. That office was set up during my time as Minister for
Education, and it seems that this formally separates that office from the Education
Department and builds on the work that was undertaken in 1991 and 1992. Unless there
is some reason that is not clear to me, I can understand the rationale for that. Depending
on the answers that the Government provides to our questions, the Opposition will not
oppose the Bill.
DR CONSTABLE (Floreat) [3.03 pm]: I will single out one or two of the five areas
that come within this amendment Bill. As the Parliamentary Secretary stated in his
second reading speech, the five areas where amendments occur are fairly straightforward.
However, a number of these are of considerable interest all the same. I will run through
each of them fairly briefly.
The first area of amendment relates to the establishment of the Department of Training.
The Bill separates the Department of Training from the Education Department. It is
interesting to note that this new department was established almost two years ago on 1
December 1994, so its second anniversary is on Friday. At that time the Department of
Training took over responsibilities from the former department of employment,
vocational education and training. It is interesting that it has taken two years to come
before us and to formally note the establishment and separation from the Education
Department. This amendment Bill recognises training as separate from education. In
doing so it recognises this is an extremely important sector in its own right. It has been
obvious in the past few years and in discussions about training with various bodies that
have been set up with the involvement of the Commonwealth in the training area, and the
amount of money that has spent in this area, it is a sensible move to separate this in its
own right.
The second area of the amendments relates to non-government schools and provides a
legislative base for the Office of Non-government Education. In doing so it sets down in
legislation the three areas for which the chief executive officer of the Office of
Non-government Education is responsible: First, the registration and accreditation of
schools and institutions in the non-government sector, secondly, the inspection of
attendance registers; and, thirdly and most importantly, the provision of financial
assistance to non-government schools and preschool centres. In making this a separate
office, once again we see a recognition of an important area in education. One-third of
all students in this State attend non-government schools, and in anyone's language that is
a substantial percentage of children going to schools outside the government sector. In
setting up this separate office the Government recognises the substantial contribution of
the non-government schools sector in the education of Western Australian school
children. Importantly, it recognises the close relationship between the Government and
the non-government sector. It has been a longstanding relationship and will continue
well into the future.
Of particular interest to me is the third area, which is the community use of school
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facilities. In my own electorate I have seen the successful use of school facilities for theoperations of evening classes for technical and further education. In one school whichhas many unused classrooms; a private preschool is operating. A Japanese schooloperates in a school not far to the north of my electorate. There are many examplesthroughout the State of operations outside the school administration, where the schoolfacilities are being used for sensible activities.
This legislation extends the current provisions which allow local government bodiesaccess to the management of facilities for community use. I suspect that is particularlyimportant in rural areas. It also allows the licensing and hiring out of facilities. Aninteresting point is raised about the funds and where the money will go when a one yearlicence is put into operation. On the one hand, the responsibility will devolve toprincipals of schools. This will take time and effort when they approached by outsidegroups for the use of the school facilities. On the other hand, there is some question inmy mind as to whether the individual school will benefit from the funds that are raisedfrom that hirng out. That should be clarified by the Parliamentary Secretary. Thelegislation states that any funds raised may be credited to the school fund. There seemsto be some discretion, where sometimes the individual school will benefit and at othertimes it will not. If school facilities are hired out, there will be wear and tear on theschool and the need for painting and other expenditure of funds. In all cases, the schoolshould benefit from at least some proportion of the funds that are raised when the schoolis used by outside groups. It would be a great pity if this became simply a revenueraising activity for the Education Department and the individual schools did not benefitfrom any money that was raised.
The legislation also covers dress codes and I support the measures in that regard. Therehas long been a debate about the pros and cons of whether schools should have dresscodes or uniforms. The weight of evidence comes down on the side of having dresscodes for reasons which may not be educational reasons. They involve economic andsocial issues and reasons which add to the wellbeing of students. A dress code may givestudents a sense of belonging to the school. In most cases, it would mean far lessexpenditure on the clothing that children wear to school. Such a provision is veryimportant. The legislation allows for exemptions and that is eminently sensible as theremay be religious or other measons why students may not wish to be part of a dress code.
The Bill also contains provisions for low interest loans for capital works for kindergarteneducation for four year olds. With the Government's moves towards Good Start andproviding universal education to five year olds and extending education to four year oldsin the next few years, I have noticed that many non-government schools are moving intothat area. In order to provide the full range of education to their students, many schoolsare having to outlay rather large capital sums to add to their buildings to providekindergarten and preprimary education.
I support all the areas of amendment to the Education Act. I wait with interest to hear theParliamentary Secretary's comments on the issues that I have raised and which have beenraised by other members.
MRS van de KLASHORST (Swan Hfills) [3.12 pm]: I also support the Bill, whichcontains five sections. I intend to refer to part 3 where the Bill allows for full communityuse of school facilities and to part 4 which establishes a dress code.
The use of school facilities by the community has long been of interest to me. I was partof a hills school where we worked together with the primary and high schools to procurea gymnasium for the high school in conjunction with local government, the EducationDepartment and the community. At the moment, that facility is used every day and everyevening. Indeed, people must book more than a year ahead to use the facility.
I was also helping a fundraising group at the same high school to raise money for aswimming pool which the children could use during the day and which the communitycould use after school hours. In that area, those facilities have allowed the school to be,as I believe schools should be, the focal point of the community.
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Many schools in the outer metropolitan area are small. They have limited facilities and
there is a limited amount of money in the community. In such areas, libraries could be
used by the school during the day and by the community after school hours. I am
working with Bullsbrook Senior High School and Swan View High School to see
whether their libraries could become a community library. That is a really positive step
in the community.
During question time, I asked about the Ellenbrook development, which has just won a
planning award. One of the benefits of that kind of development is the provision for
school ovals to be used by the school during school time and by the community in the
evenings and on the weekends. One school oval will be used by the primary school, the
high school and possibly a private school. Therefore one facility, one parking area, one
land use area, and one planning and cost exercise will benefit the whole community.

I called the Education Minister's office today to discover the value of the assets we have
in schools in Western Australia. If every school were razed to the ground tomorrow with
all the school grounds, this would involve more than $2b. This means facilities to the
replacement value of $2b are sitting out there week after week when schools are not
open, and at weekends and during school holidays, when those facilities should be
available to the community. After all, the communities of Western Australia paid for
them in the first place.

But I must sound a note of caution with regard to children's work which is often
displayed in classrooms. When the principal considers allowing other people to use
school facilities after school hours, he must take account of the kind of group which hires
the school. Children's work is the most important thing they do. I spent many years
standing on ladders erecting displays of such work. That work must be carefully looked
after. If the group does not look after school property, the principal must have the ability
to impose a sanction. That is a concern I have, having been a teacher. I know that
damage can occur to very valuable children's work. On one occasion, vandals entered
my library and they ruined everything. The children and I were devastated because the
vandals destroyed the children's work and the displays. The provisions about facilities
are very important and the whole community of Western Australia will benefit from
them.
When dress codes first came up for discussion, 1, like many people, mixed up the ideas of
uniforms and dress codes. I am concerned about parents who, for different reasons, may
not want their children to have a uniform. I have a concrete example of that. Many of
the children who attend Bullsbrook have parents on the Pearce air base. These children
are often moved around in three year stints. They often turn up at school in October or
November wearing the uniform from a previous school - often from the east coast. If
parents were forced to buy a uniform to allow that child to enter the school, perhaps for
just two months until the end of the year, that would be a retrograde step.

I was very concerned and discussed this issue with the Minister. Perhaps those children
will attend the same school next year. However, we must face the fact that children
grow. If parents buy a uniform for a new school in October, the uniform may not fit in
January or February or towards the end of the year.

I have read part 4 carefully and I have discussed it with the Minister. I am pleased that
w~e are not concerned about a school uniform. This is about a dress code and there is a
significant difference between the two. Parent groups in Western Australia have been
asking for such a code. When I was first acquainted with the issue, I spoke to many
people in my community including parents and people from schools. They want this

provision. It creates a school image, bonding and a feeling of belonging. It creates team
spirit and it is also needed for safety considerations.I remember taking a group of year
fives on an excursion to a farm. One of the girls was wearing a beautiful pink dress and
she had a huge bow at the back with long streamers. We almost had an accident as we
stood around a fruit grader. She swung around and the long ribbon became caught in the
turning mechanism of the grader. Fortunately, it was switched off while she was being
dragged towards it. That dress might not have been suitable for the excursion. A dress
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code will increase safety for children on excursions. I have also taken children to schoolcamps for about 14 years. In some ways, it is possible to guide children towards what itis suitable to wear for the activities held at the camp. That is a very positive move.
One point which worries me is that children's self esteem might be damaged if they donot wear uniforms. I am pleased that school principals will have the right to exemptchildren. I have mentioned Bullsbrook school. A child who attended for the final twomonths in a uniform from another school could be given a two month exemption andthen asked to comply with the dress code next year. If a child were staying only threemonths before going back east, an exemption could be given. On religious grounds,many people do not want their children to wear certain clothes. Ethnic people mighthave their own way of dressing. There are other reasons. Perhaps some children cannotwear a certain type of clothing because of allergies or health reasons. Provided that theprincipal can make exemptions, the dress code is a positive step. I have read thesubirission by the Western Australian Council of State School Organisations, and mostof its views are similar to what is in the Bill. It also says that exemptions are important.Most Western Australian principals are caring people, and they will consider the child'sneeds as well as the school's needs when giving exemptions.
I fully support the rest of the Bill. I have not spoken on it because other members wish tospeak. I hope that the dress code exemption is carried out with care and love so thatchildren's self esteem is not damaged, that community considerations are taken intoaccount when decisions are made, and that it is borne in mind that it is a dress code not auniform. I commend the Government on introducing the Bill so that we can use the $2b-worth of facilities for the whole community 24 hours a day.
MRS ROBERTS (Glendalough) [3.21 pm]: The Government has caused an educationdebacle over the past three years. After the failed Good Start program, which might be alate start or a restart, the Government has made a complete mess of the education systemwith school closures and so forth and it has come up with this innocuous little Bill. It isthe best that it has been able to do in three years. There is nothing particularlyobjectionable in the Bill, and some things are quite useful. The Bill has been delayed forsome time while the Government has tried to sort out many major issues. After threeyears in office, the Government has tidied up a few edges such as allowing for a dresscode, greater use of school buildings and so on, which occurred under the previousGovernment. We still have nothing that deals with real issues such as the quality ofeducation or class sizes. The Government continually loses sight of those matters in theeducation debate.

As the Government approaches its industrial problems with teachers and the chaos thathas existed in our schools since it has been in power as a direct result of its inability tohandle education, students have missed out when it comes to school camps, extracurricular activities, sporting activities and the like. It is all because the Governmenttinkers with the edges of education. It had a couple of forays into major aspects ofeducation and it caused a complete debacle. I refer to school closures and the failedGood Start -

Mr Bloffwitch: What does that have to do with the Bill?
Mrs ROBERTS: It has to do with the way in which the Government is completelyunable to handle education in anything but a peripheral way. What action have we seenon class sizes and school closures? The school closures issue blew up in theGovernment's face at the time of my election, when the leaked list was put before theHouse. We heard that the Osborne Primary School was on the Government's hit list forclosure. That is when we saw the backflip by the Minister for Education, who turnedaround and said, "No school will be closed without parental support."
Mr Catania: He was dragged to that.
Mrs ROBERTS: He was dragged to that position by the Opposition, parents and thecommunity. In its debacle, the Government failed to consult the community. I shall referto an inadequate part of the Bill which shows that the Government's management style of
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education means that it wants to direct people and set up groups to make decisions on
behalf of other people rather than let parents and students make some decisions for
themselves. We are waiting for substantial moves on the quality of education. The Bill
does nothing to improve the quality of education, class sizes, or -
Mr Bloffwitch interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I do not know what the member for Geraldton had for lunch,
but it must be the same as the Deputy Premier had.
Mrs ROBERTS: I think that the member for Geraldton must have a special affection for
me, Mr Speaker.
The SPEAKER: I can appreciate people having that special affection, but not here.

Mrs ROBERTS: It did not help the Government that it did not consult on its Good Start
program and then caused a debacle in early school education. All members received
queues of parents of toddlers who said, "This has thrown our lives into chaos. This is not
what we were expecting. The Government must change it." Of course, once again the
Government was dragged kicking and screaming and it backed off from the Good Start
program.
Another key issue that is not dealt with in the Bill is devolution. We do not want
decision-making powers in respect of staff selection to be devolved to schools and to
school boards. I could talk for days about the Government's problems in education, but I
shall address a couple of sections of the Bill in the time available to me. One of those
sections is part 3, which relates to property vested in the Minister. We are told that that
will allow communities to use school facilities. I have several concerns in that regard.
Although there is widespread agreement that better use should be made of school
facilities and that there are many advantages for everyone in the community in making
better use of expensive facilities, I have some questions. Is it a matter of property, class
rooms, halls or parking areas, or does it include other students' facilities such as
computers, manual arts centres, home economics centres, and so on? Will such facilities
be leased out under the arrangements in the Bill? Obviously, there is concern about such
equipment being damaged or students' personal equipment being damaged because of
facilities being leased.
The other point about the leasing out of school facilities is that the money should benefit
the school. In the briefing that I received from Mr Greg Black, the Chief Executive
Officer of the Education Department, he said that the moneys would remain with the
schools. Many of those details are- not specified in the Bill. I understand that there are
many matters to be dealt with by way of regulation, and I have some concerns in that
regard. Other members have raised the concern that schools may become overzealous in
their efforts to make money. Those activities may be to the detriment of the students or
the educational programs being undertaken at the school; they may lease out school
facilities to a greater extent than is beneficial to the students. One must look at the kinds
of arrangements put in place to make that money.

Some schools certainly will be in a vastly better position to be able to lease out their
facilities and thus will be able to make a lot more money than other schools. I understand
that arrangements are already in place and I believe that Perth Modern School has leased
out a car park. Some schools may be in much better locations in terms of proximity to
the city or to Fremantle, and they will be able to lease out their facilities more easily as
there will be considerable demand for them. As a result, they will be able to get quite a
good return. As I said, there will be other schools that will not be in a position to make
the same kind of money. I am not aware of any provisions that will balance that
situation. A school with a hall in a convenient position from which it can make a
considerable amount of money, or perhaps a school with parking facilities in a
convenient area that can be let out of a weekend at a profit is obviously at a considerable
advantage compared to a school in a lower socioeconomic area or in a remote area where
schools will not be able to command the same sorts of fees for the use of those facilities.

The argument can be put that that applies only when things get out of hand. However,
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legislation must always be put in place for situations where things are not goingaccording to plan. Once the school boards and decision making groups have beenestablished and are looking at what extra revenue can be gained from letting out thesefacilities, checks and balances are needed.
I now refer to part 4 and the amendments relating to school dress codes. I certainlysupport the amendments to enable school dress codes to be formulated, but a number ofriders should be put in place. I do not think anyone in this place would like to see a dresscode adopted that put too much of a financial burden onto students and their families.We would not like to see decisions going over the top. However, I would like to draw tothe Parliamentary Secretary's attention - and I believe it has been drawn to Greg Black'sand possibly to the Minister's attention - that under the heading of "school decisionmaking groups" in proposed section 211D, reference is made to the functions of thesegroups. This proposed section provides that the functions of school decision makinggroups are -

(a) to participate in the planning and review of the school's development ...
(b) to formulate and approve a dress code to be complied with by students atthe school when the students are attending or representing the school.

There is no mention of any need or requirement to consult either the students or theirparents. One would say that in practice, if a school were well managed and if the schooldecision making group were operating fairly, that group would send a newsletter orinformation to parents at the very least outlining the kind of dress code being consideredand that it would get input from parents and students. However, there is no requirementin this Bill to consult either the students or the parents.
It is fair enough to say that the parents select the school decision making group.However, it is not sufficient to say that, having been selected by the parents, that decisionmaking group can go ahead without any further consultation with parents and makedecisions on their behalf. I know that that is the way this Government operates - it saysthat it is elected to govern, it will make decisions and it will not necessarily consultanyone. However, that is just not good management style. If one thought along the linesof wanting to consult and to include the school community, one would include anamendment to provide that such decisions should be made after consultation with parentsand students. I am not suggesting for a moment that individual parents should be able toblock the process completely just because they disagree: I am suggesting that everyoneshould be consulted. One way of getting people to agree and to take pride in a dress codeis to consult them so that they have a say in its formulation. It would be very remiss ofthe Government not to consider amending this legislation. This should not be put inregulations but the Government should send a message to the community that the viewsof parents and students are paramount and that they should be taken into consideration bythe school decision making group before such a dress code is approved by the school.

In conclusion, I stress that the Opposition is not opposed to this Bill. The moves towardsa dress code are very positive, as are the moves towards allowing community use ofschool facilities. However, these are very small issues in education and the Governmentis tinkering at the edges. If after three years the best the Government can come up with islegislation to sort out dress codes and to tidy up some legislative arrangements in relationto school facilities, it is a rather poor effort. We want from the Government somedecisive action on the real issues. We want to see moves to address the quality ofeducation and smaller class sizes. We also want the Government to back off completelyfrom its devolution moves to allow school boards to make decisions about theappointment of staff and we want the whole management style of this Government inrelation to education to change completely to one of consultation. We want thisGovernment to listen to what students and parents say and to put the quality of ourchildren's education first.
DR WATSON (Kenwick) [3.38 pm]: I endorse the comments of my colleague themember for Glendalough about quality of education issues. Those issues should bebefore this House for vigorous debate. I again urge the Parliamentary Secretary for
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Education to take to the Minister and to his party room in the strongest terms possible the
wishes of members - certainly on this side of the House and I suspect on his own - to
resolve the teachers' dispute to the satisfaction of the teachers' campaign, which is about
the quality of education.

I will address two small matters in the legislation before the House. The first relates to
the use of school property by people generally. Part 3 of the Bill proposes to insert new
sections 6B and 6C in the principal Act. I draw to the attention of the House a matter in
which I am currently embroiled which will demonstrate how difficult the execution of
this intention may be. In 1994 a young woman was doing some voluntary work in my
electorate office, and we decided to consult the children of four schools in the Queens
Park-Cannington area to establish their recreational needs during out of school and
holiday periods. There were two very strong patterns: The first was the need for more
basketball rings in community parks, and the second was for a swimming pool which is
accessible to children who attend Gibbs Street Primary School, Queens Park Primary
School, Cannington Primary School and Cannington Senior High School. The closest
swimming pools to the children living in that area are at Bentley and Victoria Park. This
could mean a child of, say, 10 or 12 years of age, either catches two buses from the
Cannington-Queens Park area to Bentley - they must change buses at Carousel - or
catches a train from the Cannington or Queens Park railway stations to the Victoria Park
railway station. That would involve a long walk at either end of the journey. In other
words, the swimming pools are not accessible to young children. Because of the
socioeconomic status of the parents in this area, very few homes have private swimming
pools.
When the children brought to my attention that they would like access to a swimming
pool during after school and holiday periods, I approached the Cannington Senior High
School which has a pool - although it is not a very posh pool. The school indicated it was
more than happy to make that facility available if I could facilitate the arrangements with
the City of Canning. By the time I approached the council in 1994, it was too late for it
to make a proper decision at that time. I started negotiations in June or July 1995 with
the council and the school. The school is more than happy to provide access to that much
needed facility but, of course, it cannot provide the wages for a pool attendant, or funds
for the chlorine and other requirements for pool maintenance. It seemed to everybody
concerned that the council was in an ideal position to provide a recreational facility for
the children of its ratepayers in that area. I remind members that Homeswest pays rates
in the same way that private owners and/or occupiers pay their rates. I cannot begin to
tell members of my disappointment with the council. It has looked for every way to
avoid taking action on this request. It has looked at costs, insurance, risk to the school of
vandalism and so on. The school acknowledges that community use of its facilities will
reduce vandalism. We all know that, but the council has presented reason after reason
for not providing those facilities. However, in the end three enlightened councillors, who
have responsibility for that ward - Councillors Joe Delle Donne, Katherin Ardizzone and
Lindsay Elliott - persuaded the council to circulate its own questionnaire with the
Canning newsletter. I think the council will be overwhelmed with responses from
parents as well as children, in favour of the use of that pool at the Cannington Senior
High School. I am pointing out to the Parliamentary Secretary that it will not be easy if
the City of Canning is not willing to be involved.

Fleetingly, I touch on the issue of dress codes: I hope these processes will incorporate a
mandate to consult parents as well as children about the dress codes that will be in place.
The Western Australian Council of State School Organisations, as the member for Swan
Hills pointed out, has circulated all members with a very comprehensive dress code
policy. We must not refer to uniforms being required in government schools; a dress
code is quite different from a uniform and the Opposition will support a dress code. I
still believe we should be discussing education above an, and I would hate to see any
child excluded from his or her right to education simply because, for whatever reason,
that child did not, could not or would not meet the standards required by a dress code.
This code should have nothing to do with the quality of, or access to, education or the
way in which schools are perceived.
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MR CATANIA (Balcatta) [3.46 pm]: I, too, have only a brief contribution to thedebate on this Bill. The Parliamentary Secretary should indicate to the Minister forEducation that this Bill is skirting around the edges of the problems which beseteducation today. The Minister may well reply that we must start somewhere, and theseare three noncontroversial issues that must be dealt with at some time. I have sympathywith the wish to use school facilities for the benefit of the wider community during thetimes of the year when they are not used by the school. However, there are otherproblems in our schools today which need urgent attention, and the Government hasshown a lack of intestinal fortitude in dealing with the teachers' dispute, school resourcesand contracting out the services of cleaners and gardeners. Those issues relating to themaintenance of schools are most important.
I deal specifically with part 3 of the Bill. I agree with the Government's proposal that thegeneral community should be able to use school facilities. However, the Government hasyet to deal with the problem of lack of maintenance in our schools, which has resulted inthe disrepair of many buildings. The use of school facilities by members of thecommunity will further exacerbate the problems caused by that lack of maintenance,because the facilities will be used more frequently than they are at the moment. I amconcerned about the lack of maintenance and the insufficient allocation of funds toschools, and this was emphasised by an experience I had this morning. At the BalcattaSenior High School a most distasteful incident occurred. A contractor to the BuildingManagement Authority, Lynch Interiors Pty Ltd, whose director is Geoff Moran, hadbeen given a contract to repair the school roof during the winter months because it wasleaking. In fact, the work carried out by the contractor was judged unsatisfactory by theBMA because the problem was made worse rather than fixed. It was judged accordinglybecause the computer centre and the general administration area were flooded during thatwork. The Building Management Authority chose to curtail the contract with LynchInteriors Pty Ltd and appoint another contractor to repair the work. This created adispute which was taken to arbitration. The arbitrator decided that the BMIA was liable topay Lynch Interiors $19 000 owed to it for the work it performed. However, because theBMA had to engage other contractors, it was owed $11 000. In honouring the decisionby the arbitrator, the BMA forwarded to Lynch Interiors a payment of $8 000. GeoffMoran, the Managing Director of Lynch Interiors, decided he wanted his $19 000 andthat the BMA should claim $11 000 from the insurers.

In protest this morning Geoff Moran hired a crane and climbed onto the roof of theBalcatta High School saying that he would perform the work to be carried out and that hewanted the $19 000. If that were not paid, he wanted to speak to the Minister forServices. The high school principal, Mr Ron Murphy, was perturbed about the situationand had no option other than to call the police. Mr Moran was persuaded to climb off theroof and to see if an appointment could be arranged with the Minister for Services so thatthe problem could be resolved.
That situation occurred only this morning. It is an example of problems that can arise inrelation to maintenance at schools. Further problems can be created as a result of thepresent Government's policy of outsourcing work to private contractors. Part 3 of thisBill will enable school principals, through local government, to hire out school facilities.How quickly will outsourced maintenance on those schools be carried out? Who willabsorb that cost? In a situation such as occurred this morning at the Balcatta Senior HighSchool, where a contractor was in dispute with the BMA and the Minister for Services,the community most greatly affected was the school community. In that situationconflict arose and a great show was made by the contractor, who called out the media toensure that the dispute between him and the BMA, who contracted out his service, wasdocumented. During this time school had commenced and when the students were in theAssembly area they were exposed to the conflict. That distasteful experience in whichthe school was embroiled happened on the back of a very difficult year which saw theteachers dispute and contract cleaners and gardeners being introduced into schools. Thatcivil dispute was an example of the ugly face of contracting. It was not the only incidentof this nature.
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This situation will be exacerbated by the section introduced under part 3 of the Bill which
will enable school facilities to be hired for community use. What will happen if
maintenance is required? How quickly will that maintenance be carried Out? Who will
carry out that maintenance? As the member for Kenwick stated, local government will
be reluctant to handle these facilities if it is confronted with situations such as occurred at
Balcauta Senior High School today. If clients were to cause damage which required
hiring a contractor who ended up in dispute with a school, and in turn with local
government, would local government be prepared to deal with the case? The proposed
section is commendable in providing the community with extra facilities. However, it
will intensify problems which schools must confront when their facilities are used more
than presently by school children. As I said at the beginning of my address, the proposed
sections dealing with education facilities skirt around the edges. Their implementation
will create more problems.
Although changes are required to allow full use of facilities that lie idle, I do not think the
Bill provides the proper mechanism to deal with problems that may arise from those
changes. Perhaps some amendments can be moved during Committee, either here or in
the other place, to ensure that the process by which maintenance will be carried out is
more clearly defined. I do not think local governments will take responsibility as a result
of the Government's obsessive ideology of contracting out work to private operators,
who will have to face civil disputes similar to the distasteful one that occurred this
morning at Balcatta.
Mr Tubby: I think you are confusing the two areas. One concerns agreements that can
be made with local government and other instrumentalities for construction of school
facilities and school land and the other concerns use by the community of school
facilities.
Mr CATANIA: Will they be arranged through local government?

Mr Tubby: If local government, a recreation association or whatever makes an
agreement, a board will be set up to manage that arrangement jointly. The other concerns
the community use, through the school principal, of facilities that are owned and operated
by the Education Department. This legislation will allow greater use of those facilities
and the right to charge for them.

Mr CATANIA: I am not disputing that. I believe school facilities should be better
utilised rather than lie dormant at various times.

Mr Tubby: I did not mean for you to repeat the speech.

Mr CATANIA: I am not doing that. They lie dormant when they could be better utilised
and be of benefit to the community. However, we must guard against the inevitable wear
and tear on these facilities if they are to be used even more intensely. Problems occur
today but if they are intensified as a result of greater use of schools, what processes will
ensure facilities are maintained at a proper standard? I believe that has not been put in
train in this Bill.
The confrontation that was evident this morning at the Balcatta Senior High School
between the contractor and the representatives of the Building Management Authority
and, in turn, the headmaster and the staff, was distasteful, something to which no school
community and no students should be subjected. That will be even more evident as most
service areas provided to schools - that is, cleaning, maintenance and gardening - are
moved into the private sector. There will be more disputes between contractors and the
Education Department which will embroil the school community and the school students,
and they must be protected against that involvement. This change will intensify the
problem. We should examine and address this issue very closely. No-one on this side
objects to this Bill; however, we object tremendously to the conflict resolution issue not
being addressed.
I am concerned that the Government is relinquishing responsibility which in the
devolution process will go to school based community groups. That is a cop-out by the
Government. When Governments are elected they should provide three basic needs. The
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community elects Governments to ensure that the policing area is covered; that the healthservices being provided are the best that the Government can possibly provide; and thathigh quality education is being delivered. Governments must provide those threeservices in their entirety and to date we have done so at a level which is envied by othercountries. If we continue to go down the path which the Government is following ofprivatising education, hospitals and policing, the responsibility passes from governmentto the private sector.
Mr Bloffwitch: Will you oppose the Bill?
Mr CATANIA: No, we do not oppose the Bill; however, as an Opposition we have aresponsibility to scrutinise legislation as part of the accountability process. We mustensure that problems do not arise from legislation. We already have problems in ourschools and we do not want this legislation to compound them.
Mr Bloffwitch: If people were there at night there would be less vandalism. I thoughtthat might be a positive thing, but the member has not said that.
Mr CATANIA: The member is correct, and I agree with him. Whenever a facility isused it becomes rundown. If it is used 100 per cent of the time naturally it will wear outmuch faster than if it is used to only 50 per cent of its capacity. We need a process bywhich maintenance is carried out automatically. In the past there was an inbuilt systemin which the BMA carried out maintenance in schools. Schools could always depend onthe BMA to carry out repairs. People have questioned the efficiency and quality of thework of the BMA; however, there was always an avenue down which schools could gofor maintenance. Those maintenance areas are now let to the contractors who in manycases do a good job. However, there will be cases, such as the one to which I referred atBalcatta Senior High School, where civil litigation will take place which will have adetrimental effect on the school community and will embroil a school in a court process,and that is undesirable.
I urge the Parliamentary Secretary to meet with the Minister before we go intoCommittee to ensure that amendments are made to enable a process to be put in place toensure that repairs and maintenance, which may increase as a result of greater use ofschool facilities, will be carried out efficiently and quickly. If there is any litigationbetween the contractors, it should be dealt with outside the school community and theschool grounds. We do not want more pressure being added to our schools than hasalready occurred due to the school teachers' dispute, the lack of resources, andcontracting out the cleaners, gardeners and maintenance workers in our schools.
Although the Opposition agrees with the minor changes in this legislation, we registerour concern that they may give rise to serious consequences. We ask that the nextamendments to this Bill by the Government address the problems in the education systemand not merely skirt around the edges, throwing a few bones at the school communities,suggesting it is addressing the three areas to which I have already referred, while at thesame time, ignoring the serious concerns of those involved in the education process.
MRS HENDERSON (Thomnlie) [4.07 pm]: I will make only a few brief comments onthis Bill and will speak on two aspects. The first is the enhanced role and the singling outof the role of the chief executive officer of non-government education. This appears tobe in recognition of the fact that non-government education is to be given more attentionwithin the education ministry and a separate chief executive officer will be moreautonomous than was previously the case. The non-government sector has providededucation within this State for a long time and has been a very important provider forapproximately one-quarter of all children who have attended non-government schools.
However, in the past those non-government schools by and large have been what couldbe called mainstream schools - schools established by large, well established churchorganisations on the whole. In some cases they have been developed as a result of aneducational philosophy, such as Montessori, or some of the other establishedphilosophies on education. Generally the community has not questioned the commitmentto education that those groups have brought and the fact that they have developed schools
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that have delivered very high quality education. The support shown to those schools by
the public has been a measure of the confidence in which they have been held.

In recent times we have seen the development of a large number of small schools which
have been dedicated to a particular philosophy or point of view which could accurately
be described as more narrow than some of the views behind the larger, more mainstream
religious and educational philosophy based schools. When that happens we must be
careful to ensure that we strike the right balance between the rights of parents to
determine how their children are educated, and the rights of every child to receive a
broadly based education.

During the Budget process and elsewhere, I sought to try to establish what sorts of checks
were being carried out on schools that were established to reflect the particular
philosophical views of a group of parents, to try to ensure that those children enjoyed a
broad ranging education. Those children, like their parents, have a right at some future
stage to choose what point of view they adopt on a wide range of issues. Our
responsibility as a community is to ensure that those children receive a sufficiently broad
education so that they can make such decisions in the future and that they are not locked
into an education system that is so narrow in focus that they are unable to have the
knowledge to make that choice.

In the Budget debate I raised the issue of the kinds of tests those schools are subject to
when they are being funded out of the public purse. I raised particularly the question of
curriculum, because it has always been of concern to me that people who carry out
inspections are more interested in things like whether classrooms are built to minimum
building standards with adequate ventilation and light and whether there are sufficient
toilets, and those basic physical conditions essential for any school. However, inspectors
do not seem to me to be such a coherent group for developing criteria for ensuring that
children receive a well rounded education. I have particular concerns where the
mainstream subject matter which is taught to those youngsters is itself tinged with the
philosophy of the establishment of the school. I have no objection to those groups that
establish such schools teaching children the philosophy that caused the establishment of
the schools, just as in mainstream religious schools. It was taught as a separate subject;
nevertheless the philosophy of a religious group often permeated the whole school.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I advise the member that there is a need to speak to
the Education Amendment Bill before us. I know that the member has a keen interest in
education, but the word "education" in the title does not mean we can go off at tangents
and talk about very broad issues in education. I have given the member five minutes to
lead in to the Bill. I draw to her attention that the Bill deals with several issues within
education. There is a fairly wide scope there, but talking of curriculums and so on has
gone beyond what is acceptable.

Mrs HENDERSON: Thank you for your guidance, Mr Deputy Speaker. I was directing
my comments to the portion of the Bill which was outlined in the second reading spech
on page 4 which refers to the amendments which gives to the Chief Executive Officer of
the Office of Non-Government Education responsibility for administering various
important functions on behalf of the Minister. Included in those is the inspection of the
registration of all non-government schools. I was seeking to direct my comments to the
fact that the CEO has a heightened responsibility and is being singled out as an office that
now has its own CEO, which indicates the importance given to that section of the
Education Department, whereas previously it was a subsection that reported through the
CEO to the Minister. Under this Bill there will be a separate CEO for non-government
education. I was seeking to direct my comments to the fact that in creating that new CEO
and a stronger role in relation to non-government education, we will see the expansion of
the responsibility to more than concerns about ventilation, lighting, health and safety,
toilets, etc, to concerns about other kinds of tests that go with the inspection of
registration of all non-government schools which was mentioned in the Minister's
speech.
I want to see a much more careful set of criteria drawn up for the registration of all non-
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government schools, particularly with regard to the rights of all young people to have a
broadly based education regardless of the philosophy of those who establish the school.
Although parents have the right to ensure what kind of education children receive, so too
do all children have the right to receive a basic education that includes basic information
and skills that their peers will gain but which, as the legislation is currently carried out,
may not necessarily be provided by all of the new, smaller schools that are established to
promote the particular objectives of groups and which need to have closer inspection.
That is the link with the Bill. I hope that the Parliamentary Secretary, who unfortunately
is not here, will take up that issue which I raised in the Budget debate on a couple of
occasions. The general view appears to be that in the past it was not considered
necessary because the broad, mainstream church groups by and large ran these non-
government schools and no-one questioned their ability to deliver a well rounded,
objective curriculum. Now we have the emergence of a larger number of smaller schools
we need to take that responsibility seriously.
The second issue I want to address that is raised in the second reading speech is the
question of school dress. The second reading speech mentioned that there will be a much
clearer way for schools to develop dress codes. There is no question that over the past 10
years or more there has been a greater emphasis on school uniforms, even at the level of
primary school. It does not seem that long ago - perhaps 15 years or more - that when
one walked into a primary school most students would be colourfully dressed and very
few would be in uniform. Now the position is that most primary schools have uniforms,
and there has been a concerted campaign to ensure that youngsters wear uniforms. I do
not know that anyone has any objection to that as an aim. I remember quite clearly that
when I was in high school many years ago there was a young boy in my fourth year, as it
was then, who insisted on wearing jeans, as a result of which there was an enormous hue
and cry in the school. That boy was eventually removed from the school because he
refused to conform and not wear jeans to school. The tragedy was that he was no more
than an adolescent seeking, I guess, to be an individual. He was extremely bright as Irecollect. I have no doubt that his whole future was jeopardised because it became such
an enormous issue, out of all proportion to the jeans he sought to wear to school. It
seems to me when looking back that it was a travesty that the young man's education was
cut short, yet one could walk into school now and see dozens of children wearing jeans
and it would be nothing unusual. Over the course of 15 or 20 years there has been a
complete change in what constitutes acceptable school dress. My concern is that we may
get so caught up in our concern for all children to look the same that we end up with the
same kind of thing as happened to that young man all those years ago; that is, when
youngsters for whatever reason do not wish to or refuse to conform, or wish to express
their individuality by not conforming, sometimes the response can be disproportionate to
the effect. I have some concern that over the past 10 years in some primary schools
where dress codes for uniforms have been promoted a number of incidents have been
brought to my attention by constituents in which children have been sent home to get
changed.
In every case those children wore clean, modest clothing; however, it has not conformed
to the school uniform. That has occurred when a school has been vigorously trying to
promote school uniforms. I have two concerns about that. First, I think it is wrong for
children to be sent home during the day, particularly if their parents may not be home. I
have serious concerns about who would bear the responsibility if anything happened to
those children on the way to or from school. Secondly, I have a concern about focusing
so strongly on a child who wears an item of clothing to school on a particular day that
does not fit in with the school uniform, and making such an issue of it that one can
imagine the situation - indeed, I have heard about cases like this - when children refuse to
go to school if their clothing is not clean and ready for them to wear. They know that an
issue will be made of the fact that they do not have on the appropriate clothing, whether it
is a certain school T-shirt or shorts, for example. They would rather miss a day's
schooling if, for example, their mother or father has not done the washing or it has not
dried. That causes a major crisis.
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We must keep all these matters in perspective. Youngsters, particularly adolescents, go
through periods in which they are most anxious to stand out from the crowd and to
appear different. If we react disproportionately to that, those young people will find
themselves outside the education system. Under this legislation young people could be
excluded from a school because they do not conform to the school dress code. They have
the opportunity to enrol in other schools; however, if all the other schools also have a
dress code with which they do not conform, they are excluded completely. The
Government may say that that is their problem and that they should have worn the school
clothing. Perhaps it is their problem; however, we must bear in mind that many young
people go through difficult periods during their teenage years. To jeopardise their whole
education over a battle such as that involving the boy in the 1960s who insisted on
wearing his jeans to school is disproportionate.
I hope that some measures will be taken so that the way in which this legislation is
implemented will ensure that those kinds of strong reactions do not occur. Members are
familiar with some figures around schools who become almost obsessed with this notion;
who will walkc around seeking out students who have on a coloured jumper or T-shirt.
Those children will be taken to the office or sent home, and it becomes a huge issue. We
all know that teenagers look for means of rebellion. If we provide this legislation as a
means for doing that, it could lead indirectly to the youngsters' education being
jeopardised and to unnecessary confrontation at school over something that is peripheral
to their education as a whole.
Mr Tubby: The Government accepts what you have said. We appreciate that there are
problems. However, the majority of parents want to have something a little more formal
so they can put a little more pressure on their children to wear a school uniform, or
something that resembles a school uniform. Those parents far outweigh those who are
opposed to the wearing of a school uniform. Within the codes, those who have an
absolute obsession with not wearing school uniforms must be taken account of.
Mrs HENDERSON: I agree with the member for Roleystone. There is no question that
95 per cent of parents would support school uniforms or a dress code. My concern is not
with that idea, but with schools becoming so obsessed with implementing this legislation
that children on a winter's day whose school windcheaters are wet would rather go home
than go to school in a coloured windicheater because they know that such a fuss will be
made about the fact that they are not wearing the school dress code. That is the kind of
thing I am concerned about. Even given the situation that exists at the moment, which is
not as strong as this legislation - every child is entitled to stay at school if he or she is
clean and modestly dressed - some people in schools seem to make it their life's mission
picking out children who have on a coloured T-shirt or jumper and sending them home or
talking them to the office and making them wear clothing out of the lost property basket.
The effect that has on those young kids is disproportionate to what we want to achieve by
having children roughly dressed the same.
I am looking for a much more evenhanded and sensible approach. I do not think many
parents in the community are obsessive about not wearing uniforms; they could probably
be counted on the fingers of one hand. However, I am concemned about the children who,
for whatever reason, wear clothing that is different and are singled out for attention. I
have had constituents contact me, distraught that their children have been made to walk
home from primary school because they had on the wrong shorts, for instance. We
cannot afford to return to the situation where a uniform becomes more important than the
basic education the children are at school to receive.
Everybody agrees that most of the clothes that are covered by school dress are relatively
cheap. However, that does not always show what the real problem can be. In a low
income family most teenage children will not wear on the weekend what they are allowed
to wear to school. There are enormous pressures on children to conform with their
friends in what they wear on the weekends. If parents must choose between what to
spend their money on, they are likely to spend it on what their kids will wear when they
go out with their friends on the weekend. If that is clean and neat, but the child cannot
wear it to school because it is the wrong colour, a problem will occur when that child
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refuses to go to school because he does not have the right clothing. The fact that the
school clothing might be relatively cheap does not always reveal the true extent of theproblem, particularly if the school chooses colours that are not the colours most kids inthat teenage group wear. They are the two areas I am concerned about. Much will
depend on the way this section of the Bill is implemented and overseen.
MR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell) [4.27 pm]: I express my disappointment that this Bill has
come before this Parliament at the end of a parliamentary session and is subject to theguillotine. This Government has created mayhem in the education system, the health
system and the industrial relations system. For it to bring in a Bill at the end of a session
and then guillotine it does not do justice to all those who are suffering from the actions ofthis Government in the education arena. The member handling the Bill in this House
says in the second reading speech -

Times have changed. Indeed, the Government has recognised the need for an
entirely new Education Act. A Bill for a new Act is being drafted at present.
Similarly, the vocational education and training sector will have its own Act, and
a Bill for that is also being drafted.

Before the Government began creating havoc in the education system, in both vocational
training and the ordinary education system, it should have ensured that the legislative
power to do much of what it is doing was introduced, considered and passed by the
Parliament. It is most unfortunate that at the end of a year of such enormous loss ofmorale in the education system and enormous concern by teachers about the way the
education system is operating, instead of getting completely new legislation, we get these
piecemeal amendments before us at present.
The first of those piecemeal amendments deals with the splitting of the administration of
technical and non-government education under the Education Act. In particular, itprovides for separate responsibility for vocational training and for the education system
Despite all the industrial action that has occurred in primary and secondary schools, we
should not think that all is well in vocational education. Indeed, in all the years that I
have been in public life before and since my entry into Parliament, I have never been
more concerned about vocational education in this State. In relation to the South West
College of Technical and Further Education, I have never known such an enormous lackof direction from the Government, such enormous concern about the future and quality ofvocational education, and such staff concern about the quality of their working
conditions.
In relation to vocational and further education it is not possible to direct the blame solelyat the State Government, as some concerns flow from the direction that has been given to
technical and further education by the Commonwealth Government. I am concerned that
the approach that is now being taken to vocational and further education is to split from
the general education system and then look at what vocational training can be done byprivate enterprise, what can be done in the work force by industry and what can be done
by the TAFE system.
[Leave granted for speech to be continued.]
Debate thus adjourned.
[Continued on page 11922.]

MOTION - ALINTAGAS TO PLACE MORATORIUM ON GAS
DISCONNECTIONS UNTIL AFTER CHRISTMAS

MR THOMAS (Cockburn) [4.32 pm]: I move -
That the Minister for Energy be requested to instruct AlintaGas to place a
moratorium on gas disconnections until after Christmas.

Two articles which appeared in The West Australian before and after the weekend typify
the situation that has brought about the motion. An article on page 3 of Saturday
morning's edition of The West Australian by John Townsend was headed "Thousands
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face gas cut". That article reported that in the preceding week 150 people had their gas
supply disconnected and that 400 faced disconnections this week. That falls within the
ministerial responsibility of the Minister for Energy.
Monday morning's newspaper contained an article by Tom Baddeley in the business
pages, which reported a function at which the Minister for Energy had spoken. It was
reported that the Minister, together with people such as Michael Chaney, who enjoys a
salary of $1.5m, had been at a function where the Minister talked up Western Australia's
economy and said that the State was facing the largest sustained resources boom in its
history. Essentially, he was saying that the economy was well. Most of the indicators
suggest that that is the case. However, in the space of a fortnight, 550 people in the
metropolitan area will have their gas disconnected for not paying their bills. That
suggests that not everybody is sharing in the buoyant economy and that some people are
doing it very hard indeed.
That article in The West Australian confirms something that I raised in the House on the
previous Tuesday and which has been my experience as shadow Minister for Energy and
as the member for Cockburn. Some people have significant difficulty in paying ordinary
bills, but one which is causing widespread problems is the AlintaGas account. In part,
that is because the arrangements under which gas bills are paid have changed this year
and are different from the past. Hitherto, people received a State Energy Commission
account, but they now receive separate gas and electricity accounts. For the first few
months of the year, a normal household might use gas for the stove and for water heating,
and the bills might be very low. However, when the winter comes, people turn on space
heaters and they tend to leave them on for long periods, and their gas accounts mount up
substantially.
In my own house I use gas for the stove and for space heating. There is a 10:1 variation
in the size of the accounts simply because of the amount of gas used for the space heater.
People who do not anticipate large bills, such as those who do not have managerial skills,
and those who are doing it hard financially and are experiencing what appear to be fairly
generous gas accounts for the first time, were hit by substantial bills in August or
September. That is what we are experiencing now. Second or third notices are being
served under the AlintaGas procedures and people face the threat of disconnection.
A person who accumulates a $200 or $300 gas account and who is on social security or
another form of low income will have difficulty finding that amount of money if they
have not planned for it. I see people who face arrears of, say, $200. They have
approached AlintaGas - I concede that they were at fault in that that they left it until they
faced disconnection before they made an approach - and said that they could not meet the
bill and would like to come to some arrangement to pay the arrears. The response has
been, "We are not a welfare organisation, we are a business. 'You will have to pay $100
or $200 before we will come to an arrangement with you to pay the balance of your
arrears." That is just not good enough.
It is all very well for AlintaGas to say that it is not a welfare organisation and that it is a
business, but it enjoys a monopoly. It has a responsibility for the welfare of the
community at large. That responsibility is exacerbated by the fact that when people go to
the Department of Family and Children's Services, they are told that the department's
programs have been cut from $5m to $2m and that the department does not intervene
between its would-be clients and other departments; it is for other departments to sort out
such matters. AlintaGas in this instance is regarded as a government department. There
has been insensitivity in the management of this matter, but I am pleased to report that
there has been a response to requests from the Western Australian Council of Social
Service and other organisations in recent weeks. Some welfare agencies with which I
deal have reported that they have noted a marked change in the attitude of AlintaGas.
I understand from a radio report some minutes ago that the Minister has said that there
will be an amnesty on disconnections between 15 December 1995 and about 12 January
1996. I ask the Minister to roll forward that amnesty. It is almost the Christmas period.
It will be 1 December at the end of this week. People on low incomes with children or
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grandchildren already have to make provision for Christmas. When I dealt with a creditcontrol officer, my submission in the case of a person who was $200 in an-ears - theofficer insisted on $100 now or otherwise be disconnected - was, "Why not accept $20 aweek starting now until the arrears are cleared?" It should not be an amount of $20 aweek including the current gas account, but $20 to clear the arrears. In that case, the$200 would be cleared in 10 weeks or before the end of the school holidays. It is not anunreasonable time. The people who do not have the initial payment of $100 should notbe put under any stress. If they are, there is the possibility that this situation will createtension within the family which could have health implications or lead to all sorts ofunfortunate occurrences at a time of the year which should be happy for all families. Theholiday period is a stressful time for many parents who are not doing very wellfinancially. Children have expectations and when they are at home during the schoolholidays they must be entertained for a longer time than during the school year. Myrequest to the Minister is genuine and it is not a lot to ask. If the amnesty, which I heard
about on the radio, is brought forward to I December it would be a significant
achievement and one for which the community would be grateful.
Earlier this week the state executive of the Australian Labor Party considered aproposition which was sent to it by one of the branches representing a working class area.It criticised AlintaGas for sponsoring a football team. One of the privileges which comesfrom that is having a VIP box at the football for its executives. People cannot understand
what is the advantage to a gas corporation, which enjoys a monopoly among domesticconsumers, of promoting a football team. They believe the money expended in thatdirection is not doing anything to promote informed decision making among its would-be
clients in the community. I must accept that view. It would be far better if AlintaGas
spent its advertising budget on advising consumers of the advantage of gas overelectricity and educating them so they can make proper provision for paying their bills.The accounts vary on a seasonal basis and many people can be faced with unexpected
bills. I refer particularly to those people who have trouble managing their financial
affairs or who are very poor.
If AlintaGas continues its goodwill which is obvious from the steps it has taken so far
and brings forward the amnesty to 1 December, it will create a lot of goodwill in the
community which will be appreciated.
MR CJ. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Minister for Energy) [4.43 pm]: I thank the member
for his comments. It is true that since the splitting of the State Energy Commission ofWestern Australia into Western Power and AlintaGas there are two sets of accounts.AlintaGas decided to levy its accounts on a three monthly basis rather than two months.
It is equally true that gas sales, unlike electricity sales, are seasonal. The main period for
gas consumption is during the winter months for heating, as the member for Cockburn
explained. Towards the end of the winter period people are likely to receive higher gas
accounts and the majority of their gas bill is paid in that period.
SECWA used a similar procedure to that adopted by AlintaGas. I acknowledge that itwas responsible for supplying both electricity and gas to its customers, but if people were
behind in paying their accounts disconnections occurred. For convenience the source ofenergy disconnected was the electricity supply. Disconnections are not something new;they have always happened and they were used as a way of getting people to pay theiraccounts which were overdue. While a large number of people are behind in paying theirgas accounts members should consider the matter in its proper context. For example,there are 356 685 gas customers. On 28 November a notification that the gas supply may
be terminated was sent to 569 people. While it is a significant number of families, thefigure is relatively small when compared with the total number of gas consumers. Sincethen, 295 people - over half those families have made arrangements to pay their gasaccounts. AlintaGas, like any other organisation, must have in place some procedure fordebt recovery and credit control. It is in a difficult situation because it provides an
essential service to householders and it is government owned; therefore, the issue can
always come back to government as it has today.
I will outline to the House the procedures which are adopted if an account is overdue and
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the consumer fails to contact AlintaGas to make arrangements to pay off his account.
Firstly, they are notified that their account is due to be paid within 21 days. Seven days
after the due date a reminder notice is sent if the account has not been paid. Failing any
response, a warning notice is sent seven days later. If there is still no response a notice of
intention to cut off the gas supply is sent to the consumer and 48 hours later, if there is no
response, the gas supply may be turned off. In the meantime AlintaGas will attempt to
make telephone contact with the consumer concerned. If those people who respond can
raise a case of genuine hardship assistance is arranged through various welfare and
support agencies and they are referred to financial counselling. AlintaGas cannot be
accused of being heartless because it is trying to deal with the situation.
What action can be taken if some people who have received notification in several forms
do not respond? AlintaGas has no alternative other than to take the action of last resort,
which is not the action any utility would want to take; that is, disconnecting the gas
supply to the customer. If it does not do that the gas customers who pay their bills in
good faith are effectively bearing the cost of those who do not pay or, in some cases, do
not accept responsibility to explain their situation and come to some arrangement to pay
their account. We must be realistic when we consider this issue.
The motion states that the Minister be requested to instruct AlintaGas to place a
moratorium on gas disconnections until after Christmas. I do not agree that the Minister
should instruct AlintaGas because the situation has always been that no disconnections
occur over the Christmas and New Year period. It would be unnecessary and expensive
and would serve no purpose if AlintaGas were to disconnect consumers. The situation is
that between 15 December 1995 and 12 January 1996 there will be no disconnections. In
effect, there is a moratorium on gas disconnections over the Christmas and New Year
season. I thought that would satisfy the member for Cockburn's concerns. Hfis motion
has served a useful purpose because it has brought the issue out into the public arena and
people will now be aware that there is a moratorium over Christmas. I cannot support the
motion that I should instruct AlintaGas because I would be interfering in its commercial
behaviour. I am satisfied it is doing everything within its means to deal with this issue in
a proper commercial and sympathetic way. It is being supportive of its customers. After
all, it wants to retain its customers. I advise the member that the Government could
support the motion if it said that this House supports the decision by AlintaGas to place a
moratorium on gas disconnections over the Christmas and New Year period. I do not
intend to amend the motion in that way, but if the member were prepared to do that the
Government would support him. The Government cannot support the wording of the
motion as it stands.
If the member were agreeable to a motion along the lines that this House supports a
decision by AlintaGas to place a moratorium on gas disconnections over the Christmas
and New Year period - which is happening - I would support that. I will not try to amend
the member's motion. I simply place on the record that we do not support instructing
AlintaGas to do that. It is already providing a moratorium from 15 December 1995 to 12
January 1996. That is appropriate. I am satisfied that AlintaGas is utilising welfare
agencies and treating the problem intelligently and with compassion. The Government
does not support my instructing AlintaGas to immediately stop disconnections. That
would be commercially wrong. It would be unfair to those people who have acted in
good faith to make arrangements for the payment of their accounts or have sought the
assistance of agencies and professional advice to manage their financial affairs.
MR THOMAS (Cockburn) [4.51 pm]: I am disappointed that the Minister will not
support the motion and bring forward the amnesty period. This would be a one-off
situation. In future years people will be aware of their responsibilities to AlintaGas.
That has not occurred in the past. It would have been a generous action by the Minister,
and one which would be widely appreciated and respected in the community, if the
moratorium were brought forward to 1 December.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Do you not agree that if people have been given warnings and contacted
by telephone, they are required to contact AlintaGas and explain the circumstances in an
attempt to come to an arrangement? If people need help it will be offered to them. Some
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people are six to nine months overdtue with their accounts, and that cannot be accepted
without explanation.
Mr THOMAS: I am not being critical, but that does display a lack of imagination by
Liberal Party members. People who get into debt should get in touch with their creditors
and come to some arrangement. No-one would argue against that. However, people
become distressed and frightened when dealing with agencies or creditors - although in
some ways that is irrational. I am pleased that the statistics indicate that only about 300
people are currently in debt to AlintaGas. However, that is 300 too many. People often
do not go to the creditor until they are threatened with disconnection or some similar
action. The Minister also said that people should go to welfare agencies, but this
Government has had such a severe impact on the welfare sector that those agencies, in
many cases, no longer exist. I referred to a constituent of mine last week who wanted to
talk to the credit manager at Western Power. However, because the welfare agency's
funding had been cut by the Minister for Family and Children's Services that officer
worked only one day a week. My constituent and Western Power could not speak to the
officer until the Wednesday, even though his power was to be cut on the Tuesday. The
Department for Family and Children's Services will not intervene in matters between
other government departments and their clients. That department classifies AlintaGas as
another government department.
The Minister said that he would not instruct AlintaGas. I guess we could ask AlintaGas
if it would of its own volition undertake our suggested action. The Minister should
instruct AlintaGas because that body was established by this House; it has a corporate or
commercial warrant and it is responsible to the taxpayers of this State in discharging the
substantial debts with which it is encumbered. For the most part, it has a businesslike
attitude in that area, but it must be recognised that the bulk of AlintaGas profits are
generated by domestic consumers. It represents only a small proportion of the gas sold;
however, because of the margins the bulk of its profits comes from domestic consumers.
The bulk of the volume of gas sold goes to its major consumers who consume substantial
amounts, but those margins are so tight they do not contribute a lot to profits.
In its dealings with the public and in its public relations advertising, AlintaGas should be
directed to that section of its market which is contestable; that is, where it competes with
electricity, and where it deals with people who are likely to make decisions based on
facts other than the fourth decimal point of a rate - which is likely to be a consideration of
a business operating purely under those type of considerations. AlintaGas so far has not
adopted that approach. We have seen AlintaGas engage in the sort of behaviour
associated with corporate high fliers, with their private boxes at the football and
sponsoring football teams. That contributes nothing to the welfare of its consumers. It
would be better to advertise in a way that explains the benefits of gas over electricity,
both to the consumer and to the environment in some circumstances. Above all, it should
engage in credit education so that its customers are less likely to accumulate large debts.
It is not too much to ask to have the moratorium brought forward a fortnight. AlintaGas
could still insist on payments of $20 a week. If the payments were not met, ultimately
there would be some disconnections. That would be the ultimate sanction. The Minister
is being churlish by not instructing AlintaGas. If AlintaGas does not take that suggested
action, some of its customers will experience difficulty. It would be a kind and
appropriate thing to do at this time of the year.
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (20)
Mr Bridge Mr Grill Mrs Roberts
Mr Brown Mrs Hallahan Mr D.L. Smith
Mr Catania Mrs Henderson Mr Thomas
Mr Cunningham Mr Kobelke Ms Warnock
Dr Edwards Mr Marlborough Dr Watson
Dr Gallop Mr Riebeling Mr Leahy (Teller)
Mr Graham Mr Ripper
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Noes (28)
Mr Ainsworth Mr Lewis Mr W. Smith
Mr Board Mr Marshall Mr Strickland
Mr Bradshaw Mr McNee Mr Trenorden
Dr Constable Mr Minson Mr Tubby
Mr Cowan Mr Omodei Dr Turnbuil
Mr Day Mr Osborne Mrs van de Klashorst
Mrs Edwardes Mrs Parker Mr Wiese
Dr Hames Mr Pendal Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)
Mr House Mr Prince
Mr Kierath Mr Shave

Pairs
Mr McGinty Mr CJ. Barnett
Mr Taylor Mr Blaikie
Mr M. Barnett Mr Nicholls

Question thus negatived.

MOTION - SELECT COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION OF
CORRECTIVE SERVICES DIVISION OF MINISTRY OF JUSTICE

APPOINTMENT
Debate resumed from 22 November.
MR BROWN (Morley) [5.00 pm]: Last Wednesday, I outlined a number of reasons
why a select committee on corrective services should be established. The most important
reason is that earlier this year, a prisoner by the name of Brett Maston escaped from a
hospital. That person had been arrested in this State by the tactical response group
because it was suspected that he had committed a number of armed robberies in this
State. He was known by the Ministry of Justice to be a high security prisoner. The
Ministry of Justice knew that one week prior to his escape, he had orchestrated to get
himself to the hospital in or-der to case the situation. The Ministry of Justice has a set
procedure that prisoners who are deemed to be a high security risk must be escorted by
an armed escort. Maston was known to be highly dangerous, yet he was escorted to the
hospital without an armed escort, and, as we all know, he was able, with the help of an
accomplice, to escape. It is suspected by interstate police that since that time, Maston has
committed more armed robberies and, indeed, has been involved in a murder. What has
happened about that? Has the Ministry of Justice made any investigation to determine
why an armed escort was not organised for this person, who has wreaked havoc since his
escape from prison?
We have also seen a prisoner by the name of Hazelwood, who is known to be a high risk
prisoner and who has been escorted by an armed escort, in accordance with the criteria
laid down by the Ministry of Justice, escape from the Supreme Court because he was not
escorted in that way from the prison to the court. Fortunately, the police were able to
apprehend that prisoner, by pure chance. What does that say about what is happening
inside the Ministry of Justice?
Earlier this year, a young boy was allegedly interfered with during a visit to Bunbury
Prison. We know that months before that incident occurred, a report that went to the
Ministry of Justice recommended that the security procedures for visiting arrangements
be tightened up, but nothing was done. What is happening in the Ministry of Justice?
Last year, a person who was in Casuarina Prison for sex offences was murdered.
Immediately after that murder, we saw a knee-jerk response by the Attorney General and
the Ministry of Justice to trasfer sex offenders from Casuarina Prison to Bunbury
Prison, with inappropriate planning and all of the attendant problems that have arisen.
We have seen denial after denial by the Minister for Justice that those transfers took
place because of the murder that occurred, yet there is overwhelming evidence that that
was the case.
The Attorney General said that the creation of the Ministry of Justice would lead to better
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integration of all the services formerly provided by the Department of Corrective
Services. We have seen overcrowding in prisons, at a time when 40 prisoners who would
otherwise be eligible for consideration to be released have not been able to be considered
for release because they have not undergone a treatment program provided by the
ministry. All sorts of excuses have been made and reasons have been given about why
that program has not been provided. Those 40 prisoners have, had their release date
extended because the ministry has failed to provide a program for them.
We have seen in the Ministry of Justice the transfer of senior staff and prison
superintendents. We have heard evidence in the Estimates Committee which is totally
contrary to the evidence that was given to the Industrial Relations Commission about
why those transfers took place. The Ministry of Justice officers said in the Industrial
Relations Commission that the transfers were based on intelligence advice from the
Ministry of Justice, yet when we asked the Director General of the Ministry of Justice in
the Estimates Committee about whether intelligence reports had caused the ministry to
transfer senior staff and superintendents, the answer was no. We have seen senior
appointments that have been suspect, at the very least. The Commissioner for Public
Sector Standards is now investigating senior appointments in the Ministry of Justice. We
have seen an increase in the number of assaults on prison officers. We have seen
proceedings in the Industrial Relations Commission, where an industrial relations
commissioner has recommended that certain members of the most senior staff of the
Ministry of Justice no longer be involved in the appointment and selection process for
certain individuals because the commissioner is not satisfied with the way in which
selection and appointment has taken place.
Charges have been laid against prison officers, and heard and determined with great to do
in the media. However, after all those processes the penalties imposed were overturned
on appeal and prison officers who had been forced to resign under threat of dismissal had
the penalties imposed on them changed. We have not seen the detailed report of the
Director of Public Prosecutions about the section 9 inquiries that were used in a most
unethical way to gather information from individuals. Prison officers were required to
give evidence - evidence that is protected under section 9 - and attempts made to use that
evidence against them in criminal proceedings. We could go on and on.
There have been reports on assaults on Aboriginal prisoners. Those reports have not
been fully investigated. There are inconsistencies between answers to questions in this
House and answers to solicitors representing certain prison officers. Those
inconsistencies raise serious questions. Whether one looks at staff issues, the treatment
of prisoners, the proper administration of justice, escape rates, or virtually any issue
concerning the Ministry of Justice, one sees questions remain unanswered. If ever a case
has been made for a select committee to inquire into anything, this is that case. Members
should mark my words: If the House votes - as the Minister assisting the Minister for
Justice has indicated - and the Government rejects this motion, let it be on the Minister's
head that some matters will not be investigated as they should be. Let the Minister carry
the can for that and for the information that will come out as we go on down the track
with all of the things that I have been speaking of during this debate. All these matters
will come out and be disclosed to the public of Western Australia.
There are strong grounds for holding a select committee into the Ministry of Justice. If
this House believes in accountability, it will support this select committee.
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (20)
Mr Bridge Mrs Hallahan Mr D.L. Smith
Mr Brown Mrs Henderson Mr Taylor
Mr Cunningham Mr Kobelke Mr Thomas
Dr Edwards Mr Marlborough Ms Warnock
Dr Gallop Mr Riebeling Dr Watson
Mr Grham Mr Ripper Mr Uahy (Teller)
Mr Grill Mrs Roberts
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Noes (28)
Mr Ainsworth Mr Lewis Mr W. Smith
Mr Board Mr Marshall Mr Strickland
Mr Bradshaw Mr McNee Mr Trenorden
Dr Constable Mr Minson Mr Tubby
Mr Cowan Mr Oinodei Dr Turnbull
Mr Day Mr Osborne Mrs van de Klashorst
Mrs Edwardes Mrs Parker Mr Wiese
Dr Haines Mr Pendal Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)
Mr House Mr Prince
Mr Kierath Mr Shave

Pair
Mr Catania Mr C1. Barnett
Mr McGinty Mr Nicholls
Mr M. Barnett Mr Blaikie

Question thus negatived.

POLICE ACT AMENDMENT (TAXI FARE DEFAULT) BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 22 November.
MRS HENDERSON (Thomnlie) [5.17 pm]: I add my support to this legislation which
the member for Armadale has brought before the Parliament. Each of us has been
approached by taxi drivers who are. concerned about what seems to be an increasing trend
of people taking cabs and, at the last minute when they are delivered to a destination,
leaving the cab and neglecting to pay their fare. If the taxi driver seeks to take stronger
action - we have seen some cases where taxi drivers have pursued people - they place
their safety at substantial risk. In the past 12 months several taxi drivers have been
seriously injured when they sought to take action against a person who has refused to pay
his fare. It speaks volumes about the extent of this problem, that these people are now
commonly referred to in the trade as "runners" because it happens so frequently. Just like
petirol station operators, taxi drivers have developed a colloquialism to refer to those
people who refuse to pay their fare.
There have been a number of suggestions on ways to overcome this problem. One is that
people should pay cash up-front, and the same suggestion has been made with the
purchase of petrol. However, both petrol station owners and taxi drivers operate in an
extremely competitive market, and if the clients do not like the notion, for example, of
paying for their petrol or taxi fare up-front, they will be quick to go to somebody else. It
is not uncommon, where a number of different people seek to board a cab late on Friday
and Saturday nights, for the taxi driver to seek some kind of provision for payment before
he or she accepts the fare - particularly for a long journey to the outer suburbs.
The Bill is designed to overcome the problem. Part of the Government's response has
been that it received advice from Parliamentary Counsel indicating that there are
problems with the Bill. That advice has not been treated with the same kind of secrecy as
some Ministers apply to it. It has been available to the member for Armadale and she has
considered it very closely. She has some minor amendments to her Bill which will
overcome some of the problems identified in the Parliamentary Counsel advice.
Instead of adopting the normal party based line of voting which would reject the Bill out
of hand by saying that there are problems according to Parliamentary Counsel, it behoves
us to find ways to correct the difficulties in the Bill. The Bill was introduced in good
faith and it reflects a problem in the community. The community is not interested in
being told that Parliament considered the Bill, but because it was a private member's Bill
in private members' time, the Minister rejected it because he had the numbers and that is
the end of the issue. That is not good enough. Even if the Minister were persuaded that
something needed to be done in this area, the earliest that we could have legislation
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before Parliament is next year. We are approaching what is probably the busiest time of
the year for taxi drivers. Like others, taxi drivers face seasonal changes in their work.
Christmas is a particularly lucrative time for taxi drivers. Despite the difficulties of
enforcement, the provisions in the Bill would provide deterrents. They provide a signal
to the community that Parliament regards seriously the matter of people riding in taxis
and then takting advantage of being taken to a destination by trying to hop out of the taxi
without tendering the fare.
Whatever effect that message may have, it will be appreciated by the taxi drivers of this
State over the next few months. In that time, they will be engaged in what is arguably
their most important function. There will be dozens of Christmas functions across the
metropolitan area, and particularly in the city, and thousands of people will leave them to
go home. We all want to be sure that most of those people do the right thing and take
taxis or appoint a skipper for their own sakes and for the sake of every other driver on the
road. For taxi drivers to be prepared to work the long hours and late nights to provide an
adequate level of service to cope with all those pre-Christmas drinks and functions, they
must be sufficiently confident about their own security and safety to work those hours. If
they do not have that confidence, why should they jeopardise their future and end up like
some of the taxi drivers we have seen featured'in the newspapers who have sustained
severe cuts to their faces and necks after altercations with passengers who refuse to pay
their fares? It is not reasonable to expect people to put up with such conditions.
There is no doubt that the Bill is designed to deter people who believe it is their right to
hop in a cab, take a ride and then not pay the fare at the other end. We must correct the
impression which seems to be abroad in certain sections of the community that that is an
acceptable thing to do. It will remain an acceptable thing to do only so long as people
think they can get away with it. If they believe there is a chance that they will be caught
and receive a reasonably severe penalty, they will not do it.
A message from Parliament to the effect that we are serious about the matter and that we
have passed legislation on the issue would send a clear signal to the taxi drivers of this
State and to their customers. I cannot think of a better time of year for us to do that than
right now. If the Minister takes up the chance tonight to provide a combined solution
which addresses the problems identified by Parliamentary Counsel, and moves the
amendments necessary to overcome the problems in a cooperative manner, the taxi
industry and the public generally will applaud Parliament for doing a good job and for
not dividing along party lines and putting the issue aside because it is too difficult, or for
not rejecting it because it is a private member's Bill. The community is not interested in
that. It wants a solution to the problem. The community will applaud us if we can find a
solution through the Bill and with whatever amendments are necessary to address the
problem. I support the Bill.
MR BLOFFWITCH (Geraldton) [5.25 pm]: I am fully in favour of the Bill's intent. I
believe that anyone who gets into a taxi and deliberately runs out on the fare commnits a
criminal offence. I have no objection to that whatsoever. However, as there is doubt
about whether it is a criminal offence, taxi drivers are in a difficult position. As has been
said, the position is similar to that of a person who drives off from a petrol station. The
petrol station manager is told that, if he knows who the driver is, it becomes a civil action
and he must seek a civil remedy. I do not believe that it is a civil case. If someone grabs
a bar of chocolate and runs out of a shop, that is stealing. In addition, the petrol station
manager does not have the full resources of the police in respect of checking licence
numbers and addresses to find the person for whom he is looking. With regard to taxi
drivers, it is essential that we make it a criminal offence. We should not leave it as a civil
offence. We must ensure that we achieve what we want to achieve.
I was a little disappointed by the report from Parliamentary Counsel. I am aware that the
member for Armadale has received a similar report. According to counsel, if we proceed
with the Bill it would become easier for people to evade fares. According to counsel, if
someone had a wallet full of money and the means to pay, but deliberately did not pay,
according to the wording of the Bill, that person could not be charged. Apparently there
are also problems if more than one person is involved.
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Parliamentary Counsel would like us not to pass the Bill. We should refer the Bill to the
Crown Law Department so that all the bugs can be ironed out. It could then be
reintroduced in Parliament and enjoy the full support of the House. We should do that as
a matter of urgency. I commend the member for Armadale for the concept in the Bill. I
believe that Parliament as a whole will support it once the intent that we are seeking is
portrayed in the Bill.
MR LEWIS (Applecross - Minister for Planning) [5.28 pmn]: The Government wil not
support the Bill -
Mrs Henderson: How shocking.
Mvr LEWIS: We will not support it on the basis that it is flawed in its drafting. As the
member for Geraldton just said, the Minister for Police has sought advice from
Parliamentary Counsel, the Minister for Transport and the Crown Solicitor.
The Crown Solicitor's advice is quite unequivocal to the effect that the Bill as presented
to Parliament is flawed. In fact, it severely inhibits the prosecution of those people who
use taxis and then flee from them without paying their fare.
As the member for Geraldton quite rightly said last week and the Minister for Police has
also said, the intent of the legislation is supported. Indeed, the member for Armadale
should be commended for bringing to the attention of the House the failings in the
current situation, whereby a person who evades a taxi fare is deemed to have committed a
civil offence and therefore the police are generally not interested in it. However, the
Crown Solicitor has advised that section 409 of the Criminal Code could be applied in
relation to fare evaders on the basis of fraudulent conduct. That is all very well at law,
but the difficulty arises with regard to enforcement and the apprehension of those fare
evaders by the police at the time. How would that work in practice?
My advice is that the Minister for Transport has written to the member for Armadale and
has enunciated in rather simple terms the difficulties that the Government has in
accepting the Bill. There is no party politics in this matter at all. The advice in the letter
to the member is advice obviously received by all Governments from time to time. I am
quite sure that when the Opposition was in Government it received advice from
Parliamentary Counsel to the effect that the good intentions of the Opposition's Bills as
presented were inadequately drafted and in that regard the legislation was flawed. It
would not be proper for this House to pass the second reading of this Bill on the basis of
the advice that we have received from the Crown Solicitor, that is, that it needs to be
thoroughly examined and amendments made or an entire redrafting undertaken if it is
intended to reintroduce the Bill. We should not proceed with the legislation as it is
presented. I have had advice from Parliamentary Counsel, and I am unsure whether the
member for Armadale has seen that advice. I also have a letter from the Minister for
Transport explaining that the legislation is flawed. At the end of my contribution I will
seek leave to have those documents tabled for the benefit of the Parliament.
The Minister for Transport has also informed me that the public generally probably
should be educated to accept that it is not unreasonable for a person hiring a taxi to ask
up-front for an approximate cost and for the operator of that taxi to ask for a deposit or
part payment of the fare. At that early stage, before the flag falls, if a person is not
willing to make a down payment on the fare, the taxi driver can refuse to transport the
passenger. I do not see anything wrong with that. Indeed, the Minister for Transport has
undertaken to communicate to the member for Armadale that the Department of
Transport will embark upon a public awareness campaign to try to educate the public
generally, people using taxis and the taxi industry that it is acceptable to pursue the
payment of a deposit. It is hoped that that may alleviate some of the difficulties that taxi
drivers have when people do runners.
It is very difficult to apprehend such people. That is one of the problems associated with
drafting this kind of legislation. How does one pinch someone who runs away from a
$20 or $30 taxi fare? Do we have police vehicles following taxis on the presumption that
they are carrying a person who will flee at the end of the journey? It is very difficult to
resolve that problem other than by having taxi drivers taking measures to try to
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apprehend the runner themselves. As we all know, with some of the characters now on
the streets, that in itself would put taxi drivers in a difficult position.
I can well remember when I was opposition spokesman for transport the constant
complaint of the taxi industry was that taxi drivers were faced with this problem all the
time. It occurred to me then that it would probably be politically wise to bring forward a
private member's Bill. In some regard this is a motherhood issue because I do not think
anyone could disagree with this sort of legislation. It would be seen to improve the lot of
taxi drivers and perhaps put in place ways and means for people who do the wrong thing
to be prosecuted.
As I said, the taxi industry is very good at lobbying. Indeed, it lobbied us pretty heavily.
If my memory serves me correctly, we looked at where one draws the line in terms of
apprehending people. If we made it a criminal offence, which is the intention, how
would we get the police to find out who is evading a $20 taxi fare? It is very difficult.
The Government's position is that, notwithstanding the good intentions of the legislation
to try to rectify an obvious difficulty in the taxi industry, we believe it would be
irresponsible of us to accept the Bill in its current form. The member for Armadale has
handed me some "quick draw" amendments to try to correct the deficiencies. However, I
still think that it would not be responsible of us to accept the Bill in its current form with
these proposed amendments. It would be better if the Bill were defeated, if it were
properly drafted and, if the House sees fit, debated at another time. The Government will
vote against the second reading.
Mr Graham: Why don't you do what the Minister for Health did and provide assistance
from the Crown Solicitor's office?
Mr LEWIS: The difficulty is that with only three days to go -
Mrs Hallahan: The Opposition would raise it in private members' business next week in
its own time.
Mr LEWIS: There is a raft of legislation to be dealt with, and I think it is better to sit
down and work through it properly.
Mrs Hallahan: That is what I am saying. Why not make the resources available?
Mr LEWIS: Parliamentary Counsel is not sitting on his backside waiting to do a job for
the member for Armadale.
Mr Graham: The Minister for Health was prepared to do it with the other Bill. Does this
Minister not have the clout to get it done?
Mr LEWIS: The Government will vote against the second reading. I table the papers.
[See papers Nos 805 and 806.]
MRS HALLAHAN (Armadale) [5.41 pm]: It is with regret that I acknowledge the
position taken by the Government on this Bill. If the Government's expressed sentiment
is genuine - that is, it supports the intent of the Bill to rectify the problem facing the taxi
industry - the Minister for Planning, handling the Bill on behalf of the Minister for
Transport, could indicate tjiat the Government is prepared to consider the amendments in
the coming week and the Bill could be further considered in private members' time next
week. The Opposition would give this matter priority and the Government would have a
week in which to consider the proposed amendments.
I take the point made by the Minister for Planning that he has only just seen a copy of the
amendments. That is because I have only recently received advice from and responded
to the office of Parliamentary Counsel. There has been no delay in Parliamentary
Counsel providing that information, but delay occurred in the Government's referring the
Bill to that office in the first place. The handling of this matter has been badly bungled.
The Bill has been in the Parliament since 1 November, and the Minister for Police
indicated very clearly that although there were technical difficulties, there was support
for the Bill on the government side of the House. The Minister said the Bill needed to go
to the party room and that no decision would be made before the meeting yesterday. He
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said he could not indicate whether the Government would support the Bill,
notwithstanding the fact that people were sensitive to the issues associated with it. Later
the same day I spoke to the Minister for Transport who said the matter had been to
Cabinet and the Government supported the Bill.
Mr Lewis: It went to the joint party room yesterday.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The Minister for Transport told me it had been to Cabinet and the
Government supported it. It is a very confusing scenario. The Minister for Transport
conveyed that to me in the passageway of Parliament House after the debate last week.
The member for Geraldton approached me after the debate and said there was a measure
of support for the Bill, but he thought it should include people who drove away from
service stations without paying for their petrol. I said I was sympathetic to that, and he
indicated he would raise the matter in this debate. The Minister also said the reporter
from The West Australian, Torrance Mendez, had got it all wrong when he stated that the
Minister for Transport did not support the Bill when it was first introduced in this House
on 1 November. It is a very confusing situation.
In the memorandum the Minister for Planning tabled in this House this morning from
Parliamentary Counsel, reference was made to the discussion held yesterday and the
information provided to him by facsimile. The memorandum is dated 29 November, and
it seems the first contact with Parliamentary Counsel took place yesterday. That may be
because the Bill was discussed in the party room yesterday. Members opposite should
ask themselves why this matter was neglected and why it was not brought to the party
room when it first hit the table. I do not understand that. It has been given low priority,
even though it provides an opportunity to do something practical for the taxi industry. It
is a matter of justice and a practical application of the law on the ground.
I have circulated proposed amendments that would meet the points raised by
Parliamentary Counsel. Had we proceeded to the Committee stage these amendments
would have been moved, but the Governiment has indicated it will knock out the Bill at
the second reading. I intended to move under clause 4 at page 2, that lines 22 to 25 be
deleted. Parliamentary Counsel refers to the difficulty of the defence that could be made
by people, as the clause now reads. That relates to the wallet full of money example. My
amendment would mean that would no longer be a factor about which taxi drivers need
be concerned, because it would no longer be part of the Bill.
I also intended to move at page 3, to delete in lines 3 and 4 the words "calculations
prescribed by regulation under section 40", and to insert the words "fare schedules
approved under section 29(l)(a)". That was proposed in response to the comments by the
Minister for Police last week. He also pointed out at the time a typographical error,
which the Clerk informs me would have been corrected as a matter of course. After these
two points were raised by the Minister for Police last week, I immediately indicated the
Opposition was willing to submit amendments. The Opposition thought that would make
the Bill more acceptable to the Government. In my view that would satisfy the points
raised by the Minister for Police last week and those raised by Parliamentary Counsel,
with the exception of the provision relating to multiple hiring. That could be handled
under regulation 10 of the Taxi Act. It is a reasonable way to proceed. It could all have
been achieved next week, and the Bill could have been implemented immediately.
I am pleased to hear the Government supports this measure, but we all know it will takce
another year for a Bill to be introduced in this Parliament, even if it is a simple offence
Bill. We all know the time it takes for these matters to get through Parliamentary
Counsel, with Ministers jockeying for a place in the queue for legislation to be drafted. I
shall be very surprised if that delay does not occur. The only thing that will speed up the
process is that by midyear 1996, we shall be heading for a state election and the
Government will try to respond to community and industry concerns in this case, which
have been put forward in a reasoned way by the taxi industry. That may happen at the
end of next year in the lead-up to the next election. Parliamentary Counsel promoted the
Criminal Code avenue. Where has this advice been for us all when this problem has
prevailed?
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Mr Lewis: You were in government; you knew the problem was around then.
Mrs HAILAEL4N: The Minister for Planning has been in government for nearly three
years. In that time the problem has not gone away. The Minister does not have to be
defensive, but I congratulate him on his moderation today. This cure-all for the hiatus
that faces the industry, and which need not face it, is contained in section 409 of the
Criminal Code. Why is that not being used now and why has it not been made clear to
people? I ask the Minister for Planning representing the Minister for Transport, and the
Minister for Police to issue immediately an instruction to the Police Service that police
have the power to act under section 409 of the Criminal Code and support the taxi
industry.
Mr Bloffwitch: Hear, hear!
Mrs HALLAHAN: If not, will they have the decency to tell us next week why they will
not do that.
The multiple hiring problem pointed out by Parliamentary Counsel is not covered by
section 409 of the Criminal Code. Parliamentary Counsel has been either rushed or
particularly cautious and the Government has failed to respond to a genuine industry
concern.
The Bill should not be judged in that it does not make the guarantee of apprehension;
neither does that apply for breaking and entering, stealing and receiving and all those
other offences which are part of the Criminal Code and the Police Act. That is a
nonsense argument. I understand that three taxis are trialling cameras, which will enable
very clear identification of offenders. Technology is moving us beyond the argument of
offenders being difficult to identify and all the other spurious arguments about this
matter. If we were courageous enough to pass this legislation with the amendments,
which I accept were necessary, we would be moving towards deterring violence and
creating a sense of support for members who work in a very vulnerable industry.
It has been said to me that drivers have it in their hands to decide whether to ask for fares
up-front. To ask everybody up-front for their fare when they get into cabs will be asking
individual drivers to turn around cultural practices. That would be asking too much. I
support the Minister for Transport in his pledge to conduct an educative and community
campaign that will support drivers who choose to do that. Drivers have said to me that
they do not want to initiate an antagonistic relationship as soon as someone steps into
their cab by asking for the fare or asking how someone will pay for the service. If there
is a shift in community belief about the necessity to indicate that we can pay and
overcome this problem, the Government must put significant resources into that
campaign. The Minister tells me that he is now prepared to do that. I am pleased he is
thinking of doing that, because I called on the Government to do it some months ago. I
understand the Minister was keen that this Bill should be passed so he could implement
that campaign. I do not know how that campaign will proceed when the industry realises
it is not supported on this matter. Sadly, we are missing an opportunity to implement a
legally sensible measure. I do not want Parliamentary Counsel to think we do not take
notice of its advice. Notwithstanding the contradictions about using the Criminal Code
yet multiple hiring being a problem, if the Government had been genuine about this issue
the Bill could have been delayed for a week to see whether we could find a way around
this issue.
With the amendments that I have indicated the Opposition is prepared to move, which are
now available in the House and in the hands of the Clerk, the Bill would comply in
almost every respect with the opinion of Parliamentary Counsel or any other counsel. I
thank members who have acknowledged this is an area which needs change, and for
acknowledging that the Opposition has heard an industry group and brought the matter
before the Parliament in the best and most constructive way possible. However, I very
much regret that the Government will not go the next step to at least agree to delay the
Bill for one week, examine the amendments, and consider the wisdom of supporting the
Bill. If the Government were flexible enough to take one more week it would have been
in a position to support this Bill. I therefore regret that perhaps partisan politics is
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influencing what would otherwise be a very sensible outcome and what the taxi industry
of Western Australia has asked for time and again and has come very close to achieving
on this occasion.
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (20)
Mr Brown Mrs Hallahan Mrs Roberts
Mr Catania Mrs Henderson Mr D.L. Smith
Mr Cunningham Mr Kobelke Mr Thomas
Dr Edwards Mr Marlborough Ms Warnock
Dr Gallop Mr Pendal Dr Watson
Mr Graham Mr Riebeling Mr Lay (feller)
Mr Grinl Mr Ripper

Noes (26)
Mr Ainsworth Mr Lewis Mr W. Smith
Mr Board Mr Marshall Mr Strickland
Mr Bradshaw Mr McNee Mr Trenorden
Dr Constable Mr Minson Mr Tubby
Mr Cowan Mr Omodei Dr Turnbull
Mr Da Mr Osborne Mrs van de Klashorst
Mrs Edwardes Mrs Parker Mr Wiese
Dr Hamnes Mr Prince Mr Bloffwitch (feller)
Mr House Mr Shave

Pairs
Mr M. Barnett Mr Nicholls
Mr McGinty Mr Kierath
Mr Bridge Mr Blamke
Mr Taylor Mr CJ. Barnett

Question thus negatived.
Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 730 pm

EDUCATION AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.
MR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell) [7.32 pm]: Prior to the beginning of private members'
business today I was dealing with the regularisation of arrangements for the
administration of technical and non-government education under the Education Act
which are achieved by these amendments. I made the point that, firstly, the Government
has been quite wrong to proceed with those rearrangements without the formal
authorisation of the legislation. Secondly, in the changes that have been made in the
separation of vocational education from primary and secondary education, vocational
education has been the big loser. Part of the reason for that relates to some changes
effected by the Commonwealth. These have been very much exacerbated by the changes
being effected by this Government in relation to security of the positions within technical
and further education, the administration of the various colleges and the way in which the
whole vocational training arena has been changed.
I also made the point that part of the problem for colleges these days is that much of the
training is contracted out through a public tendering process, with some areas being done
privately and some by industry. In a way that tendering process has taken the eyeteeth
out of much of vocational training and diverted much of the funding away from
traditional vocational training within the TAFE system. In doing that, TAFE is now
being largely underfunded in a way that is hurting its traditional role of providing to
apprentices core vocational training and special courses, rather than the occasional
courses provided under the tendering system. That system should be reviewed.
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In conjunction with that, structural changes have meant that many of the present
administrators within the TAFE colleges have not held a position in either TAFE
teaching or in the teaching professional at all. That separation of management from
teaching has meant that those doing the lecturing are experiencing enormous difficulty in
getting the administrators to understand the problems. That has not been helped by the
removal in many cases of the position of senior lecturer. In the past the person holding
that position mobilised and supervised a core team in a trade area and also took on the
administrative responsibility. Quite often, it is meant to be done in a collective way, but
no-one is accepting that collective responsibility now. Quite often things that should be
done in responding to resourcing needs, in changing timetables and in addressing
problems of some TAFE students are not being attended to at all. In my view that has
not been helped by removing the TAFE counselling system and replacing it with a career
advisory system which has quite a different thrust.
We have not done a good job in deciding how much independence to give to those TAFE
colleges or in identifying in each regional area the required resources, the appropriate
administration model and the proper balance between ensuring security and quality of
teachers and lecturers within the TAFE system and those who are doing the
administering. I repeat: In all the time I have been in public life I have never been as
greatly concerned as I am now for the morale of people working within the TAFE system
and about what I perceive to be very bad lack of direction. Because there is private
tendering and on-site industry training and because the resources seem to be going in all
sorts of directions at once, there is no long term plan that gives individual colleges and
lecturers or those who are considering a vocational training career the security they need.
It is time someone took hold of that system and started to analyse what must be done to
put it back into the shape it should be in if this country is to be fairly competitive in the
future.
The legislation allows delegation of some ministerial powers to the chief executive. I
take this opportunity to express my concern that during the industrial and other turmnoil
within the education system this year there seems to have been a merging of the
ministerial role and that of the chief executive officer. Quite often the chief executive
officer has been asked to do political things and the Minister has not faced the music
when he has created a problem in the education system. He has left it to the chief
executive officer. That has extended to the industrial campaign and the response to it.
Some of the conduct of the chief executive this year, especially in the way in which he
corresponded with teachers and the way he has used schools to attack the teachers on
industrial issues and to sap their morale generally, shows he has taken on a political role
that has badly affected his capacity to continue as chief executive of the Education
Department. If we are to have, as this legislation portrays, the delegation by the Minister
of more of those sorts of powers -

Mr Tubby: I find what you are saying very interesting, and I would love to debate it at
length; however, those comments are not related to the Bill.
Mr D.L. SMITH: That aspect is related to the Bill because there are powers for the
Minister to delegate to the chief executive officer and, in turn, for him to delegate down
the line. We need to be very clear about the division between political and policy
decisions of the Minister and the administrative decisions of the executive officer, which
are very different.
The third aspect is the provision in this legislation which permits the Minister, the chief
executive officer and local decision making groups through the principal to allow greater
community use of school buildings. In the past 10 years we have accepted that the
education system has very valuable resources of capital buildings that are underutilised.
Because they are underutilised they are subject to substantial vandalism at weekends.
We need to address how we can better utilise those facilities. I was disappointed to see
that the principal powers under the legislation are left with the Minister and chief
executive; for example, a principal has the power to enter into arrangements for periods
of up to only one year. That does not seem very trusting of the local knowledge and
affects organisations which may be trying to plan their building and space requirements
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for three or five years. The restraint of one year is really very great. I encourage the
Minister and the ministry to take local decision making much more seriously.
Mr Tubby: Let me clarify that: The principal has the capacity to lease or enter into
agreements to use properties for a body, but the construction is out of his hands.
Mr D.L. SMI1TH: One of the constraints on the principal is that he cannot enter into an
agreement which extends beyond one year. That must be entered into by the Minister or
ministry, as I understand it. If we are to have real local decision making we want the idea
of communities using the school facilities to work. We must be less constrained. I am
concerned that although there seems to be some acknowledgment of the principle of local
decision makdig, in the end we seem to finish up with a mixture of ministerial controls
and directions that do not allow local decision making to work effectively. We must
straighten out whether we believe in local decision making groups or whether we believe
in ministerial control. We on this side of the House have always said that there are major
constraints on decision making in industrial areas, choice of teachers and the like.
Allowing community groups to use school buildings is one area where much more
decision making could be made. The periods could be more extensive than one year.
Mr Lewis: That has been going on for about 20 years..
Mr D.L. SNM: It has been a problem since the whole idea of local decision making
groups arose. Ten years down the track from when the idea was conceived we still do
not have a model that works. This is not satisfactory for the local parents and citizens
association, schools and teachers. Control is still exercised by the department in areas
where it does not need to have control. I do not get away from the fact that we on this
side believe. that major concerns exist about the industrial conditions of teachers and the
quality of education, but in this one, small area we could have done a lot more.
The reverse of this position is true for the use by schools of community facilities. I will
briefly mention a couple of examples, one of which is the Australind High School which
uses the facilities at the Australind recreational centre. The administrator of the centre is
Cameron Woods, one of the best of the administrators of those sorts of facilities. That
was recently recognised by his receiving a state award. That is a wonderful thing for
Cameron, but it worries me that having won the award he will be lined up, like most of
the city councils, to be taken away from the centre. That would be a great pity, because
the collaborative effort he brought about between the Australind High School and the
centre for the joint use of the facilities is a model that schools in other areas could follow.
Australind High School is now at the stage where it needs the remainder of its school
buildings finished. We also need planning for a new high school at Eaton in the
Dardanup shire. The site acquired by the Education Department is adjacent to the area
that the shire has set aside for its major recreation facility. The local school needs a fair
amount of decision making power to ensure that if, as is proposed, the shire builds a
facility on its land which* will be largely utilised by the school, a lot of the management
arrangements are put in place to make it work effectively. If there is too much intrusion
by the Ministry into those local arrangements they are not likely to work effectively.
Also required is a better approach to the idea of shared capital expenditure from the shire,
the Government and the community for providing those facilities.
Another aspect of this Bill relates to student dress codes. People will not be surprised
that I have always been one who came out of the private school system who does not
look too kindly on the idea of uniforms being imposed in the state school system. In
most of the high schools and primary schools that I visit I find school uniforms, and the
compliance rate is of the order of 80 to 90 per cent. The remaining 10 or 20 per cent
have the freedom, whether out of personal choice or finances, to depart from that
uniform. I am pleased that the legislation is setting up a dress code rather than the
obligatory wearing of uniforms.
Mr Blaikie: You think it is long overdue?
Mr D.L. SMIITH: Not in a sense. I think it is much ado about nothing.
Mr Blaikie: You are opposed to it?
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Mr D.L. SMITH: I would have been opposed to the wearing of uniforms being imposed,
but because it is a code of dress which will be decided largely by the individual schools -
Mr Blaikie: And individual students -

Mr D.L. SMITH: The system fits very well with current practice.
Mr Blaikie: The Minister does not regulate it.
Mr D.L. SMITH: It is a furphy which will not result in any change. However, the dress
code will suit the current arrangements. We must be careful that individual schools and
principals do not use the dress code as a back door to compulsory uniforms. In at least
one school in my electorate the principal feels strongly about school uniforms. He and I
agree to disagree on the issue.
Mr Strickland: You would not try to tell him what to do.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I imagine that some principals will use the dress code, even though it
goes through a decision making group, to introduce the compulsory wearing of uniforms.
That compulsion is not required. The present system works very satisfactorily. As long
as the dress code is simply a confirmation of the current practice of choosing colours and
what is appropriate it should work very well and equitably without any undue pressure
being imposed, other than the ordinary peer pressure that any school might incur when it
is trying to develop an image of its own.
Mr Blaikie: I think the Minister deserves even humble credit from you.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The system was always there. It is just one of those populist things he
has picked on. He has spoken of it as though it were the introduction of compulsory
uniforms; however, when it comes to the legislation it seems the ministry has had its way
and has persuaded the Minister to break it down to a dress code.
The fourth aspect of the Bill deals with the extension of the Government's low interest
scheme for the provision of capital works for the kindergarten education of four year old
children enrolled in non-government schools. I confess that when I saw the second
reading speech I was overjoyed to see specific referenc *e to the four year old program
because I thought the whole thrust of the Good Start program that the MiEnister wrongly
tried to introduce was to do away with four year old education. This legislation will give
the Government the capacity to make capital grants for the purpose of four year old
education in the private system. I hope that involves a belated recognition by this
Government and this Minister of the great need for education for four year olds, or the
attendance of four year olds in classes of one kind or another.
Some people preferred their children to attend classes that were not a formal part of the
Education Department; others wanted to get their children into the formal education
system as early as possible, and they preferred to go through the education model.
Parents are best placed to make the decision about school starting ages and whether the
child's needs are met at home; by the socialising aspect of preschool education; or by the
more formalised preprimary approach - using the old terminology - rather than
kindergarten, which does not seem to distinguish between preschool and preprimary, and
the family centre-type programs and formal education. The important factor with the
legislation is that the Government is acknowledging the need to provide capital support
for the private system for the four year old program. I hope that might include the
Government reconsidering its attitude towards family centres. The approach that was
taken in the development of community centres was wrong and does not understand the
role family centres have provided within communities. I hope that if there is to be
ongoing support for capital buildings for four year old education or socialising, this
Government will reconsider its position in relation to new family centres, especially in
Australind.
Despite the criticisms I have made in the course of this speech, I have attended two of the
three high school graduations within my area, and also a Catholic college's year 12
graduation. Although I applaud the industrial action taken by teachers this year and the
motivation behind it, from the year 12 graduations I attended in the government system -
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at Newton Moore Senior High School and Australind High School in particular - it did
not seem as though the students presented tremendously well, and the relationship
between the teaching staff and year 12 students was clear. They reached an
understanding this year. I do not think any of the year 12 students suffered badly from
that industrial action. If members are watching for tertiary entrance examination results
this year the name of Gangatharan at Newton Moore Senior High School and Donnelly at
Australind High School are two that people should keep in mind. They will reflect that it
is not true that country high schools are behind the eight ball in comparison with Perth
high schools. The Bunbury regional high schools are a great success. The academic
achievement of Bunbury Senior High School almost every year, including last year, is
very clear. Unfortunately this year for some reason not explained to me I did not get an
invitation to Bunbury High School's graduation. Perhaps that is because it is not in my
electorate. It occurred at lunchtime on a day when I was not in Bunbury anyway and I
could not have attended in any event.
It has been an extremely difficult year for students and teachers. It has been a difficult
year for the whole educational system. I hope it does not take as long to get the new
education Act into this place as it appears to be taking to resolve the industrial relations
issues and the quality education issues that are of concern to teachers across the State. It
has been disappointing to see the obvious stress that teacheii have experienced. On the
one hand, as real professionals they have not wanted to withdraw any of their volunteer
or teaching support for students; however, on the other hand they recognised that if
teaching was to be a future career choice for people wanting good careers, and to ensure
that quality of education remained, they had to take industrial action.
At the Australind High School graduation as each of the students was introduced a short
history was given about their background and what they aspired to do in the coming
years. I listened carefully to the master of ceremonies, Errol Hammond, list the career
choices of almost 100 students. Out of those 100-odd students, only one mentioned
teaching as a future career. That must throw a strong message to the Government that if
it continues to treat teachers the way it has this year, if it does not resolve the industrial
action; and if it does not have the commitment to quality education that the union wants it
to have -

Mr Lewis: It is resolved.
Mr D.L. SMITH: It is in no way resolved, my friend. If the Government wants the best
people to choose teaching as a career in the future, it should get off its high horse, solve
the industrial issue, and recognise that teachers have a good case and that their concerns
must be addressed, otherwise, like those students at Australind, very few people will
choose education as a career.
This Bill is supported by members on this side for the reasons I have outlined. However,
it is a poor substitute for the introduction of a legislative package that covers all aspects
of the primary and secondary education system and the vocational training system in this
State. I urge the Government to get on with the final drafting of the legislation and to
consult all those who must be consulted. When the Government brings that legislation
before the House let us leave it on the Table for a while so that everybody can look at it,
and so that we on this side - if we are still on this side at that time - have the opportunity
to get the right public input and comment before it is debated. I hope that when that Bill
comes up for consideration before this House it will not be guillotined in the way this Bill
will be guillotined.
MR KOBELKE (Nollamara) [7.58 pm]: I support the Bill and also the statements of
the member for Mitchell in his closing remarks. This Bill will amend five different parts
of the Education Act in order to achieve some minor changes. These are changes that the
Opposition supports, or in some cases at least has no objection to. However, as the
member for Mitchell outlined, the Government is not addressing the real issues of
education that confront this Government and this State. The government system of
education in this State is in crisis. With this legislation the Government is simply
fiddling while the crisis rages on. This Government seems totally inept when it comes to
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addressing the major issues confronting government schools in Western Australia. The
bigger issues are crucial. Yet while this Government is preparing a Bill which will
review the Education Act, we are dealing with these minor matters.
Mrs Parker~ We are getting uniforms in place next year.
Mr KOBELKE: I accept the member's interjection that we are addressing the bigissues - the Government will fix uniforms next year! That is the level of thinking of this
Government. This Government believes that making a minor change with uniforms hassomething to do with education. That is an absolute joke. For the Government, uniforms
are a major issue in the quality of education. In response to my statement that theGovernment is not dealing with major issues, the member for Helena asserts that it is.Here we have a few changes with respect to uniform policy or code of dress policy in
government schools.
Over the past 12 months or more we have seen a range of attacks on workers in theeducation sector. That has led to industrial action by teachers, threats from schoolcleaners and even students walkcing out to protest about the state of affairs that theGovernment has created. We have seen the education system in turmoil for the best partof the past 12 months, and the Government seems totally unable to deal with the issues.Instead, the Government has lurched from one disaster to the next. We had a program to
close down schools on the basis that we could count the empty classrooms. That wasnonsense. Because of public pressure through the Glendalough by-election, that led to
the Minister's giving a range of commitments -

Point of Order
Mr TUBBY: We have just heard a 30 minute speech by the member for Mitchell, ofwhich about five minutes related to the Bill. We have now had two minutes of a speech
by the member for Nollarnara, and he is yet to refer to the Bill at all. I ask you, MrSpeaker, to require the member for Nollamara to relate some of his words to the Bill.
Mr KOBELKE: On that point of order -
The SPEAKER: Order! I ask the member for Nollamara to resume his seat. Themember for Roleystone may ask me to do that, but the member for Nollamara has beenspeaking for less than two minutes. He is talking about education issues which heregards as important and which need to be addressed. Perhaps he will argue that theyshould be addressed now. It would be very remiss of me to stop the member from doing
that at the moment. In my 22 years here, I have heard thousands of speeches in whichmembers have spoken broadly about matters. It is appropriate to speak about issueswithin the Bill and to concentrate on that aspect, but I will not stop the member forNollamara if he digresses occasionally as long as the principal part of his speech is about
the Bill.

Debate Resumed
Mr KOBELKE: In this as in all cases, Mr Speaker, I will try to follow your guidance.
Several members interjected.
Mr KOBELKE: I will try not to be distracted and I will try to address the EducationAmendment Bill and perhaps some areas in which we should make amendments but inwhich the Government has failed to act. As I was saying before the point of order wasraised by the member for Roleystone, we have seen the Government lurch from one crisis
to the next. A school rationalisation process was put in place, and that has set about
undermining the quality of education in our schools.
Regardless of what the Minister might say in his headlong rush to try to save money, itwas totally counterproductive. It involved the allocation of a huge amount of resources,with staff from head office, schools and district offices going to schools and causing
uncertainty among parents and students as to the future of those schools. That has been atotal waste. It has undermined the quality of education in our schools because it hasdiverted a huge amount of attention from the primary educational tasks that should takeplace in our government schools.
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Mr Cowan: Tell us about the school renewal program
Mr KOBELKE: I am talking about the rationalisation. The school renewal process did
not waste the resources that should have been dedicated to education. That is a totally
different issue. It might have tried to address similar aims, but it did so in a way that was
not so wasteful.
Mr Cowan: Personally, I could not pick the difference.
Mr KOBELKE: Obviously the Deputy Premier is not very close to what is going on in
our schools. If he took the trouble to go to schools, and people are willingly to speak
openly and honestly to him, he would have a different picture. People feel that the
Government does not care about education, that it does not make education a high
priority, and that schools are languishing and suffering as a result
The next little episode to which I refer in passing is the move to establish a program
called Good Stanr, which, in effect, was a late start - a suggestion that students should
start their formal schooling at a later age. I do not suggest that there are no grounds to
change the school starting age, but this is not the time to debate that matter. However,
the Government launched itself into a program to defer children's starting age simply to
save money. Because that was such a poorly thought through strategy, the Government
had to back off quickly under the weight of public pressure.
The Government has had to commit itself to this change over a longer time: Some
provisions in the Bill, to which I will return, try to address the Good Start issue, but we
will not find it in the second reading speech. The Minister has been so badly mauled
over the poor initiative called Good Start that he will try to take it a bit more slowly and
take a different tack. Some provisions are about putting in place some necessary
provisions so that at a later stage the Minister can move to have students start their formal
schooling at a later stage. In those and in many other cases, the Government's
underlying motivation is simply to save money. The Government does not believe that
our education system should receive high priority when it comes to funding. Therefore, a
range of initiatives are put in place but they are directed not at addressing quality
education but at saving money. While that is the Government's approach, our
government school system will certainly suffer.
The Minister appears to wish to inflame the situation in schools rather than settle it. On
numerous occasions when the union representing the teachers has had discussions with
the Government and has seen the possibility of a compromise or settlement in the offing,
the Minister has gone to the Press to sabotage any hope of reaching a settlement. That
has happened not once or twice but repeatedly. The Minister has often tried to sabotage
the resolution of the industrial disputation that has been going on for nearly a year.
It is hard to guess why the Minister does that. Some people to whom I speak think that
the Minister is totally incompetent and that it is because of his incompetence that we
continue to see the Government roll from one education crisis to another and no
resolution of this industrial disputation. Others suggest that the Minister is paranoid
about the State School Teachers Union of Western Australia. He himself was once an
active member of that union, but we now find that he is unable to deal openly and
honestly with the representative of the majority of teachers in our government schools.
Perhaps the Minister is neither incompetent nor paranoid and is simply scheming to
achieve other ends. Perhaps those ends are, about causing a major shift from government
schooling into the private sector. The Government has thoughtset about privatising many
things. The Government's actions might lead one to the conclusion that it would like to
see a much larger percentage of primary and secondary students in non-government
schools. The Government has attempted to destroy the quality of education in our
government education system, and that has caused people to think that the Minister's
hope is that people will move into non-government schools.
It is clear that the Goverrnent is not committed to the government schooling system.
That lack of commitment is reflected in the growing disenchantment among teachers. As
the member for Mitchell has said, my contact with teachers in the area has shown that
they have maintained their professional standards and their dedication to serving their
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students. I have not witnessed any reduction in the commitment made by those teachers.Many teachers are totally antagonistic towards the Government and if this process
continues for much longer they will lose their commitment to the students they teach, and
that will certainly be a sad day for education in this State. It is also evident that the
ancillary staff are losing their commitment to schools because of privatisation. It isevident that parents are disenchanted from the number of students who are being takenout of government schools and placed into private schools, which is something I
sincerely regret.
This State's education system has had great strength in its being a dual system. In manylocalities parents have been able to choose whether to send their children to government
or private schools. I realise that it is not as easy for those parents in the country as it isfor those in the city to make that choice. Parents are offered different education packagesin different localities because of the duality of the education system. Even within thegovernment system there is a range of strengths across the schools, and the same appliesto private schools. I am not suggesting that the duality is simply between government
and private schools. It is far more complex than that. If parents wish their child to attenda school in a particular geographic location they often do not have a choice betweengovernment schools. However, the fact that there is a government and a private school inthe same geographic area does provide parents with a choice. Mr Speaker, you will be asaware as I am that some parents send one of their children to a government school andanother to a private school. They find that the different education systems available intheir locality meet the different needs of their children. The great strength 'of this State's
education system is that parents have been able to choose where they will send their
children.
The balance that is required between the two systems for this situation to continue iscritical. If one system is seen to be offering far more than the other, a large number ofparents will move their children to the system which they believe has more to offer.
Where that is the case, parents no longer have the option of choosing one of the twosystems. Parents who have the financial wherewithal to be able to make a choice willmake a decision based on which system will provide the best education for their children.A government which continually attacks its education system will eventually driveparents to send their children to a private school. If that situation arises parents will nolonger have a choice because they will feel that because of that Government's actionsthey have no alternative other than to opt for a private school. That is not the situationwhich prevails in this State now, but if this Government continues with its policies andremains unable to resolve the real issues confronting government schools, I fear the drift
away from government schools may increase and there will no longer be two equaleducation systems from which parents can choose what is best for their children's needs.
In the second reading speech the Parliamentary Secretary alluded to the preparation of anentirely new education Act. Unfortunately, we are not debating that legislation now, butit is something that we should be debating. Instead, we are waiting for that legislation tobe drafted and presented to this House. Perhaps the Parliamentary Secretary will adviseby way of inteijection why this Bill was introduced into this House when the Minister for
Education is in the other place.
Mr Tubby: Because it requires a message.
Mr KOBELKE: Does that come under section 46 of the Constitution Acts Amendment
Act?
Mr Tubby: I will take your word for it.
Mr KOBELKE: The first part of this Bill deals with amendments to the Department ofTraining, which was established in December 1993, and to the Office of Non-government
Education. The Office of Non-government Education was an initiative of the previousLabor Government and I am pleased that this Government is going ahead with it.However, the Bill provides only a -couple of minor amendments to help that office tofunction. Perhaps the new legislation will include provisions which will govern the
operation of that office.
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The second part of the Bill deals with the use of school facilities. The greater use of
school buildings is something which is already taking place; Governments of different
political persuasions over many years have tried to encourage the community to make
use of government school facilities. I was surprised to learn that there were some
problems with the legislative basis on which school facilities could be leased out to the
community. I understand it is possible to do that through a local government authority,
but the existing Act does not provide for other leasing arrangements to take place. This
Bill provides a means by which that can occur.
The Parliamentary Secretary suggested in his second reading speech that the leasing out
of school facilities would advantage both the community and the schools. If
communities can use school facilities it will mean that facilities will no longer need to be
duplicated. It also means there may be a wider range of facilities available in an area.
For example, if a school can provide certain facilities the local authority, progress
association or whichever group provides facilities for that area may provide an alternative
facility. Some schools already have facilities which have been provided by the local
authority and they are shared between the community and the school. Hopefully, this
Bill will improve the capability to provide the facilities on school sites which can be used
by the wider community.
The Parliamentary Secretary also outlined the benefits that would flow to these schools.
It was suggested that the sharing of facilities would improve the relationship between the
school and the surrounding community. It is a principle I support because schools
function much better if they feel they are part of the surrounding community. Such high
minded ideals do not cut much ice with this Government. Under the school
rationalisation program this Government has set about closing down schools although
they are a very important part of the community. They are not simply an education
institution even though that is their primary role; they are the centre for the surrounding
community. I will mention one example: The Nollarnara Primary School has one room
which is surplus to the school's requirements and women from the surrounding
community conduct craft classes in that room to produce goods which are sold for the
benefit of the school. That room is a meeting place for many people in the surrounding
community. Some of the women no longer have children at the school and some of them
are grandmothers of the children attending the school. It is a place of contact and those
people are contributing to the school. However, the Government does not consider that
to be important and if it could possibly do away with the school to save money it would
do so. This Government is driven by the desire to save money and as a result the
important aspects of school life which are part of the school community are put aside.
While I commend the sentiments of the Parliamentary Secretary that this Bill will
improve the relationship between the schools and the community, it is not something on
which the Government has been able to deliver.

The Parliamentary Secretary also suggested that the leasing out of school facilities would
reduce vandalism and damage to schools. Again, that is true. We need to encourage the
local community to use the school so that people believe it belongs to them. If they are
there regularly, we will ensure that people who may wish to do some damage to the
institution are not there.
I have some concerns regarding how these provisions will be implemented. They must
be reinforced with a range of regulations. Those regulations are not available this
evening. One must take on trust that the Government will do that in a way that will
work. I think that will be the case. We have a balancing act in the speech by the
Parliamentary Secretary. It contains two slightly conflicting ideas: One is to seek to
reduce costs and, therefore, the need for a reasonable level of fees for the users of school
facilities. On the other hand, we do not wish to exclude community groups who could
meet only a low level of fees.
Mr Tubby: Some will not be charged.

Mr KOBELKE: There must be some compromise in the middle. The way the
regulations are formulated will be important so that we know that flexibility is
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guaranteed. I take on trust that the Government will address the issues; that theregulations will balance the competing interests and that they will work.
Mr Tubby: Most of that will not be in the regulations. Policy guidelines have beendeveloped with the Western Australian Council of State School Organisations, theprincipals' association and the Education Department that will be used by schools for theuse of those facilities.
Mr KOBELKE: As I understand it, the possibility is that the regulations will be amixture of regulations and policy.
Mr Tubby: That is not brought in with the regulations.
Mr KOBELKE: I support the provision, but whether it will work in the best possible waywill depend on the matters that relate to implementation. I sound a warning that there is apotential to destroy the intent if the Government does not take care of those matters. Itrust that will be done. I rely on the Minister and the officials of his department to ensurethat is done properly. I understand that the revenue raised in this area will pass back tothe schools. One suggestion is that the organisations which will be able to take uplicences or leases will be those defined as nonprofit. That provision is not in thelegislation. I do not know whether the Parliamentary Secretary can give an undertakingthat they will be community organisations which can be categorised as nonprofit. If it isto be a money making concern or a business for profit which will lease the governmentfacilities it will be a different category, and it may be excluded under the regulations.
Another concern is that the management will rest with the principal. I do not seeanything wrong with that; the principal must play a role. However two difficulties arise:First, it is part of devolution to give more responsibility to principals, and I support that.We can help improve the quality of education by introducing a degree of local autonomyand decision making. The difficulty is that if devolution is taken seriously it costs theGovernment more. It is not a cost cutting exercise. In this Government, and in the lastGovernment, Ministers thought that by devolution money could be saved. I firmlybelieve that that is not the case. If we want correct accounting controls and controls ofthe whole procedures it is cheaper to do it centrally. If each school must do it on its ownwe must provide the resources. If the principal is to have charge of arranging licences forcommunity groups to use school facilities it is an additional administrative arrangementfor which the principal will accept responsibility. In doing so, he will have less time todevote to educational matters. Therefore, although this is only one minor matter, whenwe consider the whole range of administrative procedures which are loaded ontoprincipals and teaching staff, it will lead to a reduction in the quality of education if wedo not provide the necessary support staff to assist with administrative matters. I amconcerned that if we continue to do one thing after another which puts administrativepressure on schools we will be attacking the quality of education.
My second concern relates to what will happen when one of the licences goes wrong,when perhaps there are legal proceedings against a school by a group because of a majormix-up, or interest groups feel that they did not get what they bargained for with thelicence. I hope that the department centrally will ensure that it provides back-upresources to take over such issues, and that it does not expect the schools to deal withsuch complicated matters or to foot the legal bills should they become part of the scene.
Given the time limit, I will move to the last point; that is, the provision to make availableloans to non-government care centres and preschool centres in both kindergartens andpreprimary capital works programs. This is to extend a program that is already availablein primary and secondary non-government schools down to care centres and preschoolcentres. I support that measure as a general principle. However, what I see here causesme considerable concern. At a time when the Government said it cannot afford to fundfour year old and five year old programs - and we were attacked because the Ministersaid we were offering too much; it was a Rolls Royce situation, and the State could notafford to provide five year old programs for all students - and this Government hasmoved slowly to provide places, we find there is an offer to provide places in the non-government sector. The Government has not been evenhanded in being so parsimonious
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in providing places in government schools but providing them in non-government
schools. I support the provision for non-government schools but the Government should
also be willing to provide more places in government schools.
The reason for this is that the Minister has a wider agenda. As I have indicated, the
Minister came unstuck with his Good Start program. The Government has now placed
that proposal on a much longer time line. Having done that, the Minister wishes to
ensure that some of the groups who opposed it when he first put forward the proposal, are
neutralised. This is part of a process of neutralisation. It is to provide an avenue by
which non-government schools can provide facilities for four year old programs. If those
schools already have four year old programs and if there is a shift in the starting age, it
will be easier to implement. As we all know, when the Minister first put forward the
Good Start program it was resoundingly rejected by the non-government sector. That
sector said that it did not think that it would benefit the children in their schools and,
therefore, that sector would not undertake the change. That made it impossible for the
Minister to proceed. We could not have a situation where government schools had one
starting age and non-government schools in the same area had a different starting age for
formal education. We see here one step towards ensuring that non-government schools
have a full range of facilities from four year old child care through to the current year 12.
When that is the case there will be one less obstacle to the Minister's introducing changes
in the starting school age.
The one matter I have not been able to cover is the change in dress code procedures.
There is a need for an amendment to this part of the Bill. Perhaps I can comment in
Committee, because it is a good move. However, we need to ensure that all parents have
a say, not just a small group. For that reason, we hope that the amendment that the
Parliamentary Secretary has accepted can be moved to ensure that that takes place.

MR TUBBY (Roleystone - Parliamentary Secretary) [8.30 pm]: I thank all members
who have spoken in this debate for their support of the legislation. I am disappointed that
the member for Armadale is not here this evening, because she is supposed to be
handling this Bill for the Opposition, but I believe she had to attend some functions in her
electorate which are far more important than this Bill. One of those functions is at a
school that is in my electorate, and the other function is at a school that is in the member
for Armadale's electorate. We had both intended to attend those functions this evbning,
but my priority is in this House, and unfortunately the member for Armadale's priority is
obviously in other places.
Mr Kobelke: The member for Armadale is able to represent you just as well as if you
were there.
Mr TUBBY: I hope she gives as good a speech as I would have done when she presents
my prize!
The member for Annadale made a few comments which are pertinent to the Bill, unlike
the comments which were made by some other speakers this evening. The first comment
was that the Bill should be amended to make it obvious that the community, staff and
parents will have an input into the decision making process with regard to a dress code.
We believe it is a bit of an overkill to include that in both the Bill and the regulations, but
we can see no reason not to amend the legislation to include that provision and will move
to do that in Committee, if that is what the Opposition desires. Under the current Act,
delegation powers do not exist in regard to local governments making agreements with
the Minister. This Bill will allow those powers to be delegated to the CEO. It will also
broaden the scope of the delegation so that the CEO will be able to make agreements
with not only local governments but also with other community groups; for example,
churches. In mining towns, the agreement might be with a mining company. When I
was the school principal at Leinster, I was a member of a board called the Leinster
Recreation Association, which handled on behalf of the mining company, as a local
government authority would do, all of the facilities of the town that were available for
use by the community.
Mr Kobelke: Perhaps my understanding is faulty. I understood that we were talking only
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about facilities which belong to the Education Department and are on school sites, whichthe CEOs would control and let out to groups within the community. Are you saying itgoes beyond that and that a school might come to some joint arrangement to lease anoutside building? Is that a possibility under this legislation?
Mr TUBBY: No; it must be on school lands.
Mr Kobelke: That is what I thought, but you led me to believe that you are saying morethan that.
Mr TUBBY: It relates to buildings that are on school lands. The first aspect is that theCEO will be able to make agreements with community groups, local government,churches and private enterprise developers to build facilities on school lands for the jointuse of the school and the community or a particular group within the community. Thesecond aspect is that, by agreement, the facilities that the Government owns on schoollands can be made available for use by the community.
Mr Kobelke: I understand the arrangement whereby government facilities are let out, butwill a CEO have power to make a more novel arrangement whereby a communityorganisation places some facility on Education Department land? Secondly, will this Billallow that arrangement to continue for more than one year, because a community groupwhich has put thousands of dollars into a building will obviously want to ensure that thefacility operates for more than one year?
Mr TUBBY: That is a different clause altogether. There will be a legal agreementbetween the CEO and the group concerned. It will be a long term agreement. It will takeinto consideration the management of those facilities, just as we do currently with localgovernment. For example, one senior high school has a swimming pool. A localswimming school wants to use that pool and to enclose the whole of that facility to makeit an all season facility that can be used by both it and the school. That is an example ofprivate enterprise adding to a school facility for mutual benefit. This Bill will allow thatto take place, by agreement between the CEO and the people concerned.
The member for Armadale asked about the definition of "personal property". Personalproperty is all property other than land. In legalese, real property is land, and personalproperty is everything else.
Mr Kobelke: That would be computers and similar equipment in schools?
Mr TUBBY: Yes. In regard to bond moneys, I said to the member for Nollamara byinterjection that a community use of schools policy has been developed in conjunctionwith the Western Australian Council of State School Organisations, the State SchoolTeachers Union, the principals' associations and local government authorities; that is, allthe players in the field, or anyone who has reason to have an input into this policy. Thepolicy states that hirers of the facility can be charged a refundable bond; in most cases,accidental damage should be covered under a suitable insurance policy. It states also thatthe factors to be considered in setting a bond include accidental or wilful damage toproperty; expensive or easily damaged equipment being hired out; security call-out in theevent that the hirers fail to secure the premises and/or reset the alarm; stock damage orloss, including foodstuffs in the canteen; and cleaning in excess of the hire agreement.Under clause 19 of the Bill, the bond moneys must be paid to the school and be kept withthe school funds, and will be subject to the normal auditing processes.
The member for Armadale wanted a definition of the word "fund", because it is notdefined in the Bill. That word is defined clearly in section 9B(4) and (5) of the EducationAct. The member for Armadale referred to the low interest loan scheme. She seemed tohave a problem with the definition of "care-centres" and had a great deal of confusionabout what is incorporated within the Education Act and what is incorporated within theChild Welfare Act. I am a bit surprised at that, because the member for Armadale is aformer Minister for Education, but I will run through it briefly. The Education Act statesthat -

9pre-school centre" means an assembly at appointed times of 3 or more childrenover the age of 4 years, the majority of whom are one year or less below
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the minimum age for admission to year 1 of a Government primary
school, for the education, guidance and care of those children, but does
not include such an assembly -

(a) at a Government school; or

(b) where the children are members of the same family or of not more
than 2 families;

The problem arises because most people know what is meant by a preschool centre but
have not heard of a care centre. The definition of a care centre is the same as the
definition of a preschool centre, with the exception that the children are over the age of
three years rather than over the age of four years. We generally call those care centres
kindergartens.
The legislation allows non-government schools with a care centre that caters for children
two years before they start school - in other words, children over three years of age - to
have access to the low interest loan scheme. A further amendment wini allow community
preschools and community care centres that provide that kindergarten facility also to
have access. In the past, the only group that had access to the low interest loan scheme
was non-government schools with a preschool centre. I have a list of 19 centres that
were denied access to that scheme. They are independent of schools and they deserved to
have access like other non-government schools.

Mr Kobelke: Will the Parliamentary Secretary table that list?

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ainsworth): Does the member wish to table those or
incorporate them in Hansard?
Mr Kobelke: Incorporated in Hansard.

[The material in appendix A was incorporated by leave of the House.]

[Seepage 11967.1
Mr TUBBY: The member for Aramdale also mentioned the flow-on effect on other Acts
caused by the delegation of powers from the chief executive officer of the Education
Department, to the chief executive officer vocational education and training or to the
chief executive officer of the non-government schools section. It relates mainly to
nominees for boards and instrumentalities which were normally nominated by the chief
executive officer of the Education Department.

The member for Floreat was concerned about the separation of powers and stated that the
legislation was coming in two years after the process had been implemented. I accept
that. The Government hoped that the vocational education and training Bill would come
before the Parliament this year. Unfortunately, that has not occurred.

Mr D.L. Smith: What stage is it at?

Mr TUBBY: I believe it is in the final stages. I have nothing to do with that piece of
legislation; my responsibility lies with the review of the Education Act. There were
problems with drafting because of the quantity of legislation that is' going through at the
moment.
I thank the member for Floreat for supporting the break away of the Office of
Non-government Education from the Education Department. I am sure it has improved
the services to non-government schools, and I know they appreciate that. The member
for Floreat was concerned that the legislation indicated only that the money received
from the hire of school facilities "may" be credited to a school fund. I am advised that is
the usual wording of legislation that enables something to occur.

The member for Swan Hills mentioned the use of school facilities and the dress code.
The member takes a great deal of interest in education matters, particularly in the schools
within her electorate, and I thank her for her supportive comments on the legislation.

The member for Glendalough started her speech with a smorgasbord of criticisms of the
Government's education policy. I am glad she appreciated that we inherited many of
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these problems from the previous Government, and it will take some time to get out ofthese problems, particularly in the area of maintenance and resourcing levels.
Mr Kobelke: Your Government is spending less than the former Government.
Mr TUBBY: No, it is not. I am glad that the member for Glendalough acknowledgedthe problem, and she supports what the Government is trying to do about it. The memberasked about home economics centres, manual arts centres and computers within theschool. I will refer briefly to the policy document which states -

School facilities can be used for any activities which are compatible with theethos of the school. These include cultural, educational, recreational, sportingand other uses. Educational programs must take priority when determining use.Some discretion will also need to be exercised in decision making aboutapplications for use which appear to be incompatible with the efficient running ofthe school or which pose a danger to persons or property.
There are some uses for which schools are required to make premises available,for example as polling places for the conduct of Commonwealth, State and localgovernment elections, or for the conduct of emergency welfare exercise.
..It is important that schools make as many resources and facilities available asis feasible, including basic facilities such as chalkboards, furniture, tea makingfacilities, toilets and parking.

Applications for the use of more extensive facilities should be supported wherepossible.
The policy document goes on to outline other aspects of the use of those facilities. Policyguidelines have been set down for the schools. However, at the end of day it is up to theprincipal as the officer in charge of that establishment to make the final decision.
The member for Glendalough referred to charging policies, the ability of some schools topay, and the school use of the money. The policy document states -

The Principal and/or delegate will determine the charge for use of the facilities.Fees may be charged for the hire of facilities and to cover the costs associatedwith their use.
... Cost components of the charge may include power consumption, water,cleaning, insurance, administration, additional wear and tear and the use ofspecific items of equipment. As a minimum requirement, fees should at leastmeet the additional recurrent operating costs incurred through use of the facilities.

The policy document lists a schedule of fees and categories to assist principals. Theyrange from -

Those organisations which provide a service of direct benefit to the school orcommunity, such as Neighbourhood Watch, Safety House, the P&C Associationand disaster management agencies. These organisations should be considered asfee exempt.
There are six categories which range from the fee exempt group through to commercialusers -

..for example fitness classes. Another example would be the staging of an elitesporting event. The fees charged to these users should be based on a user payprinciple with limited concessions.
The range of fees depends upon the level of use and capacity of particular groups to pay.Members should remember that for years and years - I was a principal for 14-years beforeI came into this place - schools have allowed groups to use school facilities; in fact, it hasbeen openly encouraged because it decreases vandalism. There are fewer problemsaround the school if adults are around out of school hours. We thought that the benefitswe gained far outweighed any costs in additional cleaning, power and water. Now thatschools are responsible for funding their own utility bills out of grants supplied by the
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Government, these additional usages must be covered, and the schools need a capacity to
charge groups, which they did not have before. This legislation will allow that to occur.

The member for Glendalough also mentioned the dress code and the need for
consultation, and I explained that when I responded to the speech by the member for
Armadale.
The member for Kenwick spoke about the community use of facilities, and paid
particular attention to the need for a pool at the Cannington Senior High School. This
Bill cannot help the member with that problem; however, as the principal of a feeder
school to the Forrestfield Senior High School from 1985-87, 1 ani aware that the school's
principal, Max Petrich, who is now at Rossmoyne Senior High School, managed to put
aside sufficient funds over a period of time to construct a 25 metre pool. It is available to
the school and the wider community and for lessons during the Christmas holidays etc. It
runs fairly cost effectively. I do not know that the local authority contributes a great deal,
if anything. It may pay the member for Kenwick to refer the Cannington Senior High
School principal to Max Petrich. I am sure he "I go into great detail about how he
provided that facility, and how the ongoing maintenance is funded. The member also
mentioned dress codes and the need for consultation, and I have dealt with that point.

The member for Balcatta referred to the community use of school facilities and the fact
that the need for maintenance will increase because of the extra use. That is accepted.
However, at the end of the day, those community groups are taxpayers and, through their
taxes and charges, they will help to fund the maintenance that is required. Under
devolution, to some extent principals have control over, and provide funding for, minor
and some major maintenance around schools. Some of the funds made available through
the leasing or use of those facilities by the community can be used to defray those costs.
The member for Balcatta then had a grievance about a problem which had developed at
Balcatta Senior High School today. I have no comment to make about that. I know only
what I heard from the member and what I saw on television this evening. If the story is
accurate, it does not present a very good situation. I believe the Minister has stepped in
and has given them a week to resolve their differences. I hope that they can do that in
that time.

The member for Thornlie referred to the dress code and what would happen in the case of
non-compliance. As I told her during her speech, the majority of parents in our schools,
both primary and secondary, support the legislation. It is currently being trialed in 100
schools throughout the State and the kind of problems that the member described are not
being experienced.
There will always be a very small percentage of people who, for one reason or another,
do not want to, and will not, comply. Within the dress code, principals and the school
community must make allowances for those people. At the end of the day, there may be
a discipline problem. Sanctions cannot be taken against a particular child or family
because of their unwillingness to wear appropriate clothing as designated under the dress
code. However, they can be sanctioned under the disciplinary measures within the
school. For example, if it is a safety issue, the code must be enforced. There are ways
around the problem. The code can take account of people who will not comply for
various reasons.

Mr Kobelke: Are the Minister's statements based on the guidelines for the pilot schools?

Mr TUBBY: The schools are given guidelines and there will be regulations under which
they will operate.

Mr Kobelke: The point of my question was, are those regulations and policies already
developed, or do we have to wait for the end of the trial?

Mr TUBBY: The policy is being implemented in the 100 pilot schools. Once that pilot
has finished, the guidelines and regulations will be developed in conjunction with the
Act
Mr Kobelke: So they are not in their final form at the present time?
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Mr TUBBY: No, because they are still being piloted.
The member for Mitchell made a very comprehensive speech about the problems withinthe Education Department in respect of training. As I told him in one of my interjectionsduring his speech, I would love to debate with him the issues that he raised, but this is notthe time or place to do it because those issues do not relate to the Bill. However, I thankhim for the good things that he had to say about the Good Start program. We are tryingto do everything that he described and we appreciate his support.
The point made by the member for Mitchell about the 12 month lim-it was probably theonly point he made which related to the Bill. The 12 month limit is included to ensurethat use is available to a wider section of the community. It will ensure that a group doesnot get in early and lock up a school facility for a long time when other users may wish touse it. The period can be rolled over from year to year, but i t provides an opportunity forother users who may come on the scene later to get in and use those facilities. Theprovision provides school administrators with an opportunity to negotiate arrangementswhich suit the changing needs of student populations and their curriculum requirements.It also allows incoming school administrators to negotiate terms and conditions which aremutually acceptable to the school and to the users.
Like the member for Mitchell, the member for Nollamara raised a range of issues, and Ihave responded already to all but one of those points. The point that I have not yetresponded to related to the disputes procedures. According to the policy document -

The settlement of disputes about access and use of school facilities should besubject to a grievance procedure in which the District Superintendent becomes thearbiter if the dispute cannot be settled between the parties.
The policy document enlarges on that in some detail, but I do not have the time to coverthat point.
Mr Kobelke: Is there a guarantee that the department will pick up any legal costs in thevery rare case where legal action arises or will the school have to pick up the bill whenthat happens?
Mvr TUBBY: The standard agreements have been drawn up by the department. They arelegal documents. If a school wishes to depart from that legal document, it must obtainthe department's approval and that will go through the legal process and be approvedaccordingly. If, at the end of the day, the wheels fall off and the district superintendentcannot successfully arbitrate or handle the dispute, the department will pick up the legalcosts because it is its document.
I think that I have covered all the points that were raised -
Mr D.L. Smith: Before the Minister finishes, I must stress that I did not endorse theGood Start program. I have always opposed it.
Mr TUBBY: We appreciate any support that we can get, although the support of themember for Mitchell may be a little belated. I thank members for their contributions tothe debate and for their support and I commend the Bill to the House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

IRON ORE-DIRECT REDUCED IRON (BHP) AGREEMENT BELL
Second Reading

Resumed from 26 October.
MR RIPPER (Belmont) [8.58 pm]: While I am the lead speaker for the Opposition onthis Bill, I am not the designated speaker from the point of view of the standing orders.My colleague, the member for Pilbara, has a deeper local interest in the matter and hewill be here very shortly to use the full one hour allocation because of the local issuesthat he wants to cover.
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Mr CJ. Barnett: The opposition education spokesman was not here for the education
debate so I hope the opposition minerals spokesman will arrive for this debate.

Mr RIPPER: I happen to be the Opposition spokesperson on resources development. I
am simply making the point that, while I will lead for the Opposition, I will require less
time than my colleague the member for Pilbara, who has a longstanding personal and
electorate interest in this project. Indeed, he has visited a similar project in South
America.
The Opposition welcomes the introduction of these two Bills, the project, the investment
of $1 .5b, and the jobs for 1 400 in the construction phase, 225 in the operation phase and
another 200 in the contract maintenance operation. This project is expected to generate
export income of about $400m per annum. Naturally, investment of that significant
magnitude is most welcome at any time. What is particularly important about this project
is the type of investment involved. We are not talking about a mine but a factory -

something that will add considerable value to our basic resources. The Prospect
magazine produced by the Minister's own department -

Mr C.J. Barnett: Which is very objective.

Mr RIPPER: I hope so. That magazine quoted scrap prices at $243 per tonne and iron
ore fines prices at $23 per tonne. Direct reduced iron, which is the product involved in
this project, replaces scrap. One can see that there is a considerable increase in the value
from the tonne of iron ore fines that can be sold for $23 to the replacement for scrap -

reduced iron - which is selling for as much as $243 per tonne.

This project involves new technology and a new market. BHP is to be commended for
taking a risk in both of those areas. The company is proposing to invest $1.5b in a direct
reduced iron project where the technology is substantially new. It has been used in an
earlier form in only one other plant in the world. The company is also investing in a
market that is only now developing, although it is expected to grow significantly in the
next few years. It is to be hoped that this will be a forerunner of other projects involving
direct reduced iron. Indeed, the Prospect magazine states that the Minister's department
expects that there will be three direct reduced iron or hot briquetted iron plants operating
in the Pilbara by the end of the century. The magazine also contains details of other
projects that are under consideration. The next project most likely to succeed is the
Australian United Steel Industry project tentatively scheduled for Cape Lambert, which
involves investment of $lb. A project is also being promoted by Mineralogy Pty Ltd
involving a plant producing 4 million tonnes of direct reduced iron per annum and 6
million tonnes of pellets for export per annum. If that plant were to go ahead it would
involve an investment of $1 .7b. It is clear that a new era is upon us in the Pilbara. There
is a lot of optimism at the moment and high expectations that we will see much more
secondary processing of our iron and other resources than we have seen in the past.

Some factors are facilitating this development. One is the extraordinary growth
occurring in the Asian economies to our north. Much has been said about that growth.
Most, but not all, of the experts think there will be very significant growth in these Asian
economies in the decades to come. There are some sceptic s, one of whom appeared in
The Australian Financial Review this week and predicted a tailing off in the growth, but
he seems to be in a minority among those people commenting on these matters. So, we
have a basic increase in the demand for steel arising from this overall economic growth.
However, more importantly, there has been a change in the preferred technology for
producing steel. Increasingly, these east Asian economies, particularly Taiwan, Korea
and China, will be looking to produce steel in electric arc furnaces, otherwise known as
mini-mills, rather than the traditional blast furnace process. The electric arc furnace
process uses scrap, but there is a shortage of scrap and the substitute, of course, is direct
reduced iron, which will be produced in the project that is the subject of the legislation
before the House, and we hope in the other two projects that the Minister's department
expects to see operating by the year 2000.

The other facilitating factor in the development of this project is the arrival of cheap gas
in the Pilbara. That is a very important factor in allowing this project to be considered
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economically viable and in allowing this massive investment proposed by BHP. My
colleague the member for Cockburn, who is shadow Minister for Energy, will be making
some comments about that cheap gas. I know that the Minister would like to claim all of
the credit for the arrival of cheap gas in the Pilbara, but there is an argument to be putfrom this side of the House about the basis upon which the Minister was able to preside
over this economic development. I know that my colleague the member for Cockburn
will take great pleasure in putting that argument.
The Minister's second reading speech also refers to changes in the processing obligations
that have been imposed on BHP under various agreement Acts. He went so far as to
argue that these changes in the processing obligations have provided an incentive forBHP to make this investment. Indeed, the Minister claims to have achieved a much
better deal for this State in relation to these obligations than was negotiated by the
previous state Labor Government when it was facilitating the development of the Pilbara
energy project. We need to look at that argument because it seems to me that processing
obligations are essentially a hollow arrangement. It is not really the case that the
Government can compel an investment by including a processing obligation in an
agreement Act. That investment will not occur unless it is an economic or comnmeicial
proposition. The Government can include all of the processing obligations that it likes in
agreements, but the investment will not occur if the fundamentals underpinning theinvestment are not right. In other words, the Government cannot force a company to
invest in an uneconomic project. Therefore, I do not think we should place too much
faith in the claims made by the Minister for the success of these negotiations on the
processing obligations. If the economic fundamentals were not right for this project,
BHP would not take the risk with $1 .5b of its money in a circumstance in which the
technology has not been used very often. and the market is in the early stages of
development.
Mr C.J. Barnett: I agree with you. The processing obligations, which were translated
into constraints on iron ore outputs, would not bring forward the $1 .5b project, but it was
a source of great irritation to BHP that it could expand its profitable iron ore mine only
when it had expanded the other operation. It was not a total fact, but it was certainly a
lever and the State does not have many levers to play. I believe it was played properly.
Mr RIPPER: The Minister makes a point which has some force but, again, the State's
ability to use such a lever also depends on economic circumstances. If there is significant
demand for iron ore and the price is right, if the State is not in circumstances in which it
absolutely needs the export income to be gained by raising those tonnage limits, or if all
those circumstances apply, perhaps there is a small incentive effect on a company to
think about making an investment. However, in the end, no company will invest a dollar
unless it is economic and commercially viable to do so.
Mr C.J. Barnett: The DRI link has been there for a long while, and the major change
which affected this was the deregulation of the gas market. The processing obligation
was a bit of a pull and shove.
Mr RIPPER: I have argued that a number of facilitating factors were involved; for
example, the Asian growth, the development of the electric arc furnace preference among
steel makers, and the cheap gas available in the Pilbara.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Due to government policy.
Mr RIPPER: The Minister's claims to be solely or largely responsible for that are a bit
overblown -

Mr C.J. Barnett: I did not say that.
Mr RIPPER: Sometimes the Minister tends to exaggerate the cheapness of the gas
available in the Pilbara. He has used the figure of $1.50 for gas but, at the Directions forIndustry conference one of the gas producers was somewhat sceptical of that claim and
said there was not much gas available at that price, particularly uninterrupted gas.
Mr C.J. Barnett: You will agree that gas prices have halved? Perhaps the price is not
$1.50 generally but it is in the order of $2, which is half the previous price.
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Mr RIPPER: It is a very significant factor in making a project such as this viable.
Mr C.J. Barnett: So you give some credit to the Government?
Mr RIPPER: I hope the member for Cockburn's voice will allow him to deal with that
argument because I know he has enjoyed debating that point with the Minister on a
number of occasions. The Minister did not operate entirely on the basis of a bright idea
of his, which had no historical roots. The previous Labor Government had taken a
number of initiatives which the Minister was able to develop. He had the good fortune to
preside over the change and has benefited from those initiatives. This change will bhe
beneficial to the State.
Mr C.J. Barnett: This project is entirely due to the previous Labor Government then?
Mr RIPPER: It is due to BHP's willingness to take a risk and invest a large amount of its
own money. The State's role is essentially facilitative. That is the reality of a project of
this size.
In the second reading speech the Minister said the Government has taken a number of
measures to fast track this project. I am interested in the claim of fast tracing. I was
drawn to a publication entitled 'Strategies for Growth" released by the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry of Westemn Australia. At page 67 of the document is a section
headed "Major Project Approvals" which states -

There have been a number of proposals and initiatives to establish special
bureaucracies to streamline approval processes for major resource projects.
Special project streamlining units simply represent an admission that getting new
economic activities up and running has become too bureaucratic and complicated
and that further bureaucracy is needed to resolve this.
It would be better to get the processes right in the first place, so that all new
projects (major and minor) can benefit, rather than just those few that are singled
out in this way.

In this circumstance, a new bureaucracy has not been set up but approvals have been
given under the Iron Ore Processing (BHP Minerals) Agreement Act, to enable the
project to get up and running, rather than under the agreement Bill we are debating
tonight. One of my colleagues has described the Iron Ore Processing (BHP Minerals)
Agreement Act as an off the shelf agreement Act which potentially will allow a number
of projects to be considered and acted upon. The comments of the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry are still relevant.
The Government has been able to use this Act, but had another company wanted to get
this project up and running the Government would not have had a mechanism through
which to fast track it. The fact that the Government must use this mechanism indicates
that the argument of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry still holds true. In other
words, the need for special measures indicates the general processes are still too slow. It
is ironic that this Parliament is debating the agreement Bill, although the project has
actually commenced. These agreement Bills might well have been debated in this House
next year. It is highly possible that they will not go through the other place before the
end of this parliamentary session.
Mr C.J. Barnett: I think they will.
Mr RIPPER: The history of management of the legislative program of both Houses does
not necessarily justify confidence in that regard.
Mr C.J. Barnett: The leaders in the two Houses have a commitment to the resources
industry.
Mr RIPPER: Do they give special preference to their own legislation? It is possible that
the agreement Bills will go through this Parliament, but it is not necessarily the case. It is
fortunate for the Government that it had this other avenue of the Iron Ore Processing
(BLIP Minerals) Agreement Act to enable the necessary approvals to be given for the
project. If another company had wanted to develop this project the off the shelf
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agreement Act would not have been available and, therefore, the project could well have
been delayed.
The second reading speech also says about fast tracking that general purpose leases underthe Mining Act have been granted to secure land tenure. Land tenure is an interestingissue. It is my understanding that the agreement Acts have not been able to be finaliseduntil the amendment to the Public Works Act was proclaimed which allowed the State toresume land for the use of a third party if that benefited the State. Thbis agreement wasnot able to be finalised until the amendment to the Public Works Act went through thisParliament and was proclaimed. That amendment was part of the Government's verybelated response to the High Court's ruling that its own native title legislation was
unconstitutional.
The State took one tack on native title: It went with its own legislation, did not cooperatewith the federal scheme, had its own legislation ruled out of order, decided finally that ithad no alternative but to cooperate with the federal scheme and belatedly introducedsome legislation that would fit in with the federal Native Title Act. Only when that Actwas passed and proclaimed were we able to move to ratify these agreements. It could beargued that this was an example where the State's lack of maturity, to use the Minister'sown words, on native title questions delayed important arrangements for a major project.Had the Government initially decided in a mature fashion to cooperate and accept thecommonwealth native title scheme, it would have introduced that legislation to amendthe Public Works Act a year earlier and the delay to this agreement would not have
occurred.
Mr C.J. Barnett: With good faith, that area was assessed in terms of heritage and the likeand there is no evidence that it is a particularly sensitive area to Aboriginal people.Under the existing provisions of the Native Title Act it would not have been possible toclear that site for perhaps 12 to 15 months. That is a dilemma of the Native Title Act.Nobody is suggesting that the Boodarie site is particularly sensitive. A great deal ofattention has gone into talking to the Aboriginal people about it. The mechanics of theNative Tide Act made it impractical. I agree with what you are saying. It provides amechanism for getting this project under way. Had we gone through all the proceduresof the Native Title Act, construction would not be starting on this project for 12 months.
Mr RIPPER: I am arguing that the Minister has available to him resumption power underthe Public Works Act now because the Parliament passed legislation that was inconformity with the federal scheme. Had the Government acted earlier to conform withthe federal scheme, rather than embark on the Premier's mad dash for his own WesternAustralian solution, those powers would have been available to him earlier.
Mr C.J. Barnett: That is an extraordinary argument. The Public Works Bill that wentthrough this Parliament was to overcome some of the delays and impediments of theNative Tide Act. It was not a justification of it; it was an attempt to provide sense interms of procedure and in getting on with things. The mere fact this Parliament had topass it is an indictment of the procedures of the Native Title Act, not a vindication of
them.
Mr RIPPER: That legislation was one of the State's legislative responses to thecommonwealth Native Tide Act which was contemplated by the Commonwealth for theStates to make when it passed its native title legislation.
I refer to the State's infrastructure commitment. The State will make a commitment of$3.5m to what is called the South Hedland enhancement scheme. It will also make acommitment to provide $5m for infrastructure for the Boodarie resources processingestate. I understand that most of that $5m will be spent on an access road for the estate,although some might be used for other infrastructure. I am interested in this question of
infrastructure.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Do you support it?
Mr RIPPER: I do support the provision of infrastructure. I noted the Minister'scomments on infrastructure at the Directions for Industry Conference when he said that
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he expected that the State would have to make some, what he called, punts on
infrastructure in the future in order to accommodate the growth in the resources sector he
saw as likely to occur. I was also interested in the Premider's comments when he was
discussing industrial relations legislation. He seemed to argue that this was the year in
which all the Government's controversial legislation had to be got out of the way because
next year is the pre-election year. I combined those things and came to the conclusion
that next year we will not see nearly as much controversial legislation, but we will see
much more expenditure. I think we may see some of the Minister's infrastructure punts
next year in the run up to the election. The Government certainly has significant revenue
available to it. It has had some revenue windfalls in recent years and it has withheld
justified salary increases for public sector employees. The money is in the kitty. The
Premier wants a smooth run up to the election and his Mnister for Resources
Development wants to take some punts on infrastructure.
Mr C.J. Ba'rnctt: It seems like a good scenario to me.
Mr RIPPER: I predict a bit of a pre-election Budget and a few glossy projects labelled
"if-utr" to jazz up the electorate for the run up to the election. T[hey will be
scr. 1 .'z fairly closely to see whether they are more than just glossy and really will
Make a contibution to anything other than the Government's re-election.
Mr OrnoJei: You guys were the masters at pork barrelling electorates prior to elections;
so you would be fairly good at judging what will happen.
Mr C.J. Barnett: I will pork barrel the Pilbara electorate; that is what you are saying I
will do.
Mr RIPPER: The member may well have some comments on that in a minute. I note the
local content clauses. However, I wonder whether they are sufficient because they are
heavily qualified with terms such as "as far as practicable", "fair and reasonable
opportunity to quote", "where price quality, delivery and service are equal to or better
than those obtainable elsewhere". Some gestures are made in the agreement to local
content.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Did you notice this week the $50m contract which went to United
Construction Pty Ltd? It is a good start for local industry and a Western Australian
company.
Mr RIPPER: I wonder what other steps will be taken to assist and encourage Australian
suppliers. The Opposition welcomes this project and supports the legislation. My
colleague the member for Pilbara will have much to say about some of the local issues.
MR GRAHAM (Pilbara) [9.29 pm]: The Australian Labor Party will support this
legislation. I also put on the record my support for the project, and I will have something
to say about that a little later. I bring to the House an apology from the member for
Cockburn who wanted to address some of the energy issues. They are not part of the Bill
but are mentioned in the second reading speech. Unfortunately he has lost his voice
which would have meant that he had to whisper his speech. I will cover many of the
aspects he wanted to speak about.
This legislation allows for a one million tonne per annumn hot briquetted iron plant to be
built by BHIP Direct Reduced Iron Pty Ltd. In association with that there will be a
benieficiation plant. When the original beneficiation plant at Newman was built, the
previous Court Government used that plant as a part acquittal of the secondary
processing obligations for BHP in the Mt Newman joint mining venture. It is amazing
how times change. Other associated work includes the tunnel to be built under the Port
Hedland harbour, including seven kilomnetres of conveyor belt. For those who are
interested in engineering, the conveyor belt is a fascinating operation. It runs in both
directions. It goes one way loaded with iron ore. When it gets to the end it is turned
over, cleaned and run back carrying the finished product. I am told it is the first of its
type in Western Australia, if not Australia. The BHP people tell me they are
encountering some interesting design aspects in trying to make it hang together.
The direct reduced iron process is an intermediate step between the production of raw
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iron ore and finished steel. In July this year I used my imprest account to go to
Venezuela to look at two DRI operations. The reason for doing that was twofold: First, I
had a natural interest in the plants and in the project; secondly, at the time in Port
Hedland a great controversy was being fuelled about this proposed plant putting layers of
dust over South Hedland which would create a great difficulty for the residents of that
area. That was being fuelled by the mayor of Port Hedland, Dr Alan Eggleston.
Mr Omodei: Your mate.
Mr GRAHAM: Yes. I will give an indication of the things Dr Eggleston said about this
proposed project. An article in The Australian Financial Review of 17 January 1995
states -

The mayor of Port Hedland, Dr Alan Eggleston, said yesterday community
concern of the health consequences of iron ore dust was mounting in Port
Hedland following extensive publicity given to the development of the killer
disease, mesothelioma, from asbestos mining operations at Wittenoorri in the
1950s.

This guy is a general practitioner and is now the Liberal Party Senate candidate. That
sort of behaviour from the mayor of a town where a company is trying to spend a billion
dollars is nothing short of disgraceful. It is outrageous for him to make this comment on
two fronts. First, as mayor of that town he has a duty to work with BHP to get the project
off the ground in the cleanest, easiest and most efficient way while at the same time
representing the interests of the ratepayers. Second, as a general practitioner, Dr
Eggleston should know there is no link between iron ore and mesotheliona. It was a
grossly irresponsible statement from a man in his position as either the mayor or as a
local general practitioner. For the Liberal Party to pick this man up as a candidate,
having made these statements -

Mr Qmodei: I think you have misrepresented the statement, haven't you?
Mr GRAHAM: I have not. The Minister can have a copy of the article. It is a direct lift
from a quote, and BHP has every right -
Mr Omodei: You cannot help yourself when it comes to Dr Eggleston!
Mr C.J. Barnett: I thought you were going to support this project. You are just pouring a
bucket on anyone who has ever had anything to do with helping it get to fruition.
Mr GRAHAM: Do those opposite support that statement and that behaviour?
Mr Omodei: That is not what the statement said.
Mr GRAHAM: The only person who has ever made the link between mesotheliomna and
iron ore dust is Dr Eggleston, and it is baseless. There is no evidence to support his
allegation in either the medical field -

Mr Omodei: Will you read the statement again?
Mr GRAHAM: I certainly will, and I will read it a lot in coming times. The article
states -

The mayor of Port Hedland, Dr Alan Eggleston, said yesterday community
concern of the health consequences of iron ore dust was mounting in Port
Hedland following extensive publicity given to the development of the killer
disease, mesothelioma, from asbestos mining operations at Wittenoom in the
1950s.

That is an absolutely disgraceful comment for someone in Dr Eggleston's position to
make.
Dr Harres: Do you recall some asbestos contamination in the mining of iron ore in the
places visited by the select committee?
Mr GRAHAM: Absolutely.
Dr Hames: Is it possible that he could be referring to that?
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Mr GRAHAM: The member is aware that one of dhe findings of the committee was that
there was no evidence to support that link. If the mayor was making that link, he is less
literate than I thought.
I will spent a while talking about my visit to Venezuela and what I saw there because it is
important in the Australian context. The plants are located in Puerto Ordaz. Both plants
use NMREX technology. One plant produces 400 000 tonnes and the other produces
7 10 000 tonnes per annum. The larger plant is called Venprecar and won an award in
1994 as the world's best MIDREX plant. Members are mistaken if they have the view
that Venezuela is a little third world country that does not know its business. The
company that operates this plant, Sivensa, is a professional one. The people are
outstanding in running the plant.
While I was in Venezuela I looked at the "dust" problems. People had beaten that up as
an issue in South Hedland. That issue died completely when I came back from
Venezuela with photographs of the plant which were taken in no particular
circumstances, other than on the day I was there. They showed a gleaming, direct
reduced iron plant which was between five and six years old, and surrounded by lawns
and healthy plants, and all of the things normally associated with quality industrial
development. Even when the plant was operating there was no evidence of clouds of
dust that people said would settle over South Hedland. Once those photographs were
published in the local newspaper and I could show people the falsehoods that were being
put forward, the issue died.
The FIN1MET processes being bought by BHIP had been worked out by a company called
Fior de Venezuela, a subsidiary of Sivenza, and Voerst Alpine Industrieanlagenbau from
Austria. The BHP plant in Port Hedland will be the first commercial application of that
technology. It follows successful trials of Pilbara iron ore being run through plants in
Venezuela. The company is taking - the Minister made this point on his second reading
speech -a huge commercial risk with this project. Although it is tested, and the
technology looks promising, on the world scene and commercially, it is untried.
As a product, compared with conventional DRI, it has some advantages. I am neither
technically competent nor confident enough to outline those advantages, other than to say
that they include the robustness of the material it makes and that the size and shape
makes the product different from the conventional DRI briquettes, and gives some ability
to penetrate flux in blast and electric arc furnaces.
Iron briquettes contain 91 per cent or 92 per cent of iron in the feedstock. The industry
has a number of benefits in addition to the physical properties of the product, one of
which has been ignored by the environmental movement in Western Australia; that is,
less energy is required to make steel from HBI briquettes than from conventional iron ore
and scrap. That results in a major energy saving and a net lowering of carbon dioxide
and greenhouse gases, albeit that may not be at the DRI plant but in the process from
mining through to steel making. BHP should receive some congratulations for taking the
time and energy to find a process that does that.
The process also has other benefits. It uses fines iron ore as opposed to lump iron ore.
Western Australian lump ore sells for a premium around the world, whereas fines are
relatively common; in fact, the entire Brazilian iron ore industry is based on fines. The
majority of ore in the world is fines, so we are able to have the advantage of the marginal
fines in the Pilbara by being able to sell them off at a 400 or 500 per cent mark-up as an
HBI product. That is a step we should be applauding in this State.
Going to Venezuela was interesting for a number of reasons, not the least of which was
looking at the steel plant. I stress the point that the quality of the people and their
operations were a great surprise to me. I do not mean that as a demeaning comment
about the Venezuelan people. I have been to Brazil, so South America is not entirely
unknown to me. Their network of gas pipelines through the country is impressive and so
is the way they use their industries. The deregulation occurring in that country means
that Venezuelans will have to answer some pretty difficult questions. However, in the
not too distant future, Venezuela will be competing with Australia in a number of
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products, one of which is iron ore. I suspect that if the joint venture between BHP and
Sivenza goes ahead, and that is being examined now through a joint feasibility study, we
will be competing with each other in selling HBI in the markets. One view is that that
will give us a natural entry into Asia and it gives the South Americans a natural entry into
the United States and that the market will be divided up in that way. I heard those
arguments when Brazil became a major player in the iron ore industry. The South
Americans have shown that once they get into world markets they are aggressive and
seek to carve out a niche for themselves. It is likely that we may find ourselves with the
same company operating plants in opposition to each other!
The Venezuelans are very keen to improve relations between Western Australia and
Venezuela. They are looking to both plants getting off the ground as being the big
vehicle for them to make technical exchanges with this State. I will be mentioning
deregulation in gas later in my speech, but it was interesting to meet with the Minister's
counterpart in Venezuela, who was putting to me the argument quite convincingly that
they were about deregulating the gas and oil industry, both of which are state owned and
operated. They were being deregulated with a view to driving the price of gas up by the
use of world markets.
Mr C.J. Barnett: If gas is sold in Venezuela at 700 and in North America it is $2 or $3,
they are pricing themselves out of the market. That is logical.
Mr GRAHAM: That is exactly the point I am making. The deregulation argument in
Australia is about driving prices down, but in Venezuela it is about driving prices up. It
is quite ironic.
Mr C.J. Barnett: You are making an irony!
Mr GRAHAM: I am sorry that the Minister does not share my sense of humour.
Mr C.J. Barnett: I do not.
Mr GRAHAM: I will work on it. Contrary to the rather stupid comments made by the
Minister last week -
Mr C.J. Barnett: You told me you would be nice tonight. I should have known better.
Mr GRAHAM: I said I would be nice to the Minister in that role. He made some rather
stupid comments last week about my knocking the project, and he was wrong.
Mr Nicholls: You should join Alan Eggleston in running for the Senate. He would
probably fix you up.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ainsworth): Order!
Mr GRAHAM: He should have run in the last election.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order!
Mr GRAHAM: I am sorry, I did not mean to interrupt.
The ACTING SPEAKER: I think the member is interrupting himself.
Mr GRAHAM: The Minister knows very well that I have supported this project for
many years, both when it became a formal proposal and as a concept. One of the things I
would like to take out of public life, whether other people recognise it or not, is that a
large amount of my adult life has been aimed at trying to obtain this sort of development
for the Pilbara. Other people will determine whether I have done it well, but in a variety
of roles I have exerted pressures aimed at getting this sort of development into the
Pilbara. I was never particularly concerned where it went in the Pilbara. However, as
this project is going into my home town of Port Hedland, I am ecstatic.
I will turn now to the second reading speech of the Minister and deal with some of the
issues that he raised. I have been quite critical of this Minister in his role of Leader of the
House. I do not resile from one word of that. However, as the Minister for Resources
Development I give him credit for these things: He has been prepared to take on the hard
issues in his portfolio, and I congratulate him for that; and he has been prepared to make
the necessary decisions to allow development to take place in this State, and I
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congratulate him for that. Having said that, and I mean it, I will go through some of the
issues of the second reading speech and some of the Minister's innovative rewriting of
history, of which he is sometimes guilty in his rhetoric. The part of his speech that refers
to the development of the iron ore industry and the oil shocks and the view of people that
jumbo steelworks in Western Australia were possible is largely accurate. However, he
goes on to say -

... the lack of infrastructure and the high establishment and operating costs in the
Pilbara outweighed the advantages of steel plants being located close to raw
material inputs.

That is about as innovative as one can get and that is what he put in his press release
when he announced the deregulation of the gas industry. As I have said, I will deal with
that later in some detail. The Minister knows that the biggest single obstacle to the
development of the Pilbara is the contracts written by the previous Court Government for
the North West Shelf. In answer to a question to me earlier in the year the Premier
acknowledged that. He blustered, as he is sometimes wont to do, for a page and a half in
Hansard when I asked him a question just after the deregulation was announced.
However, in his final paragraph out came the key words: "We knew when we got into
government that the first obstacle we had to overcome to get further development in the
Pilbara was the gas contracts." The Premier and the Minister for Resources Development
have belatedly agreed with the Labor Party that they were single-handedly responsible
for delaying any further development in the Pilbara by up to a decade.
Mr C.J. Barnett: I have heard this speech before - and I am happy to hear it again. What
was the Labor Party's alternative in 1980 to the North West Shelf gas contracts?
Mr GRAHAM: I will give the Minister a speech on that. It is a shame my mate the
mrember for Cockburn is not on his feet. I will not go back through all that tonight. I can
give the Minister some Hansard references if he wants to read about the late 1980s and
early 1990s.
Mr C.J. Barnett: No thanks.
Mr GRAHAM: I will send him copies then. I am happy to send the Minister copies of
speeches that I have given recently about the 1990s. I will go through some of that again
tonight. The Minister makes the point that Australia had the first oil shock in 1973, and
that was followed by a further one in 1978. It is interesting to consider the reaction of the
Court Liberal Government in that period. In the middle of the oil shocks, while
negotiating contracts that effectively tied Pilbara gas to oil, the then Premier, Sir Charles
Court, was running around building oil fired power stations in Port Hedland - crazy stuff.,
For the Minister for Resources Development to turn up in 1995 when the development
came along and say that that was the fault of the world and was due to high infrastructure
costs is a nonsense. It is not accurate. He spent some time on the Kwinana blast furnace.
The reason that was closed was simple: It exceeded its use-by date. It was never an
economic plant; it should never have been built. It was the classic argument why
secondary processing obligations do not work. The Minister spent a lot of time making
the point that the Government renegotiated with BHP the processing obligations
commitment that had been given by the previous Government.
Mr C.J. Barnett: It was given away by the previous Government in the context of an
election campaign. You should be ashamed of yourself because of the way you behaved
during the last election campaign. You should be ashamed that as a socialist you were a
party to that. You gave away the opportunity for the State to add value products - and
you gave it away during the four week election campaign during a crass act of political
compromise. You stand there and grin. You gave away potentially a billion dollars
worth of investment for the sake of re-election - and you blew it. You deserved to blow
it. It was the most outrageous thing that happened during the 1993 campaign. It was
seen for that by the media and people throughout this country, including international
investors in this State.
Mr GRAHAM: My dad used to say to people that if they hopped out the front of the
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pack, that was okay, but they would find they would always come adrift if they started to
believe in their own B.S. The Minister has fallen for the trap. The nonsense the Minister
came out with then bears no resemblance to what happened.
In 1991 there was a meeting between the then Deputy Premier, the member for
Kalgoorlie, and John Prescott from BHP. In those discussions and deliberations Prescott
outlined the policy for BHP; that is, putting mini-mills into South East Asia and using
Western Australian iron ore as feed stock, either processed or unprocessed. 'That was
down to the State of Western Australia. That decision had been made at board level by
BHP and was announced as public policy. The only difficulty was that at that time the
member for Cottesloe was arguing for daylight saving - not industry. That decision by
BHP was the decision that led to the direct reduced iron process plant. Whichever
Government was in power was going to get the conditions right to lead to the
development of that plant. Those facts are on the record and they are indisputable. What
is disputable is when the announcement was made. Th1e negotiations all took place in the
proper manner, despite some bureaucratic interference.
Mr C.J. Bamnett: You should check it out; you will find that it didn't. You will find that
negotiations took place two or three days before the election was called, and the
announcement was made about 10 days out from the election. It was an outrageous
episode. BHP is now embarrassed by that.
Mr GRAHAM: That is simply not true.
Mr C.J. Barnett: A lot of phone calls were made during that election campaign by a lot
of companies and significant people around Australia who tried to patch up the damage
that was caused.
Mr GRAHAM: The damage was caused by the Minister who did not hear about it until
the election. His leader knew about it, because he announced it in December the
previous year. I heard some of those phone calls Minister, because I was in the room. In
a lot of those discussions and negotiations and in many of those phone calls the Minister
was the one who was left out. The difficulties came when he called off the bets.
Mr C.J. Barnett: That is right. I said that all the bets were off. The interesting thing is
that as soon as I said that all bets were off, they were off - right across Australia, with
BHP and everyone else associated with the process.
Mr GRAHAM: Yes, and the Minister's leader who committed to the project had egg
dumped all over his face.
I will spend some time on the gas arrangements and the free enterprise. I admire the
Minister's zealotry. However, the reality is that it was a legitimate set of negotiations; it
was a legitimate agreement. The effect two and a half years on is as it was in the
agreement prior to the last election.
Mr C.J. Barnett: You gave away all the processing obligations for the Pilbara energy
process.
Mr GRAHAM: Let us look at what this Minister says -

The decision to construct the DRI plant is a clear demonstration that this
Government's policies to attract large scale processing investment are working.

That is interesting. We know that Prescott from BHP and Taylor agreed in 1991 to the
development or developments. We know that at the time prior to the election in the 1992
period the Liberal Party had no policies on the deregulation of gas. However, we know
that it changed those after the announcement of the WA Advantage package and it
adopted some policies after that document came out. I am happy to send the Minister
copies of speeches I have given on that previously. Which are the policies of which this
legislation is a clear demonstration at work? Is it the industrial relations policies of the
Government? It cannot possibly be, simply because BHP does not play its industrial
relations the way the Government would like.
It may change that in future - that option is always open to it - but it is currently the only
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iron ore producer in the north west that operates on the award system. It is currently the
only operator in the north west that has unionised labour. It cannot possibly be the
Government's industrial relations policies that have led to that plan. Is it the Mabo
decision? Is it the Government's policy on land titles? Is that a clear demonstration of
its policies at work? It cannot be that, either, because the briefing that was given to
Labor members indicated that one concern of people involved in the project is land title.
I heard the exchange between the member for Belmont and the inister about native
title, so it cannot be the Government's policy on native title that is causing this to happen.
In fact, one could seriously argue that the opposite is true.
What are the policies? The one that I can grant to the Government is the major factor - it
is not the factor that they accepted when they were negotiating gas contracts. The major
factor is the deregulation of the gas industry. There is no doubt about that. We in the
Pilbara have argued for years that, regardless of the intricacies of contract negotiations
and regardless of the deals done by the Government, it is nonsense to sell gas 1 500
kilometres from the point at which it comes out of the ground at a price significantly
lower than that which could be achieved at the wellhead. That nonsense has gone on for
20 years. There is no doubt that the change brought about the deregulation of gas. The
Liberal Party quite rightly pinched the good policies of the Labor Party and implemented
them. I have no problem with that. The two things with which I have a problem are -

Mr Board interjected.
Mr GRAHAM: We ran out of time; that is a fact of life.
Mr C.J. Barnett: People got sick of waiting. They gave you 10 years and you ran out of
time.
Mr GRAHAM: I do not claim to be the sole visionary. People in the Pilbara argued for
years that gas should be deregulated. It was not a popular line in the Labor Party at the
time, either. I am quite happy to admit that; I have no difficulty with it. I have no
difficulty with the fact that the Minister implemented the decision. From time to time,
the Minister accepts that other people played a role in developing that policy.
Mr C.J. Barnett: I have always publicly said that a number of people played a role in
that. I have never suggested otherwise.
Mr GRAHAM: Forgive my tendency continually to point out that the original obstacle
was put in place by Sir Charles Court.
Mr C.J. Barnett interjected.
Mr GRAHAM: I shall make my speech; the inister is not hijacking this one.
Mr C.J. Barnett: The member just knocks. He cannot come up with a positive approach.
Mr GRAHAM: That is interesting.
Mr C.J. Barnett: That is true.
Mr GRAHAM: The Minister should check my industrial record. He will find that that is
not true. He has publicly accepted my role in changing the energy scene in the Pilbara. I
have the clippings in a frame on my office wall; they are hilarious. The Minister cannot
have it both ways. He cannot say that I do things positively and then say that I am
nothing but a knocker.
My next point is the Government's policy to deal with the South Hedland enhancement
scheme, which the Minister will claim is yet another of his Govemnment's great initiatives
and another example of his developments and policies at work. The Government
changed the development commissions legislation. I distinctly remember the Deputy
Premier's speeches. I have both copies of the legislation. We in the Pilbara said that we
cannot separate economic and social development; they go hand in glove. If we do not
have the right social environment, we will not have successful economic development,
particularly in the Pilbara.
Having legislated to change that, what do we find three years down the track? We find
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the Minister outlining in his second reading speech the South Hedland enhancement
scheme and, in effect, saying that unless the South Hedland debacle, which is another
Court Government legacy, is fixed and the standard of living for employees of the
company is improved, economic development will not be successful. Clearly, it cannot
be one of the Minister's policies that has led to that development; it is one of our policies
that the Minister has extinguished, and he must now find a mechanism to put in its place.
The Minister says that I am knocking it but I anm not. There was a policy shift - he voted
for it and he was part of it. He has now found out that he was wrong and he is about to
change matters because economic and social development go hand in hand. I do not
want to bash my little mate too much, but he was on the radio the other day claiming that
of the $7m that he is putting into South Hedland, the $3.5m from BHP is the State
Government's gift to Port Hedland for the centenary.
Mr C.J. Barnett: No, it is not. It coincides with the centenary, but it has never been
tagged as a centennial gift for Port Hedland. They were keen on the marina, I thought.
Mr GRAHAM: It has $60 000 out of $1 .5m, so they are hanging by their teeth.
There is no doubt that South Hedland has a problem, and there is no doubt that it stems
from poor planning, poor design and poor application within that poor planning and poor
design. I give a simple example of what happened in South Hedland. We must bear in
mind that South Hedland is one of the newest towns in Western Australia - it is only 25
years old. The 25 to 30 year old State Housing Commission houses in Port Hedland were
picked up, put on trucks and transferred to South Hedland and then put back on the State
Housing Commission's books as new houses. That was under the previous Court Liberal
Government.
The last package that was put together in South Hediland was worth $3.5m to $5m, and it
was put together in conjunction with the town council. Some $2mi of that was spent by
Homeswest on upgrading or getting rid of houses that were still on Homeswest's books
as requiring no work, albeit that they were 50 years old. In real time they were 50 years
old, but in book time they were 20 years old.
The Liberal Party in Western Australia has always had a St George's Terrace mentality
about the Pilbara. Decisions are made on the Terrace. In the South Hedland
enhancement scheme $3.5m is coming from the State Government and $3.5m is comning
from BHP. It will be interesting to see into which of the Government's incentive
packages the $3.5m from BHP fits.
Port Hedland is an open town; it is not a mining town and, it has never been owned by a
mining company. The State's responsibilities to that town are the same as its
responsibilities to the East Perth redevelopment project, Bunbury, Mandurah or any other
town. Nowhere else in the State would this Government go the major employer and ask
it to put up money to fix up a mistake that was made 20 or 30 years ago by the then
Government. I am not overly critical of the South Hedland enhancement scheme. The
Minister is looking at me rather strangely because he knows very well that I was part of a
delegation from the Port Hedland Town Council which approached Cabinet Ministers
asking them to address the questions related to South Hedland. I cannot claim credit for
that either.
Mr C.J. Barnett: It is the first thing you have not claimed credit for.
Mr GRAHAM: That is not true. In fact, it was an initiative of BHIP Iron Ore Pty Ltd.
That company went to the previous Government and a series of arrangements were put
together to establish a tripartite committee. It so happened that the then Deputy Premier
decided I should chair that committee. Both BHP and the council were happy with that
proposal but then my wife became ill with cancer and I was unable to continue as
chairman and the committee was put on the shelf. Eventually it was through that process
that the committee came back to this Government, early in its term in office, and outlined
the problems and presented it with BHP's views and the council's views and asked what
could be done about them.
The Minister said that I keep claimiing credit, but I keep saying nice things about him. I
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know that I do not do that very often. However, I am happy the Government took on
board those concerns. I have no doubt it was the heavy lobbying by BHP that brought
the scheme to fruition. I doubt whether it is something the council could have
implemented on its own. The question is: What does the South Hedland enhancement
scheme do? In the United States the Federal Government has a policy it applies to what
it calls impoverished areas. It works out what are the problems, what are the issues and
what are the likely solutions and then it budgets for them. If the South Hedland
enhancement scheme goes down the road of bricks, mortar and roads the money will run
out within two years and the issues will not be addressed.
I understand a committee is considering the social issues. BHP, the council, the
coordinator of the program and I agree that the bricks, mortar and roads issue can wait.
The major problems confronting South Hedland are the itinerant people and lawlessness;
it does not matter whether one talks about black law or white law, it is the biggest single
problem in the town. If that problem is overcome the other problems will be resolved,
although work will still be required.
The difficulty is that as soon these problems are worked through they will need the
approval of the Minister and senior officer of BHP. Someone a tad more cynical than I
might suggest that in the lead-up to the next election the Liberal candidate will be sitting
on podiums, opening various things, cutting ribbons with the Minister and mixing with
the dignitaries. I would be very disappointed if that were the case. All the initiatives
aimed at South Hedland have had a degree of support from both sides of politics. There
might be conflict over some issues, but nobody argues there is not a problem that the
Government and the council have a responsibility to address.
Mr C.J. Barnett: I have no idea who the Liberal candidate will be for that area. Why
throw around such assertions? I agree that there is an issue at South Hedland and your
role in it is recognised. However, to go around and abuse what is a good community
project is one of the worst elements of politics and the Labor Party illustrated the worst
element of politics -

Mr Ripper: What is your evidence?
Mr C.J. Barnett: Look at WA Inc in the 1980s. To say that you support the project but
the Liberal Party will use the election to do certain things is wrong. You should raise the
level of debate and show your constituents what are your concerns about what is a good
program for South Hedland. What you are saying is not my ideal. It is about putting into
effect something that has been in the community for a long time.
Mr GRAHAM: I will advise the Minister why I think these things will happen. I find
that in Port Hedland when the local council elections are held and the Liberal Party
endorses candidates government Ministers put out press releases announcing funding for
boat harbours and other things. I also find around council elections that people who are
previously unknown in the community are appointed to boards. Immediately after the
last election the person who ran against me and was rejected by the Hedland College for
a seat on the board was appointed to the Pundulmurra Aboriginal College board. I also
found that the local plumber was appointed to head that college because he is the head of
the Liberal Party in that town. I also found that four or five Liberals on the council voted
to maintain an absentee lawyer to keep the mayor in his position. Forgive me if I have a
degree of cynicism about the Liberal Party in the north west, but I accept that the
Minister for Resources Development may not be part of it. I certainly do not accept that
the Minister for Education has not had a part in it. It does give me grounds to be a tad
cynical.
I refer to the Minister's second reading speech. I admire his political skills at times. I
have made a number of speeches in this Parliament and in the north west and have
written to the Minister for Education, the Premier and many others about cuts to youth
funding in Port Hedland. I pointed out - the Minister and I had this debate across the
Chamber - that whatever the Government promised to do about training and skills
development in the north west was knocked back by the current Minister for Education
and Employment and Training. There is no policy applying to the north west aimed at
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improving the skills of young people in Port Hedland. I know there are three
independent colleges, but all their time and money is taken up doing what they are doing
now. There is no planning and in the past three and a half years development has been
mooted. No consideration has been given to determining what are the labour
requirements of industry, including the major industry when it is up and running.
Although the subcontracting industry is involved in the construction phase, the
Government has not lifted a finger. In his second reading speech the Minister said -

Training and improving skills for South Hedland's youth will be important when
specific projects are considered for funding ...

The South Hedland enhancement scheme money should not be used for that purpose. I
plead with the Minister not to do that. I also plead with the Minister, or whoever he
wants to do it, to get the South Hedland enhancement scheme, sit down with the
companies and work out the labour requirements, and then fund the institutions to train
the work force. It is that simple. Much of the work associated with the direct reduced
iron plant is semiskilled and unskilled, intensive labour. There is a huge opportunity for
the Government to use the resources of government now to sort out the problems in the
Pilbara, which are increasing. We have 11 per cent Aboriginal population in Port
Hedland with almost total unemployment. The Pilbara Development Commission said to
me this morning that inside 15 years the figure will be 16 per cent and the unemployment
rate will not change. It is in the Minister's hands. He has control of the purse strings.
He can change the situation. I plead with him to do it. I am happy to work with the
Minister and the Government to try to sort out the situation. This is about the third time I
have formally raised this matter with the Government.
I could spend considerable time talking about the proposed Boodarie resource processing
estate. I will not do that now. I will make another speech early next year when I will
spend time on that. It is good that the Government has put aside $5m for the
infrastructure. I do not know what that means. During our briefings we were told that it
could be roads. It could be anything. I have argued on many occasions that given gas,
Port Hedland has all the other requirements, including land. The Minister might like to
address this topic. I do not understand why it is so hard to get the Department of Land
Administration to release land in the Pilbara for industrial development.
Mr C.J. Barnett: It is native title, or much of it is.
Mr GRAHAM: It is not.
Mr C.J. Barnett: It has been at Boodarie.
Mr GRAHAM: I accept that regarding Boodarie. It is like extracting teeth trying to get
land released in South Hedland, Wedgefield and in the Pilbara generally.
Mr C.J. Barnett: I agree.
Mr GRAHAM: That has been the case for 15 years. The situation needs to be changed.
I want to spend some time debating local content. As usual, the agreement Act requires
the industry to maximise its local content. The Minister may care to explain in his
response whether the provisions regarding local content conform to the draft policy he
put out a while ago, and to the submission made by the Deputy Premier to the federal
select committee on industry, which was chaired by past Minister Griffiths. If these
provisions do not conform to the draft policy I would like to know why.
My concern is that "local" does not mean local; it means Western Australia and then
Australia. Nowhere in these agreement Acts is there anything about a requirement to use
local people. There are no packages, incentives or endeavours to encourage people to
locate businesses in the north west to look after the burgeoning industries in the Pilbara.
I note what the Chamber of Commerce and Industry has done. However, having sent
studies and reports to the Government, what did the Minister or the Premier do? It seems
that the general action on receiving that good work from the CCI in Port Hedland was to
write back saying, "Thank you" but to do nothing further. I thought that at least we could
expect the Government to take some action directly in reply to the CCI. For example, the
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study could have been forwarded to the group that was set up to monitor the local
content, asking it to give priority to those projects. No-one did that, and it is a great
disappointment to me and to the Chamber of Commerce.
A million issues could be raised as a result of this project, none of which I will raise now.
However, for successive years Governments have been governing for declining costs and
populations in the north west of the State. That can no longer happen. This development
alone means that in Port Hedland there will be no empty houses. Once the construction
phase has passed there will still be no empty houses. There will be a hump for the
construction period but the company accommodation that was to be demolished will not
be demolished. The Government is funding a person at the Port Hedland Town Council
at $ 10 000. 1 will have something to say about that later.
Mr C.J. Barnett: That is for a study. It is not a person. It is simply an assessment of the
numbers associated with the project.
Mr GRAHAM: I knew who had the job before the money was approved. I do not think
his previous performance indicated he was a screaming success.
The Government must have a mind-set to govern for growth. I will be talking about the
proposals for schools tomorrow night. People are tailking about closing schools. It is
nonsense. It is last year's thinking. This year's thinking is growth and development.
How many schools and police do we need? What will be the effect on the hospital, the
roads and the airport? That was the work that we were talking about when we spoke
about social and economic development being inextricably linked. The Government
cannot put development in place and sit back and wait for the government processes to
catch up. After the 1960s government development never caught up. I listened with
great interest to a speech tonight by the Minister for Housing about how he was
advocating development, and that when the houses were built all the developments were
intact. That needs to happen now in South Hedland. When the plant is operating all the
development facilities should be there.
This is a good project. It is more than welcomed by Port Hedland. In particular, BHP
Minerals is to be congratulated for taking a brave technological step. I have no
difficulties with congratulating the Minister, or the previous Deputy Premier Ian Taylor
for the role each has played in each step. The Minister and I will have this debate until
we get out of politics. I believe that the previous Government is to be congratulated for
going to the Pilbara and for getting the policy mix right to make it all happen in the first
place.
MR CJ. BARNErT (Cottesice - Minister for Resources Development) [ 10. 30 pm]: I
thank members opposite for their comments in support of this project. The BHP direct
reduced iron plant in Port Hedland is a major project by national standards of some
$1.5b. I think it will be the first of several iron ore processing projects in the Pilbara, and
it reflects the maturity of that industry that after 30 years of iron ore mining, we are
finally moving to the stage of adding value to that product. A tonne of iron ore is worth
about $US20, but a tonne of DRI is worth about $US 150, and that reflects the
transformation which is taking place in the economy. I guess we can all argue about who
can take the credit and whatever else.
Mr Ripper: BHP.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: Yes. It does deserve the credit; it has put up the money and taken
the project through to this stage. However, in reality, projects like this develop over time.
A lot of credit is due to BHP, but it would not have happened had the external market
conditions not been there - both the growth in Asia and the growth in electric arc furnace
technology, as the member for Belmont said. Equally, if the current Government can
take credit, the deregulation of the gas market was critical to the project. To halve the
price of gas for an energy intensive project fundamentally changes the economics of that
project.
The project has happened within a short time. Construction is due to commence
seriously in January 1996. Some preliminary site work is currently under way. The
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priority for the Government is to get a sealed access road into the Boodarie estate so that
people who are working on the project can have secure and safe access to and from the
site. The construction will take around two years, which is quite remarkable for a project
of this scale.
There is no doubt that during that period, as the member for Pilbara said, the impact on
the Town of Port Hedland of some 1 400 construction workers will be a dramatic. Some
figures at which I looked the other day estimate that there will be another 350 primary
school age children and 100 high school age children in the town during the construction
period. That will impact on local health services and the like, and we must be very
cogniatothtpesrontecmuiy The study that was commissioned for

$000- a small study - was at the request of the Town of Port Hedland in order to get
an early indication of what would be the likely impacts. There are a lot of lessons to be
learnt from previous major projects. Through the Department of Resources
Development, the Government is working with the project proponents to ensure that
there is not only local content in a Western Australian or Australian context but also
ample opportunities for local businesses in the area. I heard a statistic quoted the other
day - I hope it is accurate; it is a second-hand comment - that about 2 500 bags of crushed
ice will be needed every day during the construction phase. All sorts of opportunities in
catering, transport, security services and the like will be available for the local
community. It is important to recognise that this is not a one off project. It may be
followed by further expansion by BHP at some stage in Port Hedland and elsewhere in
the Pilbara. We are looking at a sustained period of development which will see a
fundamental lift in what is happening in the Pilbara.
Mr Graham: Do not take this as an attack, because it is not meant that way, but you
referred to the school teachers, nurses and health services that will be required. Will you
raise with your Cabinet colleagues the need to stop making cuts in services in the town?
There have been major cuts in health. There is talk about school closures. I am not
shooting the Minister, but the bureaucracy that is running those departments is two years
behind the development. It is still winding down when everyone else is winding up.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I agree, perhaps not with the specifics of what the member for
Pilbara said, but certainly that generally in the Pilbara, in both Port Hedland and
Karratha, there will need to be a substantial expansion of government services across the
spectrum. That will be difficult because the projects come in large lumps, they come
quickly, and they have very sharp peaks in activity. To manage that will be a challenge
for government, and it will require housing and all of the other social services that are
attached to it. That will put some strain upon the finances of the State.
One of the particularly attractive features of this DRI agreement is the commitment
between both the company and the State to cooperate in the provision of social
infr-astructure for the South Hedland enhancement scheme and in the development of the
Boodarie area. That is important. The BHP DRI plant will not be the only facility to go
into the Boodarie area. It is a legitimate economic role of government to contribute to
infrastructure that can service a number of parties, and to contribute to the local
community. I hope the member for Pilbara agrees that this project will not only have
economic benefits but also contribute tangibly to correcting what I agree were the
mistakes of the past. I do not in any sense underestimate the challenges that lie ahead in
Port Hedland as this project goes through. It is happening quickly. The numbers are
quite extraordinary with regard to the construction work force, the number of contractors,
the pressure on caravan parks, and the like, and that will not be easy to handle. The
Department of Resources Development and other agencies of government, and the
private sector, are trying to get a handle on it very quickly, and there is not much time. I
do not apologise for that. That is the reality, and it is recognised by past experience.
I thank members for their support of this project. Despite the fact that we may have a bit
of political banter about the project and about who kicked a goal, if anyone did kick a
goal, at the end of the day it is an incredibly important project for Western Australia and
the Pilbara, and also for the nation. It provides great opportunities for value adding and
the enhancement and development of the resource services sector in this State. I look
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forward, as I am sure do all members, to the successful construction and then
commissioning of this project.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Mr Strickland) in the Chair, Mr C.J. Barnett (Minister for
Resources Development) in charge of the Bill.
Clauses 1 to 4 put and passed.
Schedule 1.-
Mr RIPPER: I want to ask a few questions during Committee, because my time ran out
in the second reading debate. Clause 6(10) of the schedule relates to the ability of the
company or the State to terminate the agreement if either considers that the development
of the project should not proceed having regard to matters of laws related to native title.
The amendment to the Public Works Act, which I referred to in the second reading
debate, will give the State the power to resume land and transfer that land to a third party
rather than the old power which was simply to resume land for public purposes. That
amendment makes this clause in the agreement redundant.
This clause appears to be overly dramatic. It does not seem that there conceivably Will
be any need to terminate the agreement by reason of native title laws, because the State
has the power to resume land owned by anyone - including land owned by people under
native title - and transfer that land to a third party if the State will benefit. I do not think
there will be any argument that the State will not benefit out of a massive value adding
project like this involving investment of $1.5b. I do not think there will be any problem
for the State, if there is the suggestion that native title applies, in resumning the land and
passing it to BHP for the purpose of the project. Rather than being substantively
necessary, this clause is simply a way of makting a political point. I regard that as an
indication of immaturity.
Mr C.J. BARNETT': The agreement was entered into prior to the amendment to the
Public Works Act going through this Parliament. It would be an arrogant Government to
presume that the Public Works Act would automatically be agreed to by this Parliament,
and for this reason alone it would be necessary to have a clause in the Bill.
The clause is included, primarily at the insistence of BHP. Despite the amendment to the
Public Works Act there is still a high level of uncertainty about legal positions relating to
native title. Even when that public works amendment is proclaimed there will still be a
requirement for a provision relating to native title. There is always a danger of some
injunction being levelled at any project. We have an element of immaturity with the
native title legislation. It is cumbersome and difficult. If companies are contemplating
investing sums in the magnitude of $1.5b, it is not unreasonable that they want some
security. This clause reflects the timing and uncertainty about native title. It is not
intended to be dramatic.
As the DRI plant will be located in the Boodarie industrial estate the proper process will
be for the State Government to try to resume that land under the Public Works Act as it is
in a sense an element of infrastructure for this project and other projects. Even with the
amendment to the Public Works Act, that formally triggers the native title process, which
will take 15 months to go through to conclusion. This project is starting now. This
clause provides an escape route or some protection if native title happens to complicate
the issue. Having said that I do not believe that native title will be a problem for this
project as due care was taken to ensure it was a site free from heritage and sensitive
areas. Nevertheless, native title is complicated and that is why this provision exists.
Mr GRAHAM: The Minister's second reading speech refers to an arrangement whereby
BHP will provide an additional $70 000 per annumn for seven years directly to the town
council to assist with the upkeep and maintenance of facilities established through the
enhancement scheme. First, why is there no state government contribution? Secondly,
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how did the Minister arrive at the figure of $70 000? 1 admit to watching the process
with interest. It seemed to jump around the place depending on what time of the week it
was and who was talking to whom. Will the Minister explain why it is that the project
has a life of some 44 years, and for the period of that 44 years the local authority is
restricted from rating the land and properties associated with the project with anything
higher than unimproved value, yet the company's assistance of $70 000 expires after
seven years? One assumes that the facilities being established through the enhancement
scheme will be there for considerably longer than that and will require maintenance.
Will the money given to the council be unencumbered or will it come with strings and is
there some specific direction on how it may be spent? I am interested, given the general
interventionist nature of these agreement Acts, in whether there is any standard or level
of performance that the local authority is required to maintain in return for that $70 000 a
year, and particularly whether that money is earmarked for South Hedland or whether it
can be used at Port Hedland or wherever.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: The agreement between BHP, the State and the local authority for
the enhancement scheme is to upgrade the infrastructure of the township, parks, kerbing,
shade areas and whatever else. The point was made throughout the discussions by the
town council that it is okay for the company to build those facilities, but it must maintain
them. It was recognised that that was a fair comment and the figure of $70 000 over
seven years was finally agreed through negotiations to meet the costs of maintenance.
Essentially, they are local government facilities. It is intended, and accepted by the town
council, that it will take over the responsibility for them. That money helps it bear the
immediate cost of new parks, gardens and so on.
Coincidentally, that sum roughly matches the amount that the State is contributing
towards the administration of the South Hedland enhancement scheme. There is an
element of quid pro quo. BHP is contributing to the town's administration and
maintenance costs and the State is contributing to the administration of the South
Hedland scheme. The money is unencumbered. It is there for South Hedland and I am
confident that it will be used for that purpose. There is no detailed instruction as to how
it should be used. It is paid to the Town of Port Hedland for the extra costs incurred in
South Hedland.
Mr RIPPER: Given the limited opportunities to speak on the schedule, which comprises
the substance of the Bill, I want to raise several issues.
Clause 12 of the schedule refers to the water supply for the project. In the final analysis,the Minister for Resources Development can make a determination about the terms and
conditions in respect of which the Water Authority will supply water to the project. He
can require the Minister for Water Resources to instruct the Water Authority to
implement his determination. That seems to be an extraordinary power that the
legislation gives to the Minister.
How does that provision sit with the Government's new water legislation which sets up
the water utility as a corporatised identity which presumably will not be subject to
directions on pricing to individual customers in the normal course of events? Such a
direction runs counter to the idea of corporatisation. How does that power sit with the
new water services legislation which tries to provide for competitors to the water utility
and for price containment and service quality based on competition rather than on
ministerial direction? As I understand the new water legislation, a competitor could be
licensed to provide water services to the project if the corporatised water utility could not
provide a competitive price. Indeed, the project itself could receive a licence to supply
itself with water. That power sits uneasily with the Government's rationale for its own
restructure of the water services industry. As the Minister for Resources Development
piloted those water Bills through the House, he is probably the best person to deal with
that apparent contradiction.
Clause 14 of the schedule provides the project with an exemption from the provisions of
the Building and Construction Industry Training Levy Act 1990 and the Building and
Construction Industry Training Fund and Levy Collection Act 1990. 1 understand the
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mining industry's view about that levy scheme. The mining industry has argued that it
should not be covered by the scheme. However, people involved in the industry have
said that direct reduced iron plants are more like factories than mines. What is the
Minister's policy with regard to the training levy? Will it be general policy for an
exemption to the training levy to be granted to all large construction projects? Will the
exemption apply only to value added projects of this kind? If there was a large
construction project at Canning Vale to produce a manufacturing plant for a project,
would that plant be exempt from the training levy? Does the exemption apply only to
plants in remote areas or to plants associated with the mining industry in some way or
another? I would like the inister to explain the policy that is to apply in that area.
Clause 33 of the schedule refers to the stamp duty exemption. I understand that that may
be a fairly common clause in agreement Acts. However, I would like the Minister to tell
us whether it is a standard clause and to explain why it applies. I would like him also to
tell us what, if any, revenue the State will forgo as a result of the clause.
Mr C.J. BARNETT': The essential part of such projects is the need to give resource
security. In this case, that security applies to access to water. Clause 12 was drafted by
the Water Authority. There is no difficulty or conflict in that regard. The Minister for
Resources Development would exercise his powers under that clause only if a matter was
not resolved between BHP and the Water Authority if there was a dispute.
When major projects are under way, a great deal of security is required. The provision
has been worked out very carefully. It will not compromise the operations of the new
Water Authority. The difficulty is that there is only so much water to go around in the
Pilbara. We had to be careful not to make a commitment about more water than could
reasonably be supplied in the long term. The provision is a recognition, as much as
anything else, that water scarcity is an issue in the Pilbara. Water provision is fully under
the control of the Minister and the Water Authority.
The building and construction industry training levy was set up to service the home
building industry and the commercial sector. I understand it was never intended to apply
to the mining industry, or in this case, to the minerals processing industry. There has
been much criticism from the resources sector to the effect that the levy has been applied
across resource projects which has meant that there has been cross-subsidisation. That is
not an appropriate outcome.
As an extreme example, a project might import expensive products which are produced
offshore and as a result of that, a training levy would be required for the home building
industry. That is not fair or good economics. I do not believe that the building'and
construction industry training levy should apply to mining projects. Companies in that
sector generally have a very good and strong commitment to training. They are not
responsible for training in the home cottage building industry.
Mr Graham interjected.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: It has been argued that the provision should not apply to power
stations. There has been discussion in Cabinet about the correct role in that regard. It
should be properly defined and restricted for the purposes for which it was intended and
not for the home building and commercial building sectors.
The stamp duty clause is a standard clause in state agreement Acts. It simply reflects the
fact that, in a limited period of time, perhaps two or thre years, there may be some
reassignment or restructuring of the ownership. That often happens with corporate
groups when the requirements and obligations which apply to the principal company are
transferred. On completion, the project builders may prefer to transfer it into another
entity. That is not unusual in such negotiations.
The State does not insist that the principal company is the ownership company which
takes on the responsibilities and obligations. After the project has been built and the
commitment has been met, the company may transfer to a subsidiary. Therefore, it is not
reasonable to change the stamp duty on the transfer. It is a limited stamp duty provision.
Mr GRAHAM: I understand that arrangements are in place in the Department of
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Resources Development aimed at maximising the local content and local labour
component. I would appreciate it if the Minister would explain what those processes are
and how he intends to use them. The Minister knows that the Port Hedland Chamber of
Commerce has put together its inventory of goods and services; I mentioned that during
the second reading debate. The aim of that inventory is to ensure that major contractors
are able to see what talent and businesses are available in the Town of Port Hedland. Iknow that the chamber has a strong view that the project's value to the town will be
diminished unless the use of local labour is maximised.
I am aware of what the Minister is saying and I do not disagree with him about the
changing philosophy in companies. However, I need to be assured, as does the Chamber
of Commerce in Port Hedland, that in letting contracts the subcontractors and minor
contractors will be as bound by local content provisions as is BHP. I know that there areclauses in the Bill providing that the company is so bound. What I am seeking from theMinister is an understanding of how he sees the Department of Resources Development,
the development commission or whoever policing those provisions, or if he sees thembeing policed. I am interested in hearing whether the Minister sees those provisions
being left on a reporting basis - where it is left up to BHP and its contractors and theysimply report back to the Minister at a later date - or whether he sees it operating in the
same manner as the North West Shelf local content committee, where people came fromall around Australia and pulled the contracts to pieces to establish which parts of major
work could be done in which parts of the country.
I am also interested in the local content. I raised this issue in my second reading
contribution but the Minister did not address it. What is the Government prepared to doif, for example, businesses located in Perth currently see their future being linked to thePilbara? I can see a number of businesses where that might be likely. Does the
Government have any policy or package that would recompense those people for theirrelocation expenses? I ask that on the basis that the Minister has active, open and stated
policies whereby people who wish to move to the west from Asia or other places in the
world, or to move to Perth from other places inside Australia can avail themselves ofpackages that the Minister actively touts in publications and magazines around the State,around the nation and in the region. He is trying to encourage corporate citizens to movetheir headquarters to Perth. I have a view about how successful that has been;
nonetheless it is something the Minister does. I am interested in whether the Minister hasa policy or programs, or whether any of that will be put into operation to try to ensurethat small business development in the region matches the major resource driven
development.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: The question of the use of local labour and letting of contracts in
the local region is important. It is addressed in the agreement Act and will be more
practically addressed in the construction and ongoing operation of the project. Within the
Department of Resources Development there is a local content unit. There will be arequirement for projects to report on a monthly basis. Obligations cannot simply be got
rid of by letting out subcontracts. The fact that United Constructions, which is a Western
Australian firm, picked up the first major contract of $50m is a good sign.
Mr Graham: It is a good sign if it uses local labour.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: The member is living in the olden days. The other issue is that theIndustrial Supplies Office's operating through the Chamber of Commerce has been
effective. It has proved successful at the Collie power station project to this point and itis playing an active role in this project. I am sure that the member for Pilbara knows that
the level of local content in the Port Nelson project has been extremely high. BHIP has
cooperated extensively with the Government and with local industry on this project. I amsure that issues will arise in the course of the project, but there is an acceptance by theGovernment and by the proponent that local content will be maximised.
One of the most important things is what happens after the construction has beencompleted. The most important major ongoing contract is the maintenance contract,which will employ 200 people in addition to the 220 working on the DRI plant. BHP and
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the Government are working to try to ensure that those maintenance contracts are let
locally. In terms of the long term economic strength of Port Hedland, that is most
important. The problem has been recognised and every effort will be made to ensure that
there is not only Western Australian and Australian content but also Pilbara content in the
project.
Mr GRAHAM: I understand that. I am not living in the olden days. However, I want to
pursue the part of my question that the Minister has ignored twice, in his second reading
response and in response to my subsequent questions. I refer to my question about
whether the Government has any policies, practices, procedures or packages aimed at
businesses which wish to locate to the Pilbara and which will obviously incur a cost in
moving from Perth to the north west if that is where they see their business future. There
is a number of such companies. For example, people in the scaffolding industry will get
a lot more work in the north west than they ever will in the city. That also applies to
people in the piping and electrical contracting industries. All of those industries are
currently in short supply in the north west. Dare I say it, and I might be struck by
lightning, even people in the labour hiring business are starting to move to the north west.
Those people may want to move because, as the Minister has pointed out, development
will grow in the north for many years.
My question is quite simple, but the Minister has dodged it twice. He can answer it quite
simply by saying that, yes, there is a policy and then tell me what it is, or simply by
saying that there is no such policy and I will go away and do something else.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: The Minister for Regional Development might be better equipped
to answer that question. With respect to this DRI agreement, there is no specific package
or incentive to relocate from Perth to the Pilbara. The Pilbara Development Commission
obviously is trying to do what it can to build up local services and small business in the
area. The most important issue is not so much assistance in relocation but in removing
any impediments to doing so. We must recognise that we are one State and that we could
get into serious trouble if we started subsidising companies to move from one part of the
State to another.
That is not a policy I would endorse. However, I would certainly endorse activities that
would bring down the cost of establishing in the Pilbara. That gets back to issues such as
infrastructure. One obvious area will be commercial land and industrial sites to which
small business can locate as industry grows. It is a role of the Government to try to
develop that. Thbe Deputy Premier and the development commissions are recognising the
need to build up commercial land, release housing land and so on in that and other areas
of the State. That is the appropriate role of government, not to subsidise intrastate
relocation.
Mr RIPPER: Is the Government or the department preparing a policy document on
maximising local content flowing from resources development projects? If so, when is it
likely to be released to the public or the Parliament?
My next question relates to clause 8(4) which is somewhat mystifying to a lay person. It
relates to modifications to the Land Act. Will the Minister explain the significance of
this clause and why it is in the agreement?
Mr C.J. BARNETIT: I can only assume that is a Monty Python question! With regard to
the policy on local content, the Government is in the process of establishing a new local
content policy that will be considered by Cabinet in due course. If agreed, I hope it will
be released early in the new year. It envisages a dual role between me, as Minister for
Resources Development, and the Deputy Premier as Minister for Commerce and Trade.
It has yet to be discussed in detail.
With respect to the amendments relating to land, I can offer only to provide some written
information.
Mr Ripper: You must have committee notes.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I am not competent at this hour to interpret extremely difficult
provisions relating to land, but I will undertake to give a written interpretation of the
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clause. Although I am not making a point about native title as such, there is no doubt thatthe whole question of assigning land and issuing titles has been extremely complicatedfor this project and for a number of others. I hope it will become easier to cope with in
the years to come.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The question of local content has been raised in this debate, and I referthe inister to the concerns of people in the Bunbury community about localemployment and local content in some of the projects currently operating in that area.We are fairly disappointed with the outcome and I encourage the Minister to try to do
better with the projects yet to come.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I am surprised the member for Mitchell makes that comment. Weall want local content to be maximised. Surprisingly, the total value of projects in theBunbury and south west region is much greater than the value of those in the Pilbara atthis stage. The requirement for 2 500 construction workers in that region by mid-1997 isvery significant. The feedback I have had from industry groups, through the South WestDevelopment Commission which has been actively involved, and chambers of commerceand the like, is that the work done to maximise local content in the south west has beensuccessful.
No doubt the member has seen the document produced showing the capabilities of southwest firms. Many of the early contracts on the Collie power station project have been letlocally. Some contracts let to Perth firms have also been sublet to contractors in thesouth west. The figure will inevitably fall as construction continues, because of asubstantial imported component in major technical items in the power station project, butthe State Government is conscious that state content implies regional local content aswell. Indeed, I hope the revised local content policy recognises the importance of
regional business.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I do not want to knock any of the projects by identifying those who areconcerned about this matter, but I will be more than happy to speak privately to theMinister and indicate that, despite the rhetoric and the work done by everybody, overall Iam disappointed about the actual local labour content of many of the jobs being
undertaken at present.
Schedule put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr C.J. Barnett (Minister for Resources
Development), and transmitted to the Council.

IRON ORE BENEFICIATION (BHP) AGREEMENT BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 26 October.
MR RIPPER (Belmont) [11. 17 pm]: This Bill deals with the same project as thatdiscussed extensively in the previous debate. I was surprised that there was not a cognatedebate, because there is no point in a separate debate on an aspect of the project whichhas just been debated at some length. The Opposition is as pleased to support this Bill asit was to support the last one. It is a great project for the Pilbara, and BHP is to becongratulated for taking the risk and investing a sizeable sum in an industry which addsimmeasurably to the prospects of Western Australia's resources development.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time, proceeded through remaining stages and transmitted to theCouncil.
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LOAN DILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 21 September.
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [11. 19 pm]: A very
interesting question one might ask about Governments would be what makes a
Government a bad Government. I will illustrate my proposition that we currently have a
bad Government in Western Australia by referring to three features of its operation: The
first is a Government that is so contained and confinied by its self-interest that it is unable
to confront the major issues that need addressing in the community. I will illustrate that
argument by referring to electoral reform. The second feature of a bad Government is
one that deliberately misleads people about its intentions and objectives. I will illustrate
that proposition by referring to the privatisation of the Mandurah District Hospital where
the people have been systematically misled about the Government's intentions. A third
feature of a bad Government is one that deliberately conceals from the people, under the
heading of commercial confidentiality, the relationships it has with the private sector. I
will illustrate that by referring to the question of orderly services at Sir Charles Gairdner
Hospital. In Western Australia we have a Government which has the complete support
of the majority of both Houses of Parliament. There is no constraint on the actions of this
Government from within Parliament. It has corralled its numbers in the Legislative
Assembly and in the Legislative Council. It has been able to do that by the compliant
nature of the National Party. If there were to be a real check on the executive arm of
Government in Western Australia the only way we could have it independent of the
normal processes of public opinion, opposition activity and media inquisition would be if
the National Party acted independently in this Parliament. That does not happen because
the National Party has been much more concerned about its own position and privileges
than it has with the public interest Interestingly though, the one exception to that rule is
the vigour with which the National Party has pursued its own interests within the
coalition by stifling any move towards electoral reform..
The political climate in Western Australia today is significantly different from what it
was even only 12 months ago. The push for electoral reform has gained more
momentum in the past 12 months than in the two previous years. There are a number of
reasons for that: The first is the impetus given to the electoral reform process by the
decision of the Australian Labor Party to challenge the constitutionality of the Western
Australian electoral system. That created much interest and gave some weight to the
argument. We will wait to hear from the High Court early next year about its conclusion
on that case. The second reason that more interest has been given to electoral reform is
that the Commission on Government, following from the Royal Commission into
Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters, has made it clear that if we are
to have genuine political reform in Western Australia we must reform our electoral
system in a fundamental way. The Commission on Government has given enormous
impetus to the reform process. That has been supported by the vast majority of sensible
and informed opinion in this State as indicated by The West Australian newspaper and
major academic commentators on political reform. However, the most interesting change
in the past 12 months has been some murmiurings from within the Liberal Party. There
are numerous reasons why sections of the Liberal Party may now be taking up electoral
reform. I suspect one is partly a question of principle, but probably more importantly a
pragmatic consideration on the part of the Liberal Party that its National Party colleagues
in the coalition enjoy political power and influence disproportionate to their support in
the community. One might put it this way: The National Party gets approximately 4 per
cent or 5 per cent of the vote in the community, about 10 per cent or 11 per cent of the
numbers in the Parliament, about 25 per cent of the numbers in the Cabinet and about
51 per cent of the influence in the Cabinet. Some Liberals chafe at that
disproportionality. They are becoming sick and tired of the fact that they are being
denied opportunities for promotion to carry out their philosophy because of the
stubbornness of the National Party concerning this fundamental question of electoral
reform.
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We see change for those three reasons - Labor's case in the High Court, the impetusgiven by the Commission on Government and for the second time in our history someLiberals are willing to advocate electoral reform. The first time was when T.A.L.Davies, the then member for West Perth and deputy leader of the Liberal Party, took upthe cause of electoral reform within the Liberal Party. However, his life wasunfortunately cut short while playing cards in a central Perth hotel. He did not have theopportunity to run with the cause of electoral reform. He was a genuine reformer withinthe Liberal Party who could very well have become leader and engineered electoral
reform.
What has happened? In the current political situation we see the weakness of the Liberalreformers within the coalition. When the crunch came there was some activity on thepart of the Liberal reformers led by the member for Scarborough. On the other side wasthe negative activity of the National Party. What was needed was the leadership of theLiberal Party to make a decisive intervention into that situation and break the deadlock.Essentially, great weakness was shown by the Premier and leading figures of the LiberalParty. Basically they shied away from reform. In most respects we have a NationalParty which is compliant within the coalition. However, when it comes to its basic self-interest, the number of seats its members will get in this Parliament and the politicalprivileges that flow from that, the National Party will maintain a very steady course.That course is defined by its total opposition to fundamental electoral reform; that is,electoral reform based on the proposition that we should share political power in thisState equally among all citizens rather than say that one group of citizens is more
important than another.
Tonight I had with me in this Parliament the members of the Bentley branch of the LaborParty, most of whom live in Brownlie Towers which will be well known to members ofParliament as a high rise Homeswest facility in the Bentley area. Brownlie Towersworks effectively as a form of housing, particularly for senior citizens of WesternAustralia, many of whom have very low incomes. Many of them have come from otherparts of the world to join us here in Australia and to enjoy our freedoms. They havemany complicated needs. They have very low incomes and an enormous range ofconcerns that I must take up as their local member of Parliament.
It is impossible for any member of this Parliament to say that the political interests of theBrownlie Towers citizens have less importance than those of the constituents representedin this Parliament by the member for Merredin. That is what this issue is all about: Thearrogance of the National Party and the Liberal conservatives in respect of politicalpower. They believe the people they represent are more important than the low incomecitizens I represent who live in Brownlie Towers. There is no rational justification forthat distinction. The only reason malapportionment is defended in this Parliament is thatthe National Party and the conservatives within the Liberal Party want to preserve themodicum of political power they have from it and the privileges that attach to it. There isno other reason based on principle or on a decent conception of political philosophy; it issimply about privilege and power. It has nothing whatsoever to do with principle. It isvery disappointing that tonight we are debating the Loan Bill when we could be debatingthe fundamental reform of our political system; that is, electoral reform.g
It has been clear to me for a long time that the only way in which we will get electoral'reform is either due to the High Court of Australia making a decision that the WesternAustralian system is unconstitutional - that is, under the Federal or State Constitution thecurrent malapportionment is not justified by the laws of the land - or if some Liberalsface up to their responsibilities and join the Labor Party and bring about some reform.
Let us look at the Labor Party on this subject. We were approached by elements of theLiberal Party who support and want reform, for whatever reason, who have indicated adesire for reform in this Chamber and who are led by the member for Scarborough. Hesaid that he wanted the one-vote-one-value system with a plus or minus 10 per cent factorin the Legislative Assembly, which is basically the system that exists in most States, andalso a fairness clause. The Labor Party does not like the fairness clause. We do notbelieve it is a sensible imperative to give to the electoral commissioners. Nevertheless, in
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the interests of getting some reform going in this Parliament, we were willing to
compromise on that question and support the member for Scarborough and those in his
party who may have been backing him; but no, it did not happen. I do not know the
reasons for that but I can say that the Premier must take some responsibility for that
failure. He was quite happy to go along with the National Party on this issue to preserve
what he saw as the unity of the coalition, despite what the Commission on Government
said, what the royal commissioners said, and what an increasing number of members in
his own party are saying.
I refer again to the role of the National Party in this issue. There can be no description of
the current obstruction to this issue of reform other than that it is corrupt. The definition
of corruption is this: Individual people or groups of people placing their self-interest
above the public interest. There is no better definition of that than what the National
Party is doing in respect of electoral reform. The pressure is now on and it will be very
interesting to see what will happen if the High Court rules early next year that our system
is unconstitutional. We have seen the National Party squealing within the coalition in the
same way as pigs squeal when they are taken into the abattoir. How much will those in
the National Prt squeal when the High Court of Australia says, "You are not only going
into the abattoir but you are also going to have your head cut off'? We will listen for the
squealing that will come on that occasion.
As I said, it is disappointing that we are not arguing for fundamental electoral reform as
we should be in the last days of this sitting of the Parliament. The citizens of Western
Australia want fairness in their political system. They want to know that their vote is as
good as anyone else's. That can be guaranteed only through the one-vote-one-value
system. The citizens also want a good political system in which they can choose to vote
for the Government in the lower House and vote to check the Government in the upper
House. The real failure of the Liberal reformers led by the member for Scarborough is
that they have not yet confronted the issue of reform of the upper House. Our political
system will not be placed on proper foundations until that issue is dealt with.

Once again the Labor Party is saying that it will still support the Liberals if they are
willing to support principle. We want them to come across and join with us and we will
bring about the fundamental reform of our State's electoral system. They have nothing to
lose as members of a political party, but they have a lot to gain in terms of their
reputation as members of Parliament. We will be very keen to hear from any members of
the Liberal Party who are willing to join with us and bring about substantial reform.

That is the first example of a bad Government, one that is so contained and confined by
its self-interest that it cannot take a broader view. As soon as that happens, government
processes start to freeze up. We have in the Western Australian political system a form
of political constipation, forced upon the internal mechanisms of politics by the obstinacy
and self-interest of the National Party and the conservatives within the Liberal Party.

The second example of a bad Government is when the Government systematically
misleads the people about its intentions and objectives. I will illustrate that argument by
going south to the growing city of Mandurah. The people of Mandurah have been
systematically misled about health services planned for that city. Those on both sides of
this Parliament agree that the health services for Mandurah need to be expanded.
Mr Kierath: What did you do about it when you were in government?

Dr GALLOP: We built the Mandurah hospital and we committed ourselves to expanding
that facility after the 1993 election. The difference is that we would build a public
hospital that integrates acute hospital services, mental health services, community health
services and a range of other services that a local hospital and health system can provide,
as is the case with the Swan Districts health service which was mentioned earlier today in
this Parliament. Our proposal is an integrated, publicly owned and operated health
service with the obvious emphasis being on the hospital. By comparison, the
Government wants to privatise the system to bring about private ownership, private
management and the private operation of health services. There are clear philosophical
and policy differences between us.
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The Opposition went to Mandurah in May and April of this year and said to the peoplethere, "Beware of this Government, because we saw what it got up to in Bunbury. It willprivatise your hospital, and that is its intention. Remember the experience of Bunbury.'Our evidence for that claim was the expressions of interest sought by the Peel HealthService for the private sector to be involved in the health system of Mandurab. Theunions, the community and the State Opposition said that this raised the spectre of ourhospitals being owned and operated by the private sector and that privatisation was on theagenda.
What were the people of Mandurab told? Let us look at what their local member ofParliament the member for Mandurah said. According to a local newspaper he told thepeople of Mandurah that it was inconceivable that the whole hospital would beprivatised, and that having private and public operators adjacent to each other meant theycould share hospital facilities. That is what the member for Mandurah told his electorswhen confronted with this issue of privatisation. He supported what we call collocation;indeed, that is what the member for Mandurah said under the headline "Nicholls supportscollocation". He said there would not be privatisation but collocation. What did theMinister for Health say? He said, "It is a lie to suggest that there would be a completelyprivate system in Peel." He said, "It is a lie to say that the health services were being soldOff." Not only the Minister for Health said that. In a grievance I raised in respect of thissubject on 17 May the acting Minister for Health, the member for Greenough, also deniedthat privatisation was on the agenda. This is what he said -

It is about providing a service. The Government is not selling anything. It hasnot been built yet. A provider provides. When something is sold, we must havesomething that people bid or tender for, and of which they can take ownership.
Then I interjected, "That is what you are doing." The member for Greenough said -

No, it is not. They will tender to provide a service. They will not get an asset thatis put in their name.
It was a pretty clear statement given to the people of Mandurah by the member forMandurah who said that there would be collocation.
Mr D.L. Smith: He is a Minister.
Dr GALLOP: Then the Minister for Health said that there would be no privatisation.Then another Minister, the member for Greenough, said that the Government would notsell the health service in that area. There we have a very clear impression given to thepeople in Mandurah that privatisation was not on the agenda but collocation was. Ofcourse one thing this Government does not like is being pressed. One thing thisOpposition will do is to insist on clarification. We pressed the Government on this issueand the local media took up the question. After delivering his press release saying that itwas all a lie, the Minister went into the bunkers, but he sent out a spokesman who let thecat out of the bag. When asked to clarify the statement by the Minister, the spokesmansaid that it was undecided whether private enterprise or the Government would build,own and run the hospital; in other words, it was true that privatisation was on the agenda.The trade union movement, the State Opposition and community activists in Mandurahwere not telling lies, and privatisation was on the agenda. The Government wasconcealing from people its real intentions. Of course the Government's intentionsbecame public when the summary of requests for proposals from the private sector wasreleased. That showed that the Government was seeking submissions from the privatesector to design, construct and commission and to own, operate and manage tlhe Peelhealth campus. This is clearly pivatisation by any reasonable definition of the term.

Why did this Government mislead the people in the Peel area about its intentions? Whydid it not want to be up-front with the people and say, "Yes, privatisation is on ouragenda"? The reason the Government misled the people is this: The people of Mandurahand the people of Peel had already spoken on the subject. They had clearly gone againstprivatisation and that had been expressed to the Government in the ministerialcommunity reference group report of July 1994 to the Minister for Health. The previous
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Minister for Health had commissioned a survey of opinion in the area to find out what
people wanted. Do members know what they told the Government in their report? It
was that an enhanced role for the private sector should be supported; however, the total
privatisation of health services in Peel would not be acceptable in the light of the
experience of Bunbury. Therefore, their recommendation No 6 was that a private
hospital development in Mandurah be supported; however, collocation rather than
privatisation of current public hospital services was the preferred option. The people of
Mandurah made it clear to the Minister through the community reference group that they
wanted collocation, and a new public hospital and a private hospital on the same site
sharing the same services. The Opposition has made it clear that it was willing to talk
about collocation in Bunbury, Wanneroo and in Peel; in fact, we supported collocation in
Bunbury when we were in government and we would be willing to support it in those
regional centres. That is what the people there wanted.

Of course, all along the Government wanted privatisation on the model of Port
Macquarie. That was the model the Government had pushed in Bunbury and, as has now
been revealed, is its preferred model for the planned Joondalup development. That is
very clearly where the people have been misled. The Government has not got away with
it because of the vigilance of the Opposition, the trade union movement and the
community in Mandurah. We now have a very active local community based campaign
in Mandurah opposed to the privatisation of their hospital facilities. What we saw in
Joondalup is most likely what we will see in Peel; that is, a privately built, privately
owned and privately operated hospital which leases out some of its beds to the public
sector. That is not collocation; that is privatisation. Do members know wherein lies the
real problem with that model? Unknowingly, the member for Swan Hills illustrated it
only too well in her question to the Minister for Health today. It is this: By setting out
on the path of privatisation the Government will have to contract with a private owner
and operator to deliver hospital services in that area. What about mental health and
community health services? What about child and adolescent mental health services?
What about the tricky areas of health, and what about public health services? What about
health promotion and public health education? Will they be in the contract with Mayne
Nickless in the Joondalup area, member for Wanneroo? I will bet that they will not be,
and I will bet that they will not be in the contract with the private operator who goes into
Peel. Do members know why I believe that? Private operators cannot work with those
areas of health. The first lesson of health policy, illustrated only too well by the member
for Swan Hills in Parliament today, is integrated health services; that is, a regional area
with a hospital, a community health centre, a public health service, an aged care service,
and a general practitioner service all working together to promote the health gain of the
people in their community. That is how to run a good health system. That is what we
have in Swan, and that is what we will fight for. We will fight for the member for Swan
Hills' health service; however, when the Minister for Health says that he wants Mayne
Nickless to run the Swan District Hospital, where will the member line up?

That is the fundamental lesson of good health policy. This Government, because of its
ideological commitment to privatisation, is breaking up that integration. There wI be a
contract for the provision of hospital services, and the aim of that hospital will be to get
as many people through that hospital as possible to make money. The aim of the
community health and public health services in the Wanneroo area will be to stop people
getting into hospital. It would be much better for those two parties in Wanneroo or Peel
to work together, rather than work against each other's interests, which is exactly what
will occur as a result of privatisation.
Mr Cowan: There are not too many people taking notice of you, I know, but few people
are interjecting, so you don't have to shout.
Dr GALLOP: The Leader of the National Party is a bit irritated. Good old Dick and
Peter - the Leader and Deputy Leader of the National Party. They sold out to the
Liberals. Old and Jones had something more than those members opposite - they
admitted their real aims and intentions in politics. They were honest about it; that is the
difference between them and the two opposite.
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Mir Cowan: That type of approach you have just demonstrated is something that youshould have left behind in the school- yard.
Dr GALLOP: Is it agitating the member?
Mr Cowan: No, it isn't.
Dr GALLOP: If it is not agitating the member, why is he interjecting?
Mr Cowan: I am only telling you for your own good. It does not become you.
Dr GALLOP: There are occasions in politics, Leader of the National Party and DeputyLeader of the National Party, when it is incumbent upon us on this side of the House tostick a little burr in the socks of members opposite when they wake up in the morning.That is what I am doing, quite deliberately and intentionally. The Leader of the NationalParty cannot understand my position and the Labor Party's position. We thinkpassionately that our electoral system must be reformed because we think that our Stateneeds desperately to bring about change. Members opposite are the obstacle to thatchange. I will do everything within the rules of our political system to upset theGovernment's campaign. If that means that from time to time I upset the Leader of theNational Party, that is what I will do.
Mr Cowan: I can guarantee that you won't.
Dr GALLOP: I think I have already tonight. If the Opposition is a double-gee to theNational Party, it is happy to be one. The privatisation issue will become a majorquestion in our political system.
Mr Cunningham: What does the member for Wanneroo think about this? We must hearfrom him.
Dr GALLOP: He actively supports it in the Wanneroo area.
I will move to the third example of bad government in this State. An important process isoccurring in our hospital system; that is, the contracting out of many of the serviceswithin our hospitals. This is similar to, but different from, the contracting out of themanagement of the hospitals. I refer to the contracting out of orderly services, hotelservices, cleaning and gardening, and maintenance services. In Sir Charles GairdnerHospital the orderly services have been contracted out, and the number of orderlies whowill work in that hospital will be radically reduced to 55. I will not go through theargument again tonight on the appropriateness of that number of orderlies in that hospital.The comparison that was drawn between St John of God Hospital in Subiaco and SirCharles Gairdner Hospital illustrated only too well that 55 orderlies were insufficient torun a hospital of that size and complexity. However, the issue I raise tonight is theaccountability of that process.

A contract exists between P & 0 Health Services and Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital todeliver those orderly services. That is taxpayers' money; the money of the people we allrepresent in this State. I believe we have a right to know what we are getting for thatmoney. What are the terms and conditions under which those orderly services have beencontracted out?
Mr Kierath: Are you aware who contracted out the cleaning of Sir Charles Gairdner?
Dr GALLOP: I am not particularly interested.
Mr Kierath: It was the State Labor Government that was in power.
Dr GALLOP: I am not interested.
Mr Kierath: It was all right when you did it, but it is not all right when we do it.
Dr GALLOP: I am very interested in the policy positions I and the party in which I am aparticipant present to the people at the next election - and I am interested in theGovernment's policies. Those orderly services will be delivered under terms andconditions that have not been indicated to the people or to the Parliament. I put in arequest for details of that contract. I sent that request first to the Minister and he sent it toSir Charles Gairdner Hospital. The hospital has sent back to me a letter indicating that
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none of that contract will be made available to the Opposition under sections 4(2),
6(1)(2), 8(2), 10(1), 10(4), 11C and 11D of the Freedom of Information Act. Not one
aspect of that contract will be made available to this Opposition and, therefore, to the
people of Western Australia.
Of course, those sections relate to commercial confidentiality, the good running of the
hospital and matters such as that. It is not known how the taxpayers' money will be
spent. I think that Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital in this case has deliberately said no to
my request because it wants to delay this for as long as it can. I have gone straight to the
Information Commissioner and asked her to move in and rule on this situation,
independently of an internal review. I ask the Minister for Health what he thinks of the
propriety of Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital sending back the letter it sent to me about that
contract and saying that every aspect of that contract would be denied to me. I would not
be given even the title of the contract or the broad framework of the contract. That
hospital is not carrying out its duties properly under the Freedom of Information Act.

In this State there ought now to be bias not in the direction of secrecy but in the direction
of openness. It is incumbent upon that hospital in the first instance, even if it feels
constrained by some aspects of commercial confidentiality, to reveal as much as it can
through the freedom of information process. The hospital decided to give me nothing. I
will go straight to the Information Commissioner on this matter. I should certainly like
the Minister for Health to take up the matter with the hospital. If that hospital is to treat
members of Parliament like that when they make reasonable requests for information,
what will happen when we have the full privatisation of our system? What will happen
when members of Parliament want information about what is going on? I will go straight
to the Information Commissioner to try to get her to rule on the important matter of
commercial confidentiality so that, as a member of Parliament, I can know what is going
on in respect of orderly services in one of our public hospitals. I can then analyse the
contract and work out whether it is in the interest of people in this State. I also ask the

inister to talk to the hospital about its practices. That hospital has been under great
pressure lately, but that is the world we live in - the world of accountability. It is the
Opposition's role to ask hard questions and to press the hospital, which must be open to
Parliament and to members of Parliament. The hospital's blanket no to my request is not
in the spirit of the freedom of information legislation.

The Government is caught, confined and constrained by its own self-interest. It simply
will not confront the inevitability and desirability of fundamental electoral reform. The
Government is cynical and misleading in its dealings with the public, as we have seen
only too clearly in the way it has tried to deceive the people of Mandurah about its
intentions in respect of health services in that area. The Government is increasingly
entering into arrangements with the private sector for the delivery of services with
taxpayers' money and then putting a barrier between that activity, the public and
Parliament. That barrier, of course, is defined by commercial confidentiality. That bad
government is starting to haunt the coalition. The opinion polls are turning; the public is
restless. The public does not want arrogance in government; it wants accountability,
openness and a Government that is willing to support our public health system rather than
undermine, denigrate or privatise it and then conceal it from public scrutiny.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Bloffwitch.
House adjousrned at 12.03 amn (Thursday)
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CODE SCHOOL NAME ADDRESS POST PHONE RELIGIOUS EDUCATION LOW HIGH
CODE AFFILIATION DISTRICT YEAR YEAR

WDEPENDE9T PRE4MMOLS

1577 1BANKSIA MONTESSORi SCHOOL
1580 BLUE GUM MONTESSORI CHILDREN CTR
t593 SOLD PARK KINDERGARTEN
1503 COLLEGE PARK KINDERGARTEN
1586 CONION ROAD KINDERGARTEN
1592 COOLASARCO, NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE
1361 CYGNET MONTESSORI SCHOOL
1585 GUMNUT MONTESSORI SCHOOL
1509 HENSMAN STREET PRE-SCHOOL
1575 KINDY-CARE
1517 MUNDARING MONTESSORI SCHOOL
1566 MURRAY DISTRICTS KINDERGARTEN
1574 RIVERTON-WILLETTON KINDERGARTEN
1531 SCHOENSTATT PRE-SCHOOL CENTRE
1538 SCHOENSTArr PRE-SCHOOL CENTRE
1536 SMALL TALK KINDERGARTEN
IS"9 ST MARGARETS INDEPENDENT KIND
1579 TEMPLE DAVID KINDERGARTEN
1594 WEST COAST STEINER SCHOOL

53 WRDSWORTH AVENUE
4 HOMESTEAD AVENUE
KAUINDA DRIVE
PRINCESS ROAD
CNR CONON ROAD & CANNING HIGHWAY
PARKSIDE DRIVE
Cl- TUART HILL PS (CAPE STREET)
75 GRAYLANDS ROAD
HENSMAN STREET
135 KINGSLEY DRIVE
10 TEE AVENUE
FORREST STREET
40 WAVEL AVE
55 TUDOR AVENUE
9 TALUS DRIVE
41 TASMAN STREET
58 TYRELL STREET
34 CLIFTON CRESCENT
76 HERBERT STREET

YOI(INE
BIBRA LAK
CITY BEAC
NEDLANDl
APPLECRC
THORNLIE
WUART HIL
CLAREMO
SOUTH PE
KINGSLEY
MUNDARIN
PINJARRA
RIVERTON
RIVERTON
ARMADALE
GLENDALC
NEDLANDS
MOUNTLA
SHENTON

6060 (09) 275 5997 NONE BAYSWATER PPR PPR~E 6163 (09) 4174060 NONE COCKBURN PPR PPR~H 6015 (09) 383 7169 NONE SWANBOURNE PPR PPR
6009 NONE SWANBOURNE PPR PPR

)SS 6153 (09) 364 2220 NONE MELVILLE PPR PPR
6108 (09) 4593868 NONE THORNUE PPR PPRL 6060 (09)3873839 NONE SCARBOROUGH PPR PPR

NT 6010 (09) 3849235 NONE SWANBOURNE PPR PPRRTH 6151 (09)3672671 NONE PERTH SOUTH PPR PPR
6026 (09) 4091527 NONE WHITFORDS PPR PPRIG 6073 (09)2951368 NONE NORTHAM PPR PPR
6208 (09)5311187 NONE PEEL PPR PPR
6148 (09) 4575213 NONE WILLETTON PPR PPR
6148 (09) 4572966 ROMAN CATHOLIC WILLETTON PPR PPR
6112 (09) 3992349 ROMAN CATHOLIC ARMADALE PPR PPRIUGH 6016 (09)444 5592 NONE SWANBOURNE PPR PPR
6009 (09) 3868402 NONE SWANBOURNE PPR PPRVVLEY 6050 (09) 2724930 JUDAEISM B3AYSWATER PPR PPR

PARK 6008 (09) 3881540 NONE SWANBOURNE PPR PPR

bU

'0

0
C,

-a
'0
0~
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
SELECT COMMITTE ON ROAD SAFETY - FOURTH REPORT

RECOMMENDATIONS
2350. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police:

(1) With reference to the fourth report of the Select Committee on Road Safety,
what action has the Minister taken in relation to each of the following
recommendations-
(a) recommendation No 5;
(b) recommendation No 6;

(c recommendation No 7;
(d) recommendation No 8;
(e) recommendation No 9:
(f) recommendation No 10;

(g) recommendation No 11;
(h) recommendation No 12;

(i) recommendation No 13;
(j) recommendation No 14;
(k) recommendation No 15;

(1) recommendation No 16;
(in) recommendation No 17;
(n) recommendation No 18;
(o) recommendation No 19;
Wp recommendation No 20;
(q) recommendation No 2 1;
(r) recommendation No 22;
(s) recommendation No 23;

Wt recommendation No 24;

(u recommendation No 25;
(v) recommendation No 26;
(w) recommendation No 27;
(x recommendation No 28;

Wy recommendation No 29;
Wz recommendation No 30;
(aa) recommendation No 31;
(bb) recommendation No 32;
(cc) recommendation No 33;
(dd) recommendation No 34;

(ee) recommendation No 35:
(ff) recommendation No 36;
(gg) recommendation No 37?

(2) For each of the recommendations listed above, if no action has been taken,
why not?
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MT WIESE replied:
(1)-(2) (a) Recommendation 5 is a matter that is receiving consideration inline with national road traffic standards particularly whereexchange of demerit points and other issues by necessity must beconsistent with the application of penalties.

(b) This is interactive with and being considered with (a).
(c) This is interactive with and being considered with (a) and (b).
(d) The danger involved in contravening a red traffic control light canbe said to be the same whether or not a crash occurs. In a greaternumber of cases where no crash occurs it is considered this couldbe purely fortuitous. The alternative offences of careless driving,dangerous driving, reckless driving, dangerous driving causingbodily harm or dangerous driving causing death or grievous bodilyharm are already available and considered more appropriate andcommensurate to the aims of road safety. However, it isconsidered the recommendation would create a situation wherepreference would be given for the lesser offence of contravening

the red traffic light thereby removing the emphasis from what isclearly a dangerous practice. The matter of penalties is currently
under review.

(e) There has been an increase in education and enforcement at trafficlights and similar pedestrian situations. Increased penalties areconsidered more appropriate particularly where in these cases ofdriver culpability the usual consequence is injury to the pedestrian.Differentiation between demerit points for crash or non-crashsituations is considered to be detrimental to the aims of road safetyand could in practice see more of the lesser charge being usedinstead of proper consideration of dangerous driving charges.
(f) Recommendation 10 is. considered to be inconsistent with thedanger involved regardless of the consequence of the action. It isalso not consistent with a positive road safety approach. Incidentsof higher danger must be assessed on their merit and the moreserious charges of dangerous or reckless driving are consideredappropriate. It is also considered that such an amendment maycreate anomalies at law and in practice and furthermore nosignificant road safety achievements would result.
(g) Recommendation 11I has been addressed with legislation being

passed on 1 January 1995.
(h) This matter has already been addressed. A new notification systemis now in place whereby notification is sent to the last knownaddress of the person concerned when the-person accrues a total ofsix, nine, 10 or 11I demerit points. The system upgrade waseffective on 23 April 1995 and is being monitored.
(i) This matter comes under the portfolio responsibility of theMinister for Transport and should be addressed to him.

() This is targeted by police. However, it is considered thatenforcement is difficult and it may be more effective to back upthe enforcement measures with an education and awarenesscampaign. Current research into improving the effectiveness ofmedia campaigns is looking at this question. Further educationand awareness must increase and this is included in current mediarelease research.
(k) This is supported and does not require any further action.
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(1)-(m) This recommendation, although supported, is considered to be
almost impractical to implement given the size of WA and the
remoteness and lack of appropriate access to the suggested course.
Under existing legislation a probationary driver's licence is
cancelled in such circumstances and the individual must repeat the
whole process of obtaining a driver's licence. In addition, while
some form of recognised road safety institution or education
system is favoured, continuing research in this area has not been
able to ascertain any method that can be shown to produce
significant results for the resources and effort involved. Some
methods are seen to be counterproductive by producing
overconfident more aggressive driving rather than the preferred
passive defensive driving.

(n) I am advised that either the advice given to the committee or the
interpretation placed on these two sections of the Act is flawed.
Section 75(2b) does not usurp the penalties of section 64 but is in
addition and complementary to section 64.

(o) The matter of penalties is currently being considered by
Government.

(p) The matter is currently being considered by the Government.

(q) This recommendation has already been implemented and will be
increased on a statewide basis as resources become available. The
member will also be aware that I previously supported this
recommendation and the initiatives of the Traffic Board and Police
Service.

(r) Recommendation 22 is not agreed and is considered to be a
singular viewpoint only. There is no evidence of prosecution
difficulties in respect of this matter. Furthermore, previous
amendments essentially moved away from the recommended
format. The difficulties experienced in this area relate to the poor
attention by members of some competent authorities to the correct
erection, dismantling and placement of signage. This has been
addressed and a code of practice was developed by a working
party sponsored by the Police Service and consisting of
representatives of the relevant parties. The code is being adopted
by all relevant authorities who in turn are arranging for
management practices and training of staff. In this regard road
safety has been directly addressed and coordinated throughout the
State.

(s) This is addressed in actions outlined in (r). It is considered that
any extension of the definition would not only result in a loss of
control of proper management and practices but that road safety
may be compromised by such widening of the definition. In
addition, legal expenses exist and are already used by astute
authorities which effectively cover the situation. Introduction and
monitoring of the new code of practice should negate the need for
additional legislative powers.

(t) The main concern expressed by the committee in this
recommendation stems from signage practices. As this has been
addressed it is considered that the number of inappropriate
signings or incorrect usages should significantly decrease,
particularly where road works and maintenance are carried out in
conjunction with Main Roads WA which is an active participant in
the code of practice program. In regard to the assessment of what
is a safe speed and the use of signs other than 30 km or 50 km per
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hour, this is being considered to ascertain whether such arbitrary
application should be at the discretion of persons who are neither
trained nor qualified in any way to make such assessment.

(u) Recommendation 25 must be considered at length as the
construction, size and surrounds of roundabouts; vary considerably
and the advantages and disadvantages are documented wordwide
and are continually reviewed by Main Roads WA for solutions to
those installations where problems can in fact be created. The
matter is currently being reviewed on a national basis and is being
considered in line with national road traffic standards. The
Commissioner of Police has advised poor interpretation and
misinformation in many cases is considered responsible for a good
deal of confusion in driver negotiation of roundabouts. To combat
this the Traffic Board has released advertising campaigns of a
national standard which provide better emphasis on the proper
application of the legislation.

(v) This recommendation is currently being considered as part of the
overall review of the Road Traffic Act. However, consideration
has to be given in addressing this issue to the obvious results of the
combination of speed and inexperience of the wide range of road
and traffic conditions which the probationary driver faces when
driving outside the metropolitan area.

(w) This is currently being considered by Government in line with
national 10 point road safety plan matters.

(x) I am advised by the Commissioner of Police that identification of a
probationary driver by a differently coloured licence document to
police officers would have no effect on police operations. The
value is seen as a possible influence on the holder's attitude as a
reminder of his position in relation to road safety responsibilities.
The matter is being considered by the licensing and services
division, Department of Transport in line with national heavy
vehicle licensing scheme issues.

(y) Probationary drivers are required to display 'P' plates on their
vehicle for the first year. The recommendation requires no further
action at this time.

(z) Although Western Australia currently has no record of any crash
being caused by mobile telephone usage the potential for road
trauma is being considered in line with national road traffic
standards. Police already have the power to prosecute drivers
where the use of the mobile telephone has led to negligent driving
or other like offences.

(aa) This proposition originally appeared in a 1992 speed zoning
review working party report which sought the introduction of
"local traffic zones". However, the matter was not formally
considered by the working party. The Police Service considers
that this matter has not been properly researched and advises that
the proposition may present prosecution difficulties.

(bb) This is being considered in line with the national road traffic
standards.

(cc) The matter is currently being examined by the Traffic Board.
(dd) The matter of penalties is currently being considered by the

Government.
(ee) Same as for (dd). However, the recommendation does not take
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into consideration persons who enter or take up residence in this
State from overseas or the Eastern States or otherwise who are
competent and capable drivers. The anomaly that arises is where
the licence expires and the individual is required by Statute to
"apply" for a driver's licence under legislation of this State. In
addition the recommendation fails to consider matters of
competency or the individual circumstances of the case. With the
combination of section 49(l) and section 74 of the Act the court
has the power to duly consider all relevant issues and may
disqualify a person from driving. In addition and regardless of the
licence status of the individual charges of careless driving,
dangerous driving, reckless driving etc are able to be made as
applicable to the circumstances of the case. This recommendation
effectively categorises what are basically technical, innocent
actions or lesser offences in the penalty range of those who are
proven bad, incompetent or disabled offenders who wilfully drive
contrary to an adjudication order.

(ff) The reasoning given for the recommendation is flawed. I am
advised by the commissioner that at law it is not possible to -
(i) twice convict for the same action; and
(ii) the sections effectively have different elements of proof

despite some evidence being common.
The case of Leyshon v Ferguson, WALR 2001981 was in
reference to the use and extent of discretionary powers of
disqualification by the court under section 74 of the Road Traffic
Act as a separate issue and did not extend to the power to
disqualify given by provisions contained in sections of the Act,
such as 60, 61 and 67. Further there are no such charges as
careless driving while under the influence or dangerous driving
while under the influence. For that matter wilfully dangerous
driving - as is more correctly known - dangerous driving, careless
and many others are able to be made and sustained regardless of an
independent charge of driving under the influence which may
simply consist of an offence of being in excess of a prescribed
blood alcohol content.

(gg) This is being considered by the Government in line with licensing
and other national road traffic standards and safety issues.

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - IN MINISTERS' ADMINISTRATIONS
Women Appointments; Men Appointments

3771.. Dr WATSON to the Attorney General; Minister for Justice; Women's Interests:
(1) How many women are on boards and committees in the Minister's

administration?
(2) How many men are on boards and committees in the Minister's

administration?
(3) How many women have been appointed since October 1994?
(4) How many women members, whose terms had expired by October 1994,

were not reappointed?
Mrs EDWARDES replied:
The following information is provided in relation to boards and committees under
the jurisdiction of the Attorney General and the Minister assisting the Minister for
Justice -

(1) 61.
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(2) 115.
(3) 26.
(4) 5.
BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - IN MINISTERS' ADMINISTRATIONS

Women Appointments; Men Appointments
3781. Dr WATSON to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs; Housing:

(1) How many women are on boards and committees in the Minister's
administration?

(2) How many men are on boards and committees in the Minister's
administration?

(3) How many women have been appointed since October 1994?
(4) How many women members, whose terms had expired by October 1994,

were not reappointed?
Mr PRINCE replied:
(1) Homeswest -36

Government Employees Housing Authority -2
Rural Housing Authority -1
Industrial & Commercial Employees Housing Authority -0
Aboriginal Affairs Department -14

(2) Homeswest - 53
Government Employees Housing Authority -4
Rural Housing Authority - 3
Industrial & Commercial Employees Housing Authority -4
Aboriginal Affairs Department -14

(3) Homeswest - 20
Government Employees Housing Authority - 1
Rural Housing Authority -0
Industrial & Commercial Employees Housing Authority -0
Aboriginal Affairs Department -2

(4) Homeswest -4
Government Employees Housing Authority - No membership terms have
expired. All members are appointed for indefinite periods.
Rural Housing Authority -0
Industrial & Commercial Employees Housing Authority - Not applicable.
Aboriginal Affairs Department - 3 *(Numbr do not include ex officio
members of boards and committees. These fluctuate during the year.)

DEATHS - FIRES IN HOSTELS AND NURSING HOMES, RESIDENTS
CONNECTED TO OXYGEN

38 10. Mrs HALLAHAN to the Minister for Emergency Services:
(1) How many residents in hostels and nursing homes, respectively, in

Western Australia,who were connected to oxygen at the time of a fire in
the building, have died as a result of a fire in the building?

(2) When were these deaths and where did they occur?
(3) Of the fatalities recorded, how many people were connected to portable

oxygen cylinders and how many were connected to an electrically
powered oxygen supply?

Mr WIESE replied:
The Western. Australian Fire Brigades Board does not have access to the
information required by the member. As the administration of nursing homes in
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this State is controlled by the Federal Government, perhaps the member may like
to seek the information from the federal Minister for Health.

WATER AUTHORITY - COMMERCIAL TENANTS, CHARGES
ALLOCATED BY LANDLORDS

Separate Metering of Residential and Commercial Units Policy
4050. Mr PENDAL to the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister Water Resources:

I refer to the situation where a landlord has to determine how to allocate water
charges to two commercial tenants whose usage is metered jointly and whose
differing business types result in widely varying water consumption and ask -

(1) Is it considered equable for two such varying businesses to pay the same
sum for water consumption?

(2) What is the rationale behind this so-called "equable" splitting of charges?
(3) What alternatives are available to a landlord who wishes to allocate

charges in an accurate manner, according to the water used by each
business?

(4) What costs would a landlord have to meet in providing such alternative
methods of measuring individual business water consumption?

(5) What consideration is being given by the Government, or water authority,
to reviewing current methods of metering water consumption to allow for
a more accurate distribution of water usage?

(6) If no such proposals are under considertion at present, will he undertake to
examine the situation?

Mr McNEE replied:
The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following reply -
(a)-(d) These are arrangements between landlords and commercial tenants and do

not involve the Water Authority.
(e) The Water Authority currently has a policy which allows residential units

and strata title commercial units to have separate Water Authority
metering, provided the plumbing and property layouts conform to certain
standards. Those meters are read by the Water Authority, and separate
water usage bills are sent to the owners.

(f) There are physical and administrative difficulties with metering separate
units within non-strata title commercial developments. There are
currently no proposals to change the policy in this regard.

ROYAL COMMISSION INTO USE OF EXECUTIVE POWER - LEGAL ADVICE
PROVIDED BY ATTORNEY GENERAL

4091. Mr GRAHAM to the Premier:
What was the legal advice provided by the Attorney General regarding the Royal
Commission into the Use of Executive Power?
Mr COURT replied:
Legal advice is confidential to Government.
YULE BROOK - TRIBUTARY BETWEEN BOUNDARY AND BROOK

ROADS, KENWICK, BLOCKAGE
4176. Dr WATSON to the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minsiter for Water

Resources:
(1) Further to question on notice 3233 of 1995 which could not be answered

by the Minister for Environment, is a significant tributary of Yule Brook
between Boundary and Brook Roads in Kenwick blocked?
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(2) What is the cause of the block and when was the water course interrupted?
(3) Where has the water course been diverted?
(4) What are the effects of this decision?
(5) For how long has the Department of Conservation and Land Management

been aware of residents' concerns?
(6) Has any action been taken in response to these concerns?
(7) If not, why not?
(8) Would the solution to adverse effects be to retrace the stream by

unblocking it?
(9) If so, will the Minister give a commitment to doing so?
Mr McNEE replied:
The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following reply -
(1) As Yule Brook is considered a minor drain, it is the responsibility of the

local authority.
(2)-(9) Not applicable.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - WESTLINK CONFERENCE, COST
WA Principals Union, Funding

4190. Mr RIEBELING to the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Education:
(1) What was the cost of the Westlink Conference conducted on 8 November

1995 for principals, deputy principals and heads of department?
(2) Was the conference conducted by Westlink to convince the attendees to

support workplace agreements?
(3) What funding or resources have been directed to the Western Australian

Principals Union?
(4) What return will the Government receive from the investment into the

WA Principals Union?
Mr TUBBY replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) $550.
(2) The conference was arranged and paid for by the WA Principals

Federation. I understand that the proposed collective workplace
agreement for school administrators was discussed.

(3) $33 000 has been allocated to the WA Principals Federation to assist with
the development and negotiation of a collective workplace agreement

(4) The department has achieved a landmark school reform agreement with
the school administrator professional associations that will, among other
things, cement the reform process in place while ensuring a collaboration
process with administrators on effective schooling.

WATER AUTHORITY - CLARKSON, MERRIWA, QUINNS ROCKS,
WATER QUALITY AND SUPPLY SOURCE

4193. Mrs ROBERTS to the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Water
Resources:
(1) When was the water quality changed in Clarkson?
(2) What grade of water is now being purchased by residents at Clarkson?
(3) Why was the water changed?
(4) Where does the water now come from?
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(5) Who made the decision to change the quality of the water?
(6) How was the suburb of Clarkson chosen as the suburb to receive inferior

water?
(7) What other suburbs if any receive the same quality water as Clarkcson?
Mr McNEE replied:
The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following reply -

(1) The water source serving the suburbs of Clarkson, Menriwa and Quinns
Rocks was temporarily changed for short periods between 7 and 9
September 1995 and 18 September and 3 October 1995. During these
periods, the local Clarkson borefield provided some of the water..

(2) The grade of water supplied to Clarkson is the same as that supplied
throughout the Perth metropolitan area; that is, it complies with the
requirements set by the National Health and Medical Research Council
guidelines for drinking water. The water currently supplied to the suburbs
of Clarkson, Merriwa and Quinns Rocks is treated ground water with
moderate hardness and total salts, low in colour and turbity, with a neutral
ph.

(3) The water supply source was changed to provide short term, additional
security of supply.

(4) The water supply to the suburbs of Clarkson, Merriwa and Quinns Rocks
is currently sourced from the Wannerco ground water scheme.

(5) The Water Authority's bulk water and waste water division made the
decision to change the water supply source.

(6) The Clarkson borefield is a relatively small local water source which was
constructed to supply the suburbs of Clarkson, Memrwa and Quinns
Rocks. The quality of the water provided by this borefield is good quality
drinking water and readily meets the National Health and Medical
Research Council guidelines for drinking water. However, customers
would have noticed a difference in the characteristics of the water.

(7) Generally the suburbs north of Beach Road, Duncraig to Merriwa, receive
water sourced ftrm the Wanneroo ground water scheme.

WATER AUTHORITY - GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES HOUSING AUTHORITY
HOUSING

4194. Mrs ROBERTS to the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Water
Resources:
(1) How many Western Australian Water Authority staff are located in

Government Employee Housing Authority housing?
(2) What is the cost to WAWA of providing GEHA housing?
(3) What cost do WAWA employees pay to be located in GEHA housing?
(4) What are the towns or locations of all GEHA housing used by WAWA

employees and how many houses are there at each location?
(5) Will the provision or cost of GEHA housing to WAWA employees change

with the splitting of WAWA into three agencies next year?
(6) How many WAWA staff were located in GEHA housing in 1993 and

1994?
(7) What were the locations of all GEHA housing in 1993 and 1994?
(8) How many GEHA houses were at each town or location in 1993 and

1994?
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Mr McNEE replied:
The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following reply-
(1) 220.
(2) $1 515 982 per annum.
(3) $906 559 per annum.
(4) Albany 8

Beresford 1
Boulder 5
Broome I11
Bunbury 1
Cane River 1
Carnarvon 4
Cassia 2
Collie 1
Cooke Point I
Cunderdin 2
Dedani I
Denham 1
Derby 7
Exmnouth 2
Fitzroy Crossing 1
Geraldton 2
Ghooli 2

(5) No.

Gingin
Harvey
Jerramungup
Kalgoorlie
Karratha
Koombana
Kununurra
Lake Argyle
Lawson
Leeman
Leonora
Merredin
Millstream
Moora
Mt Magnet
Mt Tarcoola
Mukinbudin
Mundaring

8
60
8

31
1
2
1
1
4
2
1
1
2
1
4

Narrogin
Newman
Northami
Port Hedland
Rangeway
Ravensthorpe
Sheilborough
Spalding
Spinifex Hill
Strelly River
Tarcoola Beach
Wyalkatchem
Wyndham
Yule River

(6) 1993 - 309; 1994 -286.
(7)-(8) A response to the question asked is the responsibility of the Minister for

Housing. However, the Government Employees Housing Authority has
been kind enough to supply the information annexed. [See paper No 803.]

FARMS - CATITLE, IN KENWICK; METROPOLITAN AREA
Fly and Odour Problem

4211. Dr WATSON to the Minister representing the Minister for the Environment:
(1) Is there a cattle farm in Kenwick?
(2) How many other such farms are there in the metropolitan area and where

are they?
(3) Why are nearby residents expected to tolerate a fly and odour problem

from a 30 cm layer of cow manure?
(4) What sections in the Environmental Protection Act 1986 allow

enforcement and prosecution for such pollution?
(5) Is the Minister aware that nearby residents have been told that the

Department of Environmental Protection will not prosecute as the costs
would outweigh the work involved?

(6) Will the Minister ensure that this problem is investigated and the
appropriate measures taken to clean or remove the farm?

Mr MINSON replied:
The Minister for the Environment has provided the following reply -
(1)-(2) Private farms are not a matter of ministerial responsibility.
(3) Responsibility for the control of flies rests with the local authority.
(4) The Department of Environmental Protection has no evidence that

pollution has occurred from farming activities in Kenwick. There are
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various provisions under the Environmental Protection Act for dealing
with issues where pollution exists. These include sections 49, 50, 65 and
73.

(5) No. The Department of Environmental Protection has in place an
enforcement policy for dealing with complaints and pollution matters.
That policy is being adhered to with respect to the complaints in Kenwick.

(6) Investigations to date indicate that the local authority has powers to
control the situations in Kenwick, and is exercising those powers. I have
asked the Department of Environmental Protection to keep a watching
brief on the situation and to liaise with the City of Gosnells as required.

Information flow charts are attached. [See paper No 804.]
TAFE - OPEN LEARNING PROGRAMS IN COLLEGES

Courses; Enrolments; Joondalup Campus, Graduates in Computing
4215. Dr CONSTABLE to the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Employment

and Training:
(1) For each of the last five years -

(a) how many self-paced open learning programs were offered at
technical and further education colleges;

(b) what are the names of the courses;
(c) where are the courses held?

(2) For each of the last five years -

(a) what percentage of students enrolled in each self-paced open
learning program graduated from the program;

(b) what percentage of students graduated from programs using
traditional teaching methods?

(3) In each of the last five years, how many certificates and associate
diplomas have been awarded to graduates of Joondalup TAFE's self-paced
open learning program in computing?

Mr TUBBY replied:
The Minister for Employment and Training has provided the following reply -
(1)-(3) All TAFE colleges now offer some courses in an open learning format.

Self-paced open learning is a mode of delivery, and computer based
statistics of student attendance are maintained according to course and
module enrolments, irrespective of the mode of delivery. Similarly,
graduation rates are based on completion of courses and applications for
certification, irrespective of the mode of course delivery. The data which
the member is seeking would need to be extracted manually, and I am not
prepared to allocate the considerable resources of the Department of
Training and TAFE colleges which this would require. The Joondalup
campus has pioneered a new form of student centred and self-paced
learning in this State, in that all programs offered on the campus are
offered purely in an open learning format. However, the criteria which are
used to measure success in other, more traditional, forms of learning are
not applicable here.
Since 1992, enrolments at Joondalup have grown exponentially, from 60
to approximately 1 200 students at present. Furthermore, reports from
employers suggest that students graduating from Joondalup are self-
motivated, display mature attitudes towards work and display initiative,
are able to work without supervision, as well as possessing sound
technical skills, all of which suggests that this innovation in learning,
while in its early stages of development, is achieving success. Joondalup
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commenced offering the computing courses in 1993, and the number of
graduates from these study areas are as follows: 1993 - nil; 1994 - two;
1995 - 16 (estimated).

TAFE - COLLEGES
Managing Directors, Assistant Directors; Principals, Deputy Principals in Previous

Structure
4216. Dr CONSTABLE to the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Employment

and Training:
(1) For each technical and further education college -

(a) how many managing directors and assistant directors are there;
(b) what salaries are they paid?

(2) In the last year of operation of the previous TAFE management structure
under which principals and deputy principals were employed -

(a) how many principals and deputy principals were there;
(b) what salaries were they paid?

Mr TUBBY replied:
The Minister for Employment and Training has provided the following reply -
(1) (a) There are 49 people who comprise the corporate management team

in TAFE colleges, as follows -

colleges Managing General Assistant Directors Managers
Directors Managers Directors

AMTC 1 3
CMVC 1 4 2
NMC 1 5
SEMC 1 4
SMVC 1 5
Midland 1 3
GSRC 1 3
SWRC 1 4
Geraldton 1 3
C.Y.O'Connor 1 1
O'Connor
Kimberley 1 I

(b) The classifications and (maximum point) salary levels of senior
corporate management positions in TAFE colleges are as follows.-

Managing directors -
Class 1 - $78 098
Level 9 - $69 497
Level 8 - $60 659

General managers -
Level 9 - $69 497
Level 8 - $60 659

Directors -
Level 8 - $60 659

Managers -
Level 7 - $53 555
Level 6 - $50 893

The total salary bill for the present TAFE corporate management is
approximately $2 990 000. It should be noted that since 1990, a
number of new campuses and colleges have been established. The
cost of corporate management for these institutions has been
estimatted at approximately $600 000 (10 positions).
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(2) (a) In 1989, the last year in which principals and deputy principals
administered TAFE colleges, there were 33 such positions. The
comparative structure in 1995 for five additional campuses would
require 43 positions.

(b) The maximum point salary levels, in 1995 dollar values, for
principal and deputy principal positions, were as follows -

Directors (regional colleges) - $68 848
Principals - $58 939
Principal (counselling service) - $57 660
Deputy principal - $51 603.
The total salary bill for the. 1989 administrative structure was
approximately $1 856 000. The 1995 comparative structure would
have cost $2 400 000. Notably, with the exception of regional
college directors who were employed under public service type
conditions, principals and deputy principals were employed under
teaching conditions; that is, 30 hours per week over 40 weeks per
year. The unit cost of this structure was $44.83 per hour. The
structure was inappropriate for a modern TAFE system, and
resulted in $700m in public resources lying idle for 30 per cent of
the year. Under the new corporate management structure for
TAFE staff are employed on public service conditions; that is, 37.5
hours per week over 48 weeks of the year. The unit cost of this
structure is $33.90 per hour. By changing to the new management
arrangements, an additional 33 600 hours, necessary for the
management of a contemporary industry-responsive TAFE system,
were secured at an average cost of $16.70 per hour.

TAFE - COLLEGES
Competing for Tendering Work

4217. Dr CONSTABLE to the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Employment
and Training:
(1) Have technical and further education colleges been directed to compete

for tendering work?
(2) If yes, how many tenders have been awarded to TAFE colleges since the

direction was made?
Mr TUBBY replied:
The Minister for Employment and Training has provided the following reply -

(1) TAFE colleges have not been directed to compete for tendering work.
(2) Not applicable; however, it is noteworthy that of the 451 course tenders let

to providers to date 273 have been won by TAFE colleges.
MT WALTON WASTE DISPOSAL FACIITY - AREA INCREASE

4229. Mr TAYLOR to the Minister representing the Minister for Lands:
(1) Has the area of the Mt Walton waste disposal facility been increased?
(2) If yes -

(a) when did this occur,
(b) why did this occur;
(c) how did this occur,
(d) who made this decision?

Mr LEWIS replied:
The Minister for Lands has provided the following reply -
(1) No. There has been no formal application presented to D0LA to extend
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reserve 42001 on which the waste disposal facility is located. However, I
understand that investigations to extend the facility are currently under
way.

(2) Not applicable.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, DEPARTMENT OF - UNDERGROUND

FUEL STORAGE TANKS, LOT 6 WESCO ROAD, NOWERGUP, APPROVAL ROLE
4258. Mrs ROBERTS to the Minister representing the Minister for the Environment:

(1) Did the Minister or the Department of Environmental Protection have any
role in the approval of underground fuel storage tanks at Lot 6 Wesco
Road, Nowergup?

(2) If so, what was that role?
(3) When was approval given?
Mr MINSON replied:
The Minister for the Environment has provided the following response -

(1)-(3) A search of the Department of Environmental Protection's records and
proposals databases has shown no correspondence in relation to the
address provided - Lot 6, Wesco Road, Nowerup.

WATER INDUSTRY REVIEW IMPLEMENTATION GROUP - JONES, PETER,
APPOINTMENT; MEETINGS

4271. Mrs ROBERTS to the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Water
Resources:
(1) Subsequent to Mr Peter Jones' appointment to chair the water industry

review implementation group on 1 December 1994, why did it take until 9
August 1995 to determine Mr Jones' salary?

(2) On what date was Mr Jones first paid for his role as chairman and how
much was he paid on that date?

(3) Has Mr Jones been reimbursed for any expenses?
(4) If so, what expenses?
(5) Where does WIRIG meet?
(6) Who is the overall project manager of WIRIG and how much is he or she

paid?
(7) Does Mr Jones have, or have access to, a government office?
(8) If so, where is that office located?
(9) Does Mr Jones have access to government telephones, faxes or cars?
(10) Is Mr Jones paid any other government money other than the $61 550

from WIRIG?
(11) If so, how much and what for?
(12) Since I11 January 1995, on how many occasions has WIRIG met and for

what period of time has it met on each of those occasions?
(13) Approximately how many hours per week does Mr Peter Jones spend

doing WIRIG duties?
Mr McNEE replied:
The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following reply -
(1) As indicated in the answer to question 4072 part (3), the question of

remuneration to the members of WIRIG was resolved on 9 August 1995
following an assessment of the workload involved with the project.

(2) In June 1995 Mr Jones and other members of WIRIG received an interim
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payment based on preliminary assessment by the Salaries and Allowances
Tribunal. Mr Jones received a payment of $22 166.66 at this time.

(3) Yes.
(4) Mr Jones has no secretarial or office assistance from the Water Authority

and therefore has received reimbursement for secretarial and typing
services undertaken within his own business office.

(5) John Tonkin Water Centre, Leederville.
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

Mr Garry Meinck at the level 9 salary rate.
No.
Not applicable.
No.
No, other than referred in (4) above.
Not applicable.

(12) WIRIG meets fortnightly for approximately half a day and, in addition,
there have also been subcommittee meetings, steering committees and
legislative meetings.

(13) Mr Jones has been involved in WIRIG matters on a daily basis, and this
has included meetings and briefings of other government agencies and
numerous community and industry groups.

WATER AUTHORITY - SEWAGE PARTLY TREATED, SUPPLIED To
LANDSCAPING COMPANIES

4276. Dr EDWARDS to the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Water
Resources:
(1) Are large quantities of partly treated sewerage supplied to landscaping

companies by the Western Australian Water Authority?
(2) Are scientists within WAWA aware that the sewerage waste is not

pathogen inert when released to these companies?
(3) Can the Minister confirm that all soil companies who acquire sewage

waste are treating it such that it is rendered pathogen free?
(4) Which independent authority is responsible for ensuring that the public

health is safeguarded in this matter?
(5) Does a soil company owned by Len Buckeridge receive any sewage waste

from WAWA?
Mr McNEE replied:
The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following reply -

(1) No, but biosolids which have been treated by heat digestion and
mechanical dewatering to produce a 'cake' are provided under contract to
garden supply companies.

(2) The treatment given to the solids at the wastewater facilities significantly
reduces pathogen numbers. Low levels of pathogens are still present in
the biosolids cake.

(3) National guidelines for biosolids management are currently being
produced. The contractors using biosolids will have to comply with these
guidelines, which, depending on the end use, permit very low levels of
pathogenis in the product.
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(4) The Health Department of Western Australia.
(5) No, not to my knowledge.

ASCOT WATERS DEVELOPMENT, BELMONT - SWAN RIVER POLLUTION
CONCERN

Old Belmont Tip Site, No Leaching Guarantee
4277. Dr EDWARDS to the Minister representing the Minister for the Environment:

(1) Have local residents complained of a stench on the river adjacent to the
development of Ascot Waters?

(2) Is the Minister aware that ratepayers of Maylands have expressed strong
concern about their river being polluted?

(3) Can the Minister guarantee that none of the material dumped in the old
Belmont tip from the 1960s up to 1980, including acids, chlorine
compounds, asbestos, paints and solvents, will leach into the Swan River?

Mr MINSON replied:
The Minister for the Environment has provided the following reply -

(1) I am unaware of any complaints.
(2) I am aware that a submission was received from the Maylands ratepayers

and residents association during the public submission period for the PER.
The Environmental Protection Authority's assessment of the proposal to
dredge two channels to connect an existing artificial wetland to the Swan
River will be released shortly.

(3) It is premature for me to comment on this matter until I have received the
Environmental Protection Authority's assessment report, considered any
appeals which may be received against the report recommendations and
set the environmental conditions. However, I have been advised that the
tip was managed for domestic tipping purposes only and if any of the
matter to which the member refers was dumped it would be in small
amounts and would pose little threat to the river. Monitoring data to date
support this view.

MINERALS AND ENERGY, DEPARTMENT OF - MT WALTON WASTE
DISPOSAL FACILITY, FILE NOTATION AREA CHANGES

4290. Mr TAYLOR to the Minister representing the Minister for Mines:
(1) Who gave instructions to the Department of Minerals and Energy to

change the location and dimensions of the file notation area relating to the
Mt Walton waste disposal facility?

(2) How was the new area determined?
Mr C.J. BARNETT replied:
The Minister for Mines has provided the following response -

(1) The department acted on a request from the Acting Director, Office of
Waste Management.

(2) The same mineral notification zone of 15 ilometres was applied to the
proposed extension of the intractable waste disposal facility as applied to
the original reserve.

WATER AUTHORITY - SOUTH PERTH CONSTITUENT, WATER LEAKAGE
CASE

4328. Mr PENDAL to the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Water
Resources:
I refer to his "Water Consumption - First Reading" issued to a South Perth
constituent, reference number 611-0981106 on 31 July 1995, and ask -
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(a) was the account for this 86-year-old living by herself $988.50;
(b) was her account for consumption for the previous year $11.40;
(c) is he aware that my constituent was told after a routine water

reading that a Western Australian Water Authority inspector
noticed "the possibility' that there may be a leak on the internal
water service;

(d) did WAWA subsequently offer to reduce the account to $43 1. 10;
(e) does he expect a client to pay even the reduced account in view of

the fact that -
(i) an experienced meter inspector only foresaw the

"possibility" of a leakage; and
(ii) an 86-year-old inexperienced in these matters was expected

to have knowledge that a WAWA official did not have;
(f) will he arrange for an urgent investigation of WAWA practices to

eliminate the possibility that future demands for payment can be
made of customers when they cannot possibly be in a position to
know when water leakages are taking place?

Mr McNEE replied:
The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following reply -

(a) Yes. An account was issued for this amount to the owner of the property.
Due to the unusually high water consumption, the authority alerted the
owner of the likelihood of a leak on 17 July 1995 when the meter was read
which enabled the owner to arrange repairs the same day avoiding any
further water wastage.

(b) No. The account totalling $11.40 was for water consumption at the
property for the period 25 July 1994 to 6 February 1995, approximately
six months.

(c) Yes. It is standard practice when meter readers notice a marked increase
in water consumption and the water meter is recording without any
obvious use of water on the property, to notify the occupants that the
increased consumption may be the result of a leak on the internal
plumbing. It is not the responsibility of the meter reader to examine the
internal plumbing to confirm that a leak exists.

(d) Yes. Subject to a claim from the customer, the account was reduced to
$431.10 in accordance with the authority's leak allowance policy. This
policy provides for the sharing of the loss where the leak is not obvious to
the customer.

(e) Yes.
(i) The authority carries out only two meter readings each year at all

properties and when these readings are taken can only alert the
customer of the likelihood of a leak when consumption is high as
any changes to the water usage patterns at the property are not
known.

(ii) For a number of years the Water Authority has been running an
extensive advertising campaign encouraging property owners to
regularly read their water meters and in doing so detect any
internal leaks as soon as possible to minimise water wastage.

(f) It is unrealistic to expect the Water Authority to pay for all water lost due
to an internal leak when property owners are responsible for the
maintenance of their internal plumbing and for all water which passes into
their internal service.
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WATER AUTHORITY - SEWERAGE INFILL PROGRAM
Maylands, Near Peninsula Road Plans

4336. Dr EDWARDS to the Parliamentary Secretary to dhe Minister for Water
Resources:
When is it planned t o provide infill sewerage to the developed unsewered land in
Maylands near Peninsula Road, Maylands?
Mr McNEE replied:
The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following reply -

The Water Authority plans to provide sewerage to the developed standard sized
lots near Peninsula Road, Maylands in the middle to later part of the 10 year
program.

LAND - PASTORAL RENTS WAIVED, AUTHORIT Y; CRITERIA; REVENUE
4353. Mr BROWN to the Minister representing the Minister for Lands:

(1) Does the Minister and/or the Department of Land Administration have the
authority to waive pastoral rents in certain circumstances?

(2) Does an applicant seeking a waiver of pastoral rents have to comply with
a specific eligibility or other criteria?

(3) If so, what is that eligibility or other criteria?
(4) How much has the waiver cost the State in foregone revenue in the 1993-

94 and 1994-95 financial years?
Mr LEWIS replied:
The Minister for Lands has provided the following response -

(1) The Minister for Lands may approve relief from the payment of pastoral
lease rent in certain cases under section l0lA and 101B of the Land Act,
on the recommendation of the Pastoral Board.

(2) Yes.
(3) Under section 10lA of the Land Act, where a pastoral lessee proves that

the station has suffered serious loss of stock through drought, cyclone, fire
or flood; or through drought or fire, the station has been unable to be
stocked to the extent to which such lease might, except for such drought or
fire have been stocked, and thereby has suffered serious loss; or the
station's wool or beef production in respect of stock has been adversely
affected by drought, cyclone, fire of flood, the Minister for Lands may
grant the lessee relief from payment of rent payable for the pastoral lease,
provided that no such relief shall be granted, except on the
recommendation of the Pastoral Board. Additionally, under section 101B
of the Land Act the Minister may on the recommendation of the Pastoral
Board, grant to any lessee relief from payment of rent in addition to such
relief as may have been previously granted, for a further period not
exceeding two years after the end of the drought, cyclone, fire or flood,
notwithstanding that in such period no loss of stock may have been
suffered by the lessee or that the rainfall may have been above the average
for the district in which the lease is situated.
Rentals may also be waived in exceptional circumstances, where approved
by Cabinet. Under the pastoral wool producers assistance scheme,
initiated by the Minister for Primary Industry, vermin rates and lease
rentals were waived for the years ended 30 June 1994 and 1995. To be
eligible for assistance under the scheme, the applicants were required to be
the principal leaseholder and normally reside on the property.
Additionally, for waiver of rentals and vermin rates for the year ended 30
June 1994, the wool grower must have earned at least 65 per cent of his or
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her income averaged over the five years ending 30 June 1992 from sheep
and wool activities on pastoral leases in Western Australia. For the year
ended 30 June 1995 the wool grower had to be the principal leaseholder
and normally reside on the property, and have earned at least 50 per cent
of his or her income averaged over the five years ending 30 June 1993,
from sheep and wool activities on pastoral leases in Western Australia.

(4) I am not aware of the total cost to the State in forgone revenue. The
extent of waivers granted for vermnin rates for the 1993 to 1995 financial
years, as part of the pastoral wool producers assistance scheme, should be
directed to the Minister for Primary Industry. Regarding pastoral lease
rentals only, a total of $94 903 was waived under the pastoral wool
producers assistance scheme for the year ended 30 June 1994.
Additionally waivers for drought relief rentals of $5 297 were approved in
that year under the Land Act provisions. These, however, were
retrospective approvals for previous financial years. For the year ended
30 June 1995 waiver of lease rental under the pastoral wool producers
assistance scheme granted so far total $95 584. Rent relief granted under
the Land Act during the period totalled $23 879.

KALGOORLIE COLLEGE-GOLDFIELDS ART CENTRE - CONCESSION
DISCOUNT

4355. Mr BROWN to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for
Education:
(1) Does the Kalgoorlie College-Goldfields Art Centre provide a concession

discount?
(2) How much is the concession discount?
(3) Who is eligible for the concession?
(4) Is there a specific eligibility criteria for the concession?
(5) What is the eligibility criteria?
Mr TUBBY replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) Yes.
(2) The concession varies between $2 and $7 per ticket.
(3) Pension card holders, Seniors' Card holders, Friends of the Theatre,

unemployed, students, children, group bookings, staff of WA School of
Mines and Kalgoorlie College.

(4)-(5) There are specific eligibility criteria for Friends of the Theatre and group
bookings. Friends of the Theatre pays a yearly membership and group
bookings must be for groups of more than 10 people.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

POLLS - ATTITUDE MONITORING SURVEY BY WEST COAST FIELD
SERVICES

625. Dr GALLOP to the Premier:
I refer to the attitude monitoring study carried out by West Coast Field Services in
conjunction with the Melbourne based AMR: Quantum Harris which resulted in
the tabling last week of the third wave public opinion survey.
Mr Kierath interjected.
Dr GALLOP: I saw a good book for the Minister for Labour Relations the other
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day; it was The Seventh Wave. The Mnister should buy it. He would enjoy it.
Why does the tabled document exclude answers to the following blocks of
questions -

(1) questions 5 and 6 totalling 16 subquestions on Western Australians'
concerns about law and order, including whether they feel safe inside and
outside their homes, their attitudes to guns and the Police Service;

(2) question 26 totalling 13 subquestions on Western Australians' attitudes to
industry incentives; and

(3) questions 7-11 and 34-37, totalling 17 subquestions on transport and roads
including Western Australians' views on whether public transport is
adequate in the city and country, on time, safe, clean, whether it should be
expanded and whether roads are adequate?

Mr COURT replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(1)-(3) 1 do not know why the Deputy Leader of the Opposition is asking this

question, because yesterday his office telephoned the polling company to
find out some details about these matters. That person was briefed on the
matter.

Mrs Hallahan: Did you get it wrong again?
Mr COURT: Did someone telephone?
Dr Gallop: Yes, they did. However, they did not get answers to the questions
that I am putting to the Premier today.
Mr COURT: John Arthur telephoned the polling company. That company
explained to Mr Arthur that in a survey of this nature in which a large number of
statements are provided for people to either agree or disagree with, the usual
practice is to create factors of measures of attitudes to particular issues. In other
words, no client is expected to wade through the analysis of 100-plus individual
questions. However, the clients typically are provided with a series of questions
which are each an amalgam of a bank of questions. In some instances, up to 20
individual questions could be combined to produce a single factor. To refer to the
individual questions and look for the answers to specific questions is simply not
appropriate for this type of work. Exactly what took place has been explained to
the member.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT - SWAN HEALTH SERVICE
Accreditation Award

626. Mrs van de KLASHORST to the Minister for Health:
Last Thursday the Swan Health Service received an accreditation award for
quality care and best practice. The Swan Health Service is the first fully
integrated organisation to receive this accreditation in Western Australia.
Dr Gallop: And privatisation will break up that integration, my friend.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: The Deputy Leader of the Opposition should wait
until he hears the question.
Will the Minister advise the House of the significance of this award to
constituents of Swan Hills?
Mr KIERATH replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question; more importantly, I thank
the member for filling in for me last week at the handing over of the accreditation
award. I was on the floor of the House handling the health complaints legislation
and so I could not attend. It is a great achievement for the Swan Hills Health
Service and I congratulate everyone involved. It is of special significance
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*because Swans Hills has an integrated service. There is not just the one facility of
a hospital; it includes the Swan District and the Wooroloo District Hospitals, the
Mdvale and Lockridge community health centres, the idland child
development centre, the child and school health services, the psycho geriatric
services, the Swan clinic, the Viveash Rehabilitation Centre and the South
Guildiford centre. In other words, it provides a wide range of services with
community outreach, not located in just a few central facilities.
The accreditation is not just one test but involves three years of good
performances and a very meticulous survey by the Australian Council on Health
Care Standards. It contains something like 240 administrative, medical, clinical
and nursing sur 'veyors, and the accreditation really is professional recognition by
the peers of those in the service. The management decision to seek accreditation
reflects its commitment to evaluate and improve the quality of service in that area.
Again, I thank the member for Swan Hills for all her lobbying on behalf of the
Swan Hills Health Service.
Dr Gallop interjected.
Mr KIERATH: The Deputy Leader of the Opposition does not know what he is
talking about.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr KIOERATH: I hope that the Opposition will join with us in extending our
congratulations to all the staff of the Swan Hills Health Service for this
achievement and their outstanding performance.
Dr Gallop: Absolutely. Three cheers for the staff;, no cheers for the Minister!
The SPEAKER: Order! I do not know what the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
has been eating, but it is not like him to be disruptive. I ask him not to be.

STEPHENSON AND WARD INCINERATOR, WELSHPOOL - CLEAN-UP,
GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE

627. Dr EDWARDS to the Premier:
I refer to the Government's astonishing decision to give $1.4m to the current
owner of the Stephenson and Ward incinerator at Welshpool as part of the clean-
up of chemical contamination of the site by the owner of the incinerator.
(1) Is it true that the owner of the incinerator is contributing only $100 000

towards the total cost of $ 1.5m for the clean-up?
(2) Is it true that the Government has embarked on a program of closing its

incinerators at hospitals, which will leave the Stephenson and Ward
incinerator as one of the only incinerators in Perth capable of handling the
refuse produced by hospitals?

(3) Is it also true that the owner of the incinerator is paying approximately
$800 000 to upgrade its incinerator to cope with all the new contracts it
expects to receive from government as a result of the Government closing
down its incinerators?

Mr COURT replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.

(1) The Government has made a decision to support the clean-up of the
polychlorinated biphenyl contamination at the site, which emanates from
operations during the 1980s. I am advised that no PCBs have been
incinerated at the site since the early 1980s and, further, that the tough
new licence conditions for the incinerator will not allow PCBs or similar
materials to be incinerated there. The Government is not giving any
money to the Stephenson and Ward company but is managing the site
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remediation through the Department of Environmental Protection, to
which the company will make a contribution of $ 100 000, in addition to
the significant costs it is incurrng in upgrading the incinerator to meet the
tough new licence conditions, emission standards and goals required by
the Government for biomedical waste incinerators.
The Government has decided to act - .

to remove a source of environmental pollution of concern to local
residents;
because it is highly likely that the Government could become
responsible for the site contamination in any event if it becomes an
orphan site; and
because the State requires proper facilities to dispose of the State's
biomedical waste and this decision allows the operator to upgrade
the incinerator to our new standards.

The removal of contaminated material will not commence until the
incinerator upgrade is completed.
The Government's contribution is expected to be up to $1 .3mn, after the
operator's contribution, depending on the full extent of contamination
revealed by a geotechnical investigation of the site. If the Government did
not do this it would potentially still have to support the clean-up of an
orphan site, at the cost of $1.4m, in addition to spending approximately
$1.5m of public funds to upgrade one of the State's hospital incinerators,
or potentially even larger costs if a totally new incinerator had to be
developed.

(2) The hospital incinerators that cannot meet the emission requirements will
close down by February of next year. At present only Stephenson and
Ward has indicated it wishes to upgrade its incinerator to meet the new
standards, but there is in principle no legal barrier to new incinerators
being built as long as they comply with all necessary environmental,
planning and other approvals. The health system, I am advised, has over
the past year pursued waste minimisation and waste streaming practices
very successfully, which has reduced the volume of waste for incineration
dramatically, and hence saved costs and other resources.

(3) I understand the owner is spending in the order of $800 000 to upgrade the
incinerator to meet the new standards. I believe the company has a range
of public and private sector clients, and the contract arrangements they
make are a matter for those organisations.

WESTRAIL - AVON LINK TRAIN SERVICE
628. Mr TRENORDEN to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:

People will be surprised by this question!
(1) Can the Minister confirm that the Avon Link train service is operating

above expectations two months after the commencement of the service? I
can answer the question myself!

(2) Have the teething problems such as ticketing and scheduling been dealt
with?

(3) Has the alteration of the Prospector service increased patronage of that
train?

(4) What are the expectations for the future of Avon Link?
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Kalgoorlie will come to order. TheMinister has not begun to give his answer and we have interjections in several
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places. That question may not be of interest to some members, but will be
interesting to many people in this State and no doubt in this Chamber. I ask
members to cooperate so we can hear the answer.
Mr LEWIS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of the question. The Minister for Transport
has advised -

(1) Yes. The forecast patronage was 30 passengers a day. It is currently
carrying 34 and on 28 November it carried 85 passengers.

(2) Yes. Westrail has undertaken some changes to the schedules and as from
20 November, a week or so ago, the reservation office has opened at 5.30
in the morning, so those patrons could make reservations earlier.

(3) The member for Kalgoorlie will be interested in this answer. Yes. The
new timetable for the Prospector was introduced on 24 September. In that
month the patronage increased by 16.5 per cent and in the following
month it increased by 23.4 per cent. Patronage has increased by an extra
quarter. In that regard the rescheduling has met with approval from the
people in Kalgoorlie.

(4) The Minister for Transport has advised me - and as the Minister for
Planning I am well aware of the extra residential developments in the
Avon Valley - that with these developments coming on stream, in the
medium to longer term it will increase patronage considerably in the
future.

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT - MEMBER FOR WHITFORD
Premier's Confidence in; Kyle Inquiry

629. Mr MARLBOROUGH to the Premier:
I refer the Premier to the member for Whitford's claim made in the Parliament
that he had no association with gaoled Liberal Party financier, Dr Wayne
Bradshaw.
(1) Does the Premier have confidence in the integrity of the member for

Whitford given the claims by the federal member for Moore made in the
House of Representatives yesterday that the member for Whitford had
close contact with Dr Bradshaw?

(2) Does the Premier have confidence in the member for Whitford in the light
of the claim by the federal member for Moore that the member for
Whitford was involved in branch stacking, including recruiting people
charged with serious offences into Liberal Party branches in the northern
suburbs?

Mr Bloffwitch: You would know about that.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I have never recruited anybody who has been charged
with kidnapping and put in gaol for heroin trafficking. That is the kind of
accusation being made by the federal member for Moore. To continue -

(3) Will the Premier insist that the member for Whitford give evidence to the
Kyle inquiry about those matters?

The SPEAKER: Order! Some aspects of that question are not strictly relevant.
However, with regard to the question about confidence in the member, it is
relevant.
Mr COURT replied:
(1)-(3) Yes, I have confidence in the member. As to whether he will give

evidence to the inquiry, that is a matter for the inquiry. I thought that he
would give whatever evidence it asked for. If he is asked, I am sure that
he will cooperate. With regard to comments made in the House of
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Representatives in the Federal Parliament by Mr Filing, I could spend the
next few hours talking about what was said about the Labor Party in the
Federal Parliament in the past couple of days. In column inches, the
Opposition will find that it was about 100:1.

Dr Gallop: The Premier should read his speech.
Mr COURT: Are you part of the Burke squad? We want to know who is in the
Burke squad. It was the Prime Minister who said -
Dr Gallop: I am part of the demolition of the Court Government squad.
Mr COURT: The Prime Minister could not destroy Commissioner Marks so he
has turned on people in his own party to blame them for those matters. I have
now answered the question.
Dr Gallop interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition for the first time.
PRISONER OF WAR CAMP, MARRINUP - CONSERVATION REVIEW

630. Mr MARSHALL to the Minister for Tourism:
Can the Minister inform the House of the results of the research carried out on
resurrecting the Marrinup prisoner of war camp near Dwellingup?
Mr COURT replied:
I thank the member for this question, which affects his electorate. It is a little
known fact that Western Australia's only prisoner of war camp was constructed at
Maninup near the town of Dwellingup. It is of historical significance in that it is
Western Australia's only prisoner of war camp. It is one of the few camps which
still has some of the original parts.
The first prisoners arrived at the camp in August 1943 and the last were
repatriated in April 1946. It was built to accommodate 1 200 men, and 3 200
passed through its gates. The compounds within the camp were covered by
searchlights, armed guards and the like. No escapes were recorded until
repatriation commenced in 1946 when 30 prisoners escaped and were not
apprehended. Interestingly, 100 former prisoners of war have returned to Western
Australia as migrants and the site has special significance for those people. I will
be visiting the prisoner of war camp on Saturday to announce the heritage listing
of the site and the adoption of the conservation review completed by the eminent
heritage conservation expert Mr Ron Bodycoat. I hope to see the member for
Murray at that function.
Dr Watson interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order for the first time the member for
Kenwick.

PRISONS - BUNBURY
Sex Offenders Intensive Treatment Pilot Program

631. Mr BROWN to the Attorney General:
On 19 October 1994, in answer to a question on notice, the Attorney General said
in relation to Bunbury Prison that "The Bunbury program allows for intensive
treatment of sex offenders as part of the overall scheme". Given that the Minister
assisting the Minister for Justice has admitted that an intensive treatment pilot
program finished at Bunbury in June 1994, and in light of the report on the front
page of today's The West Australian that the Attorney advised the Director
General of the Ministry of Justice before 15 November 1994 that she would not
approve funding for an intensive sex offender treatment program at Bunbury in
1994-95, will she now admit -
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(1) That on 19 October 1994 there was no intensive treatment program for sex
offenders at Bunbury Prison?

(2) That she misled this House on 24 August 1995 when she said that when
she answered a question on notice on 19 October 1994 there was every
intention of continuing the pilot program?

(3) Will she apologise for misleading the Parliament and the people of
Western Australia?

Mrs EDWARDES replied:
(1)-(3) I did not mislead the Parliament. Presumably the evidence the member is

relying upon is a note on a document about the Bunbury program that I
wanted the item to be included in the Budget for 1995-96. The member
wvould be aware that the Government goes through the budgetary process
in November, therefore, any new items that are not presently funded are
considered in the next budgetary process, and as the Government goes
through it, they are incorporated.

Mr Ripper: That is the point; it was not being funded.
Mrs EDWARDES: No. The pilot program had been run. The answer I gave in
August this year is correct - it was intended to continue the program. The answer
that has been given on numerous occasions by me and the Minister assisting is
that it was difficult, near impossible, to employ somebody in Bunbury. That was
the indication the staff gave me personally - not even in writing - when I met
them. It is not something the Government was not trying to do. The Government
wanted the program to operate and wanted it to run; however, it could not get the
people. The mere fact of its being regarded as an extra program item to be
concluded in the next Budget does not mean that the program would not be
continued throughout the previous year: The comment was made at the time the
Budget process was going through. Supplementary funding is not given at that
point in time. There was no need; it can be done within the budgetary process.

SMALL BUSINESS - YELLOW PAGES INDEX
632. Mr TRENORDEN to the Minister for Small Business:

Has the Minister seen the latest Yellow Pages small business index? What is the
status of this vital sector of the Western Australian economy?
Mr COWAN replied:
Yes, I have seen it; I received it yesterday. As most members would be aware - I
am sure the member for Balcatta would be - this survey was released yesterday at
a function around lunchtime. It indicates that in the area of small business
Western Australia is once again leading the nation in business confidence.
Mr Graham: Is this the same report that the leader of government business called
irrelevant when I quoted it a year ago?
Mr COWAN: It is not the same report.
Mr Graham: It was irrelevant a year ago.
Mr COWAN: I doubt whether it was irrelevant then because even then it
indicated that Western Australia was in front.
Dr Gallop: Is the random sample based on one-vote-one-value, or was it
malapportioned?
The SPEAKER: Order! The Deputy Leader of the Opposition.
Mr COWAN: It was very heavily malapportioned in that in Western Australia
only 150 businesses were sampled, of which regrettably only 20 were in country
Western Australia. The survey shows that 56 per cent of Western Australian
small businesses indicate that their business will grow in the ensuing year. That
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contrasts somewhat favourably with Queensland, which is at the lower end of thechart, where only 14 per cent of small businesses believe they will see growth intheir business. Most of the businesses indicate that employment is likely to beincreased within their business. Something like 50 per cent of employed peoplein Western Australia are employed within the small business sector. Thatindicates one of the reasons Western Australia has the lowest unemployment levelin the nation. There is no question that much of the confidence that is talkedabout stems from the unprecedented resources project investment that either isreal or is mooted to take place in the ensuing years. That factor has givenconfidence to Western Australian small business, because many of thosebusinesses are built on supplying to those major resource projects.
Mr Kobelke: Did the report provide answers to all questions, or did it selectively
choose those that might provide the -
Mr COWAN: The best that I can do is to let the member for Nollamara have acopy of the report so he can draw his own conclusions.

METROPOLITAN REGION SCHEME - AMENDMENT No 966-33,
SUBMISSIONS IN OPPOSITION EXCLfUDED FROM CONSIDERATION

633. Mrs HALLAHAN to the Minister for Planning:
(1) Is it a fact that submissions in opposition to metropolitan region scheme

amendment No 966/33, as it impacts on the Byford trotting track, wereexcluded from consideration by the Planning Commission?
(2) Why were those submissions excluded?
(3) Does it have anything to do with the Minister's guarantee to landowners ata Liberal Party meeting in Serpentine soon after the previous election, atwhich he said that he would expedite planning changes to allow them to

rezone and subdivide their properties?
Mr LEWIS replied:
(1) 1 do not know the answer to the first part of the question.
Mrs Hallahan: People have been complaining about it for weeks and the Minister
still does not know the answer.
Mr LEWIS: I cannot carry all those things around in my head, of course! Wehave only had 18 major amendments!
Mrs Hallahan interjected.
Mir LEWIS: To continue -
(2) I am not sure whether it was a Liberal Party gathering. I addressed agathering of people, and I said to that gathering that the potential of theland around Byford and Mundijong south of Arinadale had been

absolutely ignored by the previous Labor Administration.
Mrs Hallahan interjected.
Mr LEWIS: Indeed, I requested the Western Australian Planning Commission toget on with the structural planning of that area so that people there would knowwhat their futures were with regard to land use. I make no apology for that. Wehave been proactive in planning. We have been 10 to 15 years ahead of the play.We have been identifying areas for future industry, future transport corridors andfuture residential and dormitory suburbs. We have identified two areas in Byforand Mundijong, which will have communities of 30 000 people in 20 years.
Mr Court The member for Armadale has the wrong side of the argument.
Mr LEWIS: The member for Armadale has the wrong side of the argument.
Mrs Hallahan interjected.
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The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Armadale has asked her question. I
have given her the opportunity to make some interjections, but she is now
disrupting the answer, and I ask her to desist.
Mrs Hallahan interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Armadale.

Mr LEWIS: If the member for Armadale is criticising the Government and me as
Minister for driving the amendments, she is wrong. People down that way should
applaud what the Government has done. It has got on with the planning of the
area and it has given the service agencies an opportunity to get on with their
planning so that they can put in place the drainage, water supply, sewers,
electrical reticulation and all the vital services that agencies would not even look
at until we had the planning in place so that they would know where the urban
front would go.

HOUSING - ELLENBROOK
Royal Australian Planning Awards

634. Mrs van de KLASHORST to the Minister for Housing:

I must represent a wonderful lot of innovative people, because the subdivision of
Ellenbrook has won accolades in the Royal Australian Planning Awards.
Therefore, in view of the suggested downturn in home building, will the Minister
please explain the significance of that award to home buyers?

Mr Ripper: This question is headed "a dorothy dixer".

Mr PRINCE replied:

It is certainly not a dorothy dixer, it indicates that the member for Swan Hills
takes a great interest in her electorate, in which Ellenbrook is situated, and she
wants to know more about the Royal Australian Planning Awards. Ellenbrook
received two of those awards. When this Government came to office it
recognised Ellenbrook as a strategic and important project which was commenced
by the previous Labor Government and continued by and accelerated under this
Government. The project has resulted in a number of innovations in planning
which have not been seen before in this State.

One of the initiatives taken by the joint venture between Homeswest and Sanwa
Vines was the preparation of a detailed community plan in conjunction with the
Shire of Swan, which should also be commended for its involvement. The judges
of the Royal Australian Planning Awards noted that Ellenbrook's community plan
was the first of its kind in Western Australia and that it involved extensive early
consultation and participation. The result was that the people who are buying and
settling there now have facilities alrady in place. Previously, the traditional
method of subdivision leaves the provision of facilities until after the event. The
Ellenbrook joint venturers, the Shire of Swan and the private providers are
making early provision for a wide range of community services and facilities.
The result is that in the community development section Ellenbrook management
won the award for the Ellenbrook community plan.

A submission by Feilman Planning Consultants Pty Ltd won the planning and
development award for Woodlake Village. I do not know how many members
opposite have visited Woodlake Village. I know the member for Nollamara has
because he and I visited it together. The member for Swan Hills has also seen the
development which has been recognised for its exemplary planning, and its
nutrient catchment is something else that will result in an award in the near future.
The consultants who undertook that work have been recognised for this
innovative scheme.
Many visitors from East Germany, the Eastern States and Japan have visited
Ellenbrook to look at the planning process, particularly the nutrient capture. They
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have taken the knowledge they have gained to their respective authorities. Thisinitiative is providing work overseas for consultants and planners in this State.
The SPEAKER: Order! That concludes questions without notice.

Points of Order
Mr M. BARNETT: Mr Speaker, would it be possible for you to indicate, in
future, before the last question is asked that it is the last question. It would savemembers like me jumping to their feet seeking permnission to ask the next
question only to be told that question time has concluded. It would be a great
help to the House if you could do that.
Mr C.J. BARNEIT: The obvious government response is that that is at your
discretion, Mr Speaker. All the member has to do is simply look at the clock. Heknows that half an hour is allocated to question time. It would be self-evident if
he glanced at the clock.
The SPEAKER: The suggestion put forward by my predecessor that I indicate
the fact before the last question is asked is an excellent idea. If members recall,
that is what I used to do. However on one occasion I did not do very well when Iindicated that it was the last question when there was a minute left on the clock.It was a short question and the Minister's reply was a simple no. The full minutehad not been used and that is the reason I gave up that practice. I note thecomment of the member for Rockingham because it has some relevance, but I
gave up the practice for that reason.
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